
months before then

Okay So in spring of 2009

That might be reasonable

Okay

It was because initially it was was

contacted by law firm in Los Angeles who was acing some of

the work for the Bernstein group cecause it was the

Washington case

And you have testified well strike that

10 What were you specifically retained to do in the Michael

11 Washington case

12 Well initially it was supposed to be for

13 medical ntlpractice suit Thats all

14 Okay Did it become something else

15 It became product liability case

16 So you were retained Were there two separate

17 lawsuits filed one for medical malpractice one for products

18 liability

19 Well that was the initial was for toat But

20 then it quickly generated into the product liability

21 So the medical malpractice case went away

22 was never in any jury trial that hcd

23 anything to do with the medical malpractice But the initial

24 deposition was for that

25 Were you in jury trial for the products
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liability case

For Michael Washington

Yes

Yes sir

OKay And ano what were yeu retainec to

testify dbour in th case mean what were you an expert

qnalified to testily in That case about

It wds aboLt tnigs that to some decree we have

discussed tohay Whdt ftc what anesthesia practice 15

10 what ciseptic technigne is wnat safe injection practices are

11 appropriate use of propofo those were some of the primary

12 reasons

13 Also Then in ems of 50 and 20 cc vials and what

14 that might h0ve wIere tYat caine into all this Because we

15 only use 50 cc vials critical care unit an intersive

16 care unit We use It no other place in our hospital And

17 lot of that hao to oo wi toe safety issues that have come up

18 in this case

19 And hese were specific to the product liability

20 case

21 Thats correct

22 You werent retained or in fact you didnt

23 opine give an opinion as to the mechanism of transmission of

24 the disease in that case tf at correct

25 That is correct deferred to the CDC ano
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the Southern Nevada Health their final investigation

report

And in fact in order to have been able to give

opinion expert opinion youd h0ve to be am epidemiologist

correct

That is correct

And you are not that

am not at epdemiologist

need to know little bit more about you In

10 these cases you testified on behalf of plaintiffs correct

11 No sir

12 On these cases that we just identified Have

13 you ever received any compensation directly or indirectly from

14 manufacturer of popofol

15 No sir

16 Do you remember study that you were involved

17 in

18 Oh

19 in San Framcisco

20 Yes tdke that beck That is correct

21 You have received compensation from

22 manufacturers of propofol ndirectly orrect

23 Thats correct That was way back before any of

24 this transpired

25 Okay In your practice as an anesthesiologist
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have you ever been sued for medical malpiactice

The only time that it has ever oome up was for

dental injury that occurreo Other than that have never

been sued

Okay Were yo ever sued for medical

mdlprctice

For medical r_pract cc

Yes sir

Well ouess you cdli that suit medical

10 malprdctice suit then would have been

11 Well here was awsuit filed acainst you was

12 there not

13 Yeah for cental iniury Thats what said

14 Are you oertlst

15 am not dentist

16 Okay You were sued for dental malpractice

17 case as an anesthesiolocist

18 was they Initated proceedino to sue

19 thats correct

20 And you were naned party named defendant

21 Thats correct

22 And you setted th0t case for money

23 That is correct

24 Prior to these lawsuits thar weve identified

25 regarding hep here in Clamk County Nevada had you ever
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testified or worked on case involving propofol

Not that can remember

Prior to these cases where you identified in

Clark County had you ever testified in any proceedincs

regarding hep outbreaks

Not that remember

Nave you ever neen employed as an expert In

case involving the outbreaK of blood borne pathogens

None that remember

10 Do you have any background that would make you

11 ar expert in infectious disease

12 No sir

13 You are not an expert in hepatitis correct

14 That is correct

15 Youre not an expert in the treatment of

16 hepatitis correct

17 That is correct

18 Youve never worked with CPNAs in ar ambuatory

19 srrgical center correct

20 That is correct

21 Youre not an expert in gas1roenterologi

22 correct

23 That is correct

24 You dont do any treatment of hepatitis

25 correct
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That is correct

MR SI\NTACROCE dont think have anythirg se

for him

THE COURT AU rIght Thank you Mr Staunaher

REDIRECI EXAM NATION

BY MR STAUDAHER

Lid the State sk you about any of those Items

Were you ever brought In ard asked questions about those for

the State

10 have beer csxeo before in you mean one of

11 the other previous

12 No this case f-0ve you ever been askeo

13 No

14 about csKeo to come in and cestmiy about

15 hepatitis and

16 No

17 epidemic oqy

18 No sir

19 anythinc lixe that

20 No sir

21 Matter of fact the only questions Ive asked

22 you today relate to your practice as an dnesthesiologist

23 That is correct

24 Is that fair

25 That is correct
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Now you were asked some questions about the

dental malpractice case mean that common issue with

anesthesiologists

MR SANTACROCE Im cuing tc object as to

foundation Whats common what is he even talking amout Is

what common situation

THE COURT Yeah thats sustained

MR STAUDAHER direct issue It was wel_..

THE COURT You can rephrase the question

10 MR STAUDAHER Ill rephrase it

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 Dental issues with anesthesiologists is that

13 something that you take care in when you do procedures Watch

14 tte dentition the the teett of patients

15 THE COURT Well wait minute Were you performinc

16 anestuesiology for dental procedure or an oral suroery or

17 was there dental injury a5 result of something that

18 occurred in another type of surgery

19 THE WITNESS This was nentleman who was cormdno for

20 coronary artery b\rpass graft He had an anaphylactic

21 reacton to drug Durino the cttempt dt

22 THE COURT The intubation

z3 THE WITNESS lifesaving had to emergently

z4 intubate him and also had to push epinephrine He had

z5 dental injuries that occurred from that And we settled It
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His life was saved And he ended up hvino gooo result

except for the new dental work that had to be done

BY MR STAUDAHER

You were asked about this provider mean ad

nausevr abou this provider education

Right

thing Do understand you rrectly that

your reading of that paragraph regarding multiple use hao to

do with what you consider you you nirncd tYree of them

10 think was the chemotherapy drugs tue radio

11 Pharmaceutical

12 pharmaceuticals and so forh Those are very

13 high cost drugs

14 Andthe

15 but thats what you believed that was about

16 And the biological which wds the Botox

17 Okay And you think that tna parorph has to

18 do with propofol

19 Absolutely not

20 Okay So when you say that Ths unsQfe

21 irjection practice as related to propcfol is ttt what youre

22 talking about mean thdt that is unsdfe if its useo to

23 ror propofol

24 That is correct

25 Now one of the other things What size
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syrInges do you typically use when you use 20 cc bottle of

propofcl

20 oc syringe

So when counsel was asking you onestions about

tre arawing up of This of the the various bottles when

you h0ve 20 would you use 20 cc syringe

Yes

Why would you do that

Because dont have to worry about ever iavinq

10 to co ahc0d and using it in the bolus fashion ever have to go

11 bock nto vial which could be contaminated thats number

ThIL ce
Ii Number two never have to worry about wastage

14 bec0use oiways waste from the syringe if anything is left

15 over Th0t leaves nothirg on my cart between cases which

16 leaves nothino that could even possibly contaminate the next

17 potent that take care of

18 Did you know when you were asked some questions

19 aocut this specific cases in this particular case that were

20 iL Im talking about the individuals like Michael Washington

21 ana Pctty those people that the counsel askeo you about

22 did you h0ve knowledge that the clinic used 10 cc syrinoes

23 only for 0mesthesia

24 believe that thats what had read in

25 SANTACROCE Im going to object to outside the
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cross

MR STAUDAHER Actually it doesnt

THE COURT State your question state your

question cgain

BY MR STAUDAHER

Did he know that only 10 cc syilnoes were useo

Did he meanng wics he

You did you know

Okay ThaYs what read

10 MR SANTACROCE Objection Still

11 THE COURT No Well overruled

12 THE WITNESS What

13 THE COURT You ccn you can answer You car

14 answer the question

15 THE WITNESS Okay Yes

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 So you knew that

18 That he ha yes

19 So in that sense even on 20 youd have to at

20 least draw two syringes full or two syringes two 10 cc

21 syringes to get all of he mecication out of the bottle at

z2 one time or you would have to go back into the bottle with

23 the same syringe or new syringe to get the rest of it out

24 correct

25 Thats correct
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Okay No question tnat even though its not

0000 practice you can do that if you use the with the

caveat that you do it aseptically c5 youve described

Thats correct

Now with recard to the whole thing that we went

trrough bour the the publicizing or not publicizing of

sJe njection practices or not safe injections practices yoL

you went they went throuoh or Mr Wright went through

tt with you cn initially those things get published

10 OttbJeak5 and the liKe get published in journal virology and

11 tYe CC MMWR things like that is th0t right

12 Correct

13 And is was your testimony that those are

14 journ0ls tha4 are not typically read by an anesthesiolocist

15 Thats correct

16 Did understand you though that those

17 reports even thounh they oont initially start in the

18 journals thdc you would re0d eventually end up in those

19 journals

20 Thats correct

21 And in fact dic you not say that in the the

22 AANA wuich is what

23 The Anerican Assocation of Nurse Anesthetists

24 The AASA what is that

25 ASA one Im sorry
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ASA Im sorry

The American Society of Anesthesiology

Is that journal you read or

Yes

society youre part of

Its society Im pdrt of and they have one

tte two most prestigious journals which is Anesthesiology

Okay And CDC

The CCC

10 Okay So at least for for you the ASA and

11 for anesthesia nurses or maybe they would even subscribe to

12 to tuat ournal But dnesthesiarelated journals would

13 you h0ve cccess to that information

14 Yes sir

15 Okay So when when you say or would you

16 say tat it was publicized or wel publicized about unsafe

17 injection practices in those journals

18 Yes sir

19 So even though it didnt start off that way do

20 you get that information

21 Yes sir

22 Any any cloak and dagger there that youre

23 not aware of as far as unsafe injection practices

24 MR SASJTACROCE Im ooing to object Cloak and

25 dagoer
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THE OTJRT Yeah thats sustained

MR STALDAHER My words Bdd words Im sorry

BY MR STAUDAHER

Has his beer something that has been known

generliy abut safe injecton prcctices for lono time

los sir

years

Yes sir

ls this somethno you were taught in your

10 trd_ning

11 Yes sir

12 MR STALDAHER Courts indulqence Your Honor

13 THE COURT Thats fine

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 just have one last thing You hao mentioned

16 that you believe rht theres equal responsibility and

17 think you mentioned somethIng about the practitioners have

18 responsibility in what tfey do

19 Yes

20 Cau you explain that to us what you meant by

21 that

22 You sdy Im sorry equal

23 The practitioners do they have responsibility

24 in how they do their work with the equipment anc supplies that

25 they have
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Yes Very much so

Is it ultimately up to the praotitioner to oo

the right thing with the patients

Ultimately It is their responsibility both

terms of in terms of outcomes and safety Ultimately it

is their responsibility

And in your opinion is safety or oost more of

an Important factor

Safety always trumps profits and and

10 corporate the corporate entity for profit

11 MR STAUDAHER Nothing further Your Honor

12 THE COURT All rlgnt Ladies and gentlemen were

13 going to go ahead and take were goino to go late tocay

14 Is everybody

15 MS WECKERLY Actually Your Honor can we approach

16 on that

17 Of recoro uerch conference

18 THE COURT All rgnt adies and gentlemen were

19 going to just tale quick about 10 minute recess

20 During the recess youre

zl know Were raing To back to an earlier point

22 Mr Wright that you made were anly human So were going

23 to take quick 10 minute break

24 And ladies and centlemen during the break you are

/5 reminded that youre not to discuss the case or anythinc
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relating to the case with each cther or with anyone else

Youre not to read watcf or listen to any reports of or

corrinentaries on the case person or subject matter relatng

to the case Dont do ary knc of research Please oont

form or express an opinion on tne trial

Noteoads in your cncirs and follow the bailiff

through the rear door

And for the law3iers did te witness is goino to be

about 10 minute beax oe not done yet

10 Itll not be much loncer and we have couple of

11 juror questions too

12 Court recesses at 458 p.m until 508 p.m
13 THE M7\RSHAL Please rise for the presence of the

14 jury

15 Juiy reconvenes at 508 p.m
16 THE MRRSHAL ILank yuu You may be seated

17 THE COURT A1i runt Court is now bacK in session

18 And Mr Wrioht you my begin your recross

19 RECROSS EXANINATION

20 EY MR WRIGHT

21 Very brieiy 3r Fredman think ou just

22 said for Mr Staudaher that the safe injection practices were

23 propofol and injection practices as far as you know

24 were widely known ano wice established for the

25 anesthesiologists correct
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Yes sir

Okay And is it still your correct testimony in

the civil case page 116 17 1B when you were testifying

or the plaintiffs against the manifacturers

Tell me if you acree wtn the following statement

Safe injection practices have heen well established as we as

widely publicized

Answer under oath disagree with that statement

All right Again the question Safe injection

10 practices have been well established The first part okay

11 They nave been well establisneo Second part well

12 publicized The widely pubJcized is partly the anesthesia

13 people have not been informed in lot of what they usual

14 reah Correct

15 Thats consistent with

16 Is that your correct testimony in the civil

17 case

18 Yes sir Very ccnsstent with what just

19 Is that your testimony

20 Yes said yes

21 Thank you Now injection practices Lets

22 talk about at the time of the events in this case July 2007

23 You just talked about injection practices have always remaineo

24 the same and well known correct

25 Yes sir
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Okay July 2007 time of incident in this

case Is it within the standard of care -c reuse single

syringe on single patient as long as the syringe and the

vial are thrown away

Im sorry say ttct 0o0in

July

Yeah

2007

Seven yes

10 Is it within the stanoard of care to re use

11 sinole syringe on single patient as long d5 tie syringe and

12 viai are thrown away

13 To re use it

14 Re use

15 It is not within the standdrd of care

16 In July 2007 nct today

17 You mean in tents of wtdt the CDC said

18 ho mean in terms of Im going to read it

19 to you again this is your testimony sir

20 Right

21 In July of 2007 it wittin the standard of

22 care to re use single syringe re use on sinole

23 patient as long as the syringe and vial are thrown away

24 Can read the context of iL

25 No You you want to know what your answer
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was

Under these ciccumstances yes

Question Okay So in July 2007 there were

circumstances where the re use of syringe was within the

standard of care right

Answer With the vial being thrown away thats

correct

Question And today this was 2009 this

testimcny today are there circumstances where re use of

10 syr ages is within the stanthro of care

11 Answer Again think practices changed because of

12 the recent several cases that Lave occurred because of the

Ii transmission of the hepatitis virus and think the st0ndard

14 cf practice now is to go to single use vial cefinec as one

15 draw and throw the vial away and the syringe away anc one

16 needle

17 Question So the standard of care hs evolveo from

July 2007 to the present with respect to the re use of

19 syringes

20 Answer thick its h0rd to put year on it

zl think this has been evolution between you know saying

22 exact 2007 or certain oate What was tryinc to say is

23 that somewhere between 2002 ano where we are presently

24 2009 and where we are presently with changes in JHACO

25 terms of what theyre coming up with And again some of
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those happened in 2004 and 200 We are seeing mucY

strIcter interpretation of re using syringe secono rime or

p0tient cant tell you ar exact date cant tell you

an exact year This is an evolution that has occurrec

Question All right To make it lecir

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going -o object at

tris point Are we just going to redd the whole transcript or

is there question

MR WRIGHT Ive got one more sentence

10 THE COURT All right Let him finish

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 Question All right Just to make it cear

13 tuougn as of today you believe it would be xiolctlon of

14 tfe standard of care to reuse syringe in any dlicumsmrce

15 even If it was only on the s0me patient

16 Answer With single use vial yes TYdrs your

17 testimony Okay

18 understand

19 That is in thats the which civil ccse was

20 that Do you remember

21 MR SANTACROCE Michae Washington

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 Michael Washington Now hear you syino

24 different testifying differently for the State here in

25 20ll
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MR STAUDAHER Objection

MR WRIGHT

Is that correct

MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor That ts

nrt

THE COURT Well if he disagrees then he can answer

te guestion

THE WITNESS do disagree dont

MR WRIGHT

10 You dont understand

11 No

You said tiese there was no change ir these

13 practces just asked you in July 2007 asked you the

14 guestcn could you do in You answered no Now reac you

15 your testimony arid the answer was yes in July 2007 Dic you

16 not hear tha
17 Can see

18 Yes

19 that in context Thats all want thats

20 all wdnt to see rioht now

21 You point out if misread it Better oive you

22 your page What page is that

23 That is the 20 21 or 21 is what you h0ve up

24 here Or excuse me paces 78 to 81

25 guess need 20 Started on paoe 77 Midble
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of77

Okay Let me just th0nk you Can have the

page before that please Were you reading something also

from 2007 Or

Lhis is the this is the earliest ore you dive

is ths correct Of the things that you read

Thats exactly what read you sli

Okay Okay

Onpage

10 No no Thats fine Okay No Im

11 reacinq it and Im

12 Okay

13 Im understanding this little bit more

14 Just minute Yeah see

15 THE WITNESS Okay Your Honor can redd ths out

16 loud and take it and put it in context or not

17 THE COURT Okay Well Mr Wright or Mr Staudaher

18 can follow follow up

19 MR WRIGHT Ill let Mr Staudaher follow up But

20 Il_ et you use the pages

II THE COURT Are you fin shed with your

z2 MR WRICHT Go ahead read it

23 THE COURT Oh all right Read it

24 MR WRIGHT dont dont want to

25 BY MR WRIGHT
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Tell me what misconstrued

THE COURT Doctor you can read the whatever part

you want out loud

THE WITNESS Okay How do you want to proceed

BY MR WRIGHT

Did misread it

You didrt read it in the context of the six

panes What you read was correct Tmits correct

Do you vant to read the whole thing to the jury

10 If you wish me to

11 dont wish you to do anything just want to

12 krcw you tell me the way understand your testimony July

ii 2007 it was within the standard of care your words sinole

14 use sinole syringe re use it toss both one patient And

15 it was only after as result of cases like what happeneo

16 here that the standards evolved and became stricter is that

17 conect

18 thinK it became stricter years before then

19 Cbvoisly

20 Did you say that there

21 Can read this

22 You want to read the whole thing Just read the

z3 parts you want to read and then Ill read what you testified

24 to the civil case

25 Thats fine Thats fine
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THE 0URT You can read them out loud

THE WITNESS know Im looking

THE COURT Oh

THE WITNESS to try to cut it little suort to

see wflere should start

BY MR WRIGHT

All Im interested in is the stanoard rf care it

July 2007

Okay Question Doctor before we bixice you

10 had mentioned that there are some situations where re use of

11 syrnge ws not clearly inappropriate Thats at ledst how

12 took your testimony Are there any situations where syiirue

13 cou be re used on single patient and it woulo be ihn
14 the standard of care

15 Answer No If patient was being treateo by an

16 Arestnesioloqist propotol was drawn from propofo vl0l

17 injection was rrmde into the patient could the syrinoe be

18 re used second time on that patient

19 Answer Well this is the difference between the

20 theory and the human use Tbe recommendations now are one

21 needle one syringe one draw one vial The reason is that

22 although again from theoretical standpoint an asepic

23 technque nothing bad should happen in terms of transmission

24 of viral particles The reality is when you deal with he

25 human experience and the potential for human error anc
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cross examination thats what the recommendations now

presently are So think it is substandard

Question When did the recommendations become not

to re use syringe

Well thinK thats what answer Well think

tc0ts what happened procressively is that if you look back

wruthe its the CDC whether its the American Society of

Arestnesi whether its the AANA the Association for Nurse

Arestnetists especicilly in 2002 when there were four

10 ctbreaks that occurred and those outbreaks have not gone

11 awdy progressively more and more organizations are going to

12 rrtch rticter interpretations so that these things can

13 hcipnen

14 Question In 2007 July 2007 was it within the

15 stnd-d of care to re use syringe as long as the syrince

16 and tne vial of medication were disposed of at the eno the

17 treatment of the patient

18 By the time 2007 when the standard of care

19 tYis the answer in our community meaning in te Los

20 Angeles area was to go to not re using syringes To say that

21 trere was federal mandate when you look at even CDC

22 sugcestions before 2007 clearly it made those comments But

23 the reality is that the fact it wasnt until approximately

24 2004 based upon the incidents of medicines report anO then

25 JCABC taking much more active role with medications in
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general it wasnt just unsafe intravenous practices but

medications and medication errors that they started look no

to see if there was way in which they could significant

cut down on thing anything that had to do with

medLcations And this is one of those things wiere deS in te1v

safe prdctices were be no breached Safe intravenous

practices were being breached And so you see it more ann

more in the literature in terms of the CDC FDA ASA AANA

Question In Ju 2007 was it within the stirdaic

10 of care violation of the standard of care to re use

11 syringe if the syringe was used on single patient and te

12 vial of medication was disposeo of at the end of the

13 procedure

14 Now youre sayino answer Now youre sayinc

15 something little different dont believe it was low
16 the standcxd of care

17 Question Tell me how you think those questions

18 were different

19 Answer You said throw the vial out You oicnt

20 say that before

21 Question tfink dd but thats he

z2 difference

23 Keep reading

z4 am am Your answer question Your

z5 answer was because you thougflt that the previous question
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didLt dssume that the vial would be thrown away

That is oorrect Thats my answer

Question Okay So there are instanoes where it is

within the standard of oare currently to reuse syringe

Answer No

Question Were there nstdnoes in July of 2007

wee wcs in where it was within the standard of care to

re use srinoe

Answer No And lets see if were not connectino

10 here somewhere tiink asked you on July of 2007 whether

11 it was within the standard of care to re use single syringe

12 or cinole pAnien as long a5 the syringe and the vial were

13 thrown aw
14 Answer Under those crcumstances yes

15 Question Okay So in July 2007 there were

16 circumstdnes where re use of syringe was within the

17 stardard of cdre rioht

18 Answer With -he vial being thrown away tiats

19 correct

20 Question And today are tte circumstances where

21 re use of syringes is withIn the standard of care

22 Answer Again think practice has changed because

z3 of the recent several cases that have occurred because of the

24 transmissions of the hepatitis virus id think the standaro

25 of practice now is to go to single use vial defined as one
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draw and throw the vial away and one syringe and one needle

Question So the standard of care has evolved from

July 2007 to the present with respect to re use of syringe

think its hard to put year on it think that

it Las been an evolution between ycu know to say an exact

2007 or certain date What was trying co say is that

somewnere beween the year 2002 nd where we presently are

with changes in JA.HCO anc terms of what theyre corning up

with and again some or those things th happened in 2004

10 and 2005 were seeing much stricter interpretation of

11 re using syringe second time on patient cant tell

12 you an exact date cant tell you an exact year This is

13 an evolution that has occurred

14 Question All rlgtt To make it clear as of toddy

15 you believe it would be violaton of the stanoard of care tc

16 re use syringe in any circumstance even if it was only on

17 the sante pctient

18 Answer With single use vial yes

19 Question As of exactly when the standard of care

20 changed ycu couldnt pinpoint

21 Answer could not pnpcint could not exactly

22 say 2007 or 2006 As sad its an evolution from the

2002 04 cdses that occurred around the country that people

24 were becoming very worried abcut the transmission of hepatitis

25 or viruses
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Question You are not prepared to say that in July

of 2007 it was violation of the standard of care to re use

syringe on single patient the propofol vial was thrown

away

Answer ar rei you thdt the irrmeoiate practice

of where ass in Lcs Anodes rounty that was the standaro of

practice can tell cant tell you that it was

natonal practice cart tell you that you look

specifically you look ond specifically say But there

10 clearly were iecorrmerdAnicns trat it would been written for

11 2007 stating that rAnts what should be done

12 Question Anc Jr July of 2007 you dont know

13 whether it was the sanioc care in Clark County Nevada

14 to re use syringe on snole patient if the vial was thrown

15 away afterwdrds

16 Answer can tel ycu that the CDCs

17 recomendation is the naciounl recorrmendaAnon That is not

18 standard In other words dont think when it comes to safe

19 intravenous practices dont think that this is sometting

20 that country or city or state determines that think

21 that the authorities who thnk the authorities who are

22 the most knowledgeable arc wso have written and made

23 suggestions whether its to physicians in practice or whether

24 its through other agencies of the government includinc

25 JAHCC and they wish to no ahead and set stringent standard
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dont think that it is sometYing that is community think

that is nationwide That tre practice of medicine And

when you say the standaro it is tfle standard for safe

practice for safe intravenous practice

Question Do you Know what the srandaro or practice

of CRNAs anesthesiologists wuo administer anesthesia it Clark

County Nevada in July 2q07 ws with respect to the re use

of syringes on sinole patients

Question Do you Know or not

10 Answer No And thats what

11 Okay

12 what there

13 So what read to you was accurate correct

14 In some the context it was and in some of

15 the context it was somehng that it started earlier but

16 what you read was acourare at you read was accurate

17 Okay

18 just wanLeo to read

19 And before

20 wha was before

21 and before before read it asked you

22 the same question

23 Yes sir

24 We started this you wanting to read it all

25 Yes sir
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by me sayinci in Jily 2007 was it within the

standard of care and you answered no And then showed you

your testimony and the answers yes Correct

Yes

Okay

MR WRIGHT No urthe questions

THE WITNESS Okcfv

THE COURT Mr Santjruoce

MR SANTACROE qaxe notning

10 THE COURT Mr Stadahe

11 MR STALDAHER No recirect Your Honor

12 THE COURT AnyThng dny cther juror questions All

13 right Theres no further guestous Thank you for your

14 testimony Please was goinc to say dont aiscuss your

15 testimony but since youre not here as percipient witness

16 dont need to say that

17 THE WITNESS Okay

18 THE COURT You are excused at this time

19 THE WITNESS Thank you

20 MR STAUDAHER M0y walk nim out to get his stuff

21 Your Honor

22 THE COURT Sure

23 MR STAUDAHER Thank you

24 THE COURT Shall we Get started with the next

25 witness
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MS WECKERLY We have witness if you want us to

start

THE COURT Start

MS WECKERLY Okay

THE COURT The next witness is whom

MS WECKERLY Joaen Syler

THE COURT Maam just ight up here next to me up

these couple of stairs please And then just please remain

standing facing that lacy neSt toere wholl aominister the

10 oath to you

11 JOAEN SYLER STATES WITNESS SWORN

12 THE CLERK Thank you Plecse be seated And please

13 state and spell your name

14 THE WITNESS Joaen Syle

15 THE COURT All rgrt Thank you Ms Weckerly

16 DIRECT EXAMINATION

17 BY MS WECKERLY

18 Its lucKy to be the witness that gets cailed at

19 530

20 Maam how are you errployed

21 As consultant an Inoependent consultant

22 In in what area

23 Different areas Im un RN dont do any

24 clinical practice anymore But get heavily involveo in

25 medical record review anc healthcare fraud investigations and
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certified coding issues

And before you worked aS consultant can you

explain to the members of the jury your other employment

Prior to beonnirq as consultant was

emp oyed th Blue Cross Blue Shie cf Tennessee for nine

years for year anc Yc_f the Medicare division as

supervisor in medical reccth evew 0nd Then into the special

investigations unit where oecane el hcare fraud

investigator and then subseguently beame accredited as

10 healthcare fraud investicdtcr And urior to that it was

11 various hospitals and physcan based setThngs

12 And richt row yc work consultant in

13 partially in the area of hed tkccre fraud investications or

14 expert testimony

15 Yes Or meilc0l record auditing Sometimes

16 that comes into play

17 And have you testified before in trials as an

18 expert in healthcare fraud ci standaids of practice in the

19 industry cnd and bi_linc iproprieties

20 Yes have

21 And was that just Tennessee or have you

22 testified in other states

23 Ive testified ir Thnnessee Iowa and Florida

24 Okay In your your in all of your

25 experience can you based cr cll of your experience can
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you tell the ladies and oentlemen of the jury how generaly

industry practices in relation to healthcare ability come into

being How are the practices or the industry standaros set

The inoustry standards basically are set by

Medicare CMS Centers or Medicare and Medicaio Services

CMS acts as like an umbrella with rules regulations and

guidelines And in most other health insurers private hea

insurers will fo The most part follow suit witY what Medcare

says Does that answer your guestion

10 It does And do you know why it is that

11 Medicare is the one that sets the standard or CMS sets the

12 standard for the industry

13 Medicare along with AMA the American Medica

14 Association physician organizcition work hand in hano as well

15 as with some mdior insurers such as Blue Cross Blue Shie

16 in developing the cooing the codes the desriptions of those

17 codes how to bill those codes the guidelines for those

18 codes and then those all ttat information the guidelines

19 the codes are compiled in book that is published annually

20 called CDT Current Procedural Terminology which is

21 physician bdsed coding or services and procedures

22 And in your work as consultant and then in

23 your at your prior work investigating fraud and and

24 doing medical audiing are you familiar with the CMS

25 definition of anesthesia time
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Yes am

And how how is anesthesia time defned

according to the CMS stardard

G43 says that anesthesia starts when the

anesthesia practtuurer is in present with the patient ann

begns to prenale The pucient for anesthesia services And

then it ends when hat anestoesia practitioner is no longer

givIng any anesthosia servIces which eguates to theyre no

lonoer present fare -ace with the patient and anesthesia

10 has passed safely The care of that patient to post operative

11 person and place usua_ly an PN

12 I\o so anesthesia is continuous time of

13 being in attendance guess or face time with patient from

14 the start of the procedure until the patient is passeo off to

15 recovery room personnel

16 Yes

17 Iow accoroirg to the industry stanoards and

18 guidelines what if -he anesthesia provider has to attend to

19 the patient in the recovery area under the guidelines how is

20 that suoposed to be one documented and two does that oet

21 to count in the anesThesia tIme

z2 Well it defntely would need to be documented

23 well in the medical record Because its not very conmon In

24 fact would call it somewhat rare in my experience that

25 anesthesia would have to be an anesthesia practitioner
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wouid have to be in attendance face to face with the patient

after the procedure ended Because if something emercent were

to happen with that patient and they were already in the

recovery area theres possibility anesthesia practitioner

couid immediately come to there bt its not likely Because

theyre usually already in another procedure

So the recovery area nurse would call the appropriate

person whether it wou be an emergency physician the

patients private physician cr the patients specialist that

10 maybe had that would have done the procedure if that person

11 was that practitioner was not in another procedure as

12 well So it depends on what the situation with the patient

13 wouid be as to who you woud cal But its highly unlikely

14 that it would be anesthesia in my experience

15 And lets just say its that rare situation

16 where it is the actual provider tne person that provided

17 anesthesia during rhe procedure pass the nerson off to the

18 patent off to the recovery room personnel And for some

19 reason you know 10 minutes later had to be called back

20 to the patient and was a\alable How would that be

21 documented according to industry guidelines

22 It would have to be documented what the

23 circumstances were and that would be documented by the RN

24 And then if anesthesia did come back in anesthesia sfould

25 even make reference in their documentation why they were
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called back in what services the patient needeo that

anesthesia would provide to that patient

Billing wise think it would depend on what the

circumstance was as to whether it was part of the anesthesia

services lready renoerec or whetner it was something more

significant For example if the patient in the recovery area

had respiratory airest and arestnesic was available the

same anesthesi0 practitioner trat ad administered anesthesia

to the patient then the codinc and the billing would be

10 different because it woulo have to do with the emergency

11 situation not the anestYesia that was given during

12 procedure

13 So you cant ike tack it on to the the

14 procedure time

15 That would be nichiy unlikely and in my

16 experience dnd in my experence in as an RN as well as the

17 med cal review of the of records many over the years Ive

18 not ever seen that happer actdly
19 Okay I-low anout on on the opposite end what

20 if you are an anesthesia person and for some -eason you go out

21 into preop area and talk to the patient then leave the

22 patient for few minutes and co do something else and then

23 that patient rolls in for their procedure How whats the

24 standard for how you would calculate that type of time

z5 If youre talkinc dbout like preop
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eva ution

Yes

prior to procedure that is included in the

base code for the anesthesia service thats going to be given

during the procedure Its not separately billable item under

CMS Medicare

Okay And so thats part thats actua 13

supposed to be incluoed in thie the base amount that iou

bil for the actual procedure

10 Yes

11 Okay And while were on that can you explain

12 to the members of The jury in terms of anesthesia time what

13 you mean by base units and the other time how is that how

14 is that guess documented or explained in units of tine

15 The base urit is bsicaiiy the the code for

16 the anesthesia Then you have to add to that the minutes in

17 anesthesi0 and those are usudlly divided into 15 minute

18 increments And reimbursement usually occurs by so many

19 dollars per unit

20 And so various medical procedures woulo

21 assume depending on how complicated they are have set

22 amount of base units

23 Im not dont unless Im not

24 urderstanding the question theres not very much set in stone

25 wher it comes to base units because it can vary per patient
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just like every person is an irdvidual then what occurs with

them it could be otally different than the very next

patient

Okay And are there are there like

standard to rou krow ecue units that are associated with

certan proceoies it and then you get to add on the

anestnesi time and those in the units or is it different

than that

Poe you asking is there common times

10 Well the the tme is 15 minutes correct

11 Yes

12 Okv

13 The unit 1R minutes yes

14 Okey And maybe misunderstood you

15 earlier hut when Pc askeo about if person if the

16 anesthesia provider comes out to the preop area and interviews

17 the patient then has break from that patient but

18 eventually thcb palient is who they administer the anesthesia

19 to maybe ill say that agair

20 How is that calcuatec Or

21 They 00 not 0dd

22 Okay

23 minutes for that preop evaluation time

24 Thats incluoed in the procedure

25 Yes
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Okay

Yes Pm sorry if misunderstood you

No thats okay think confused myself

But in in terms of anesthesia billing and in terms of your

experience in the industry are you allowed to be billing

anesthesi0 for two patients at the same times or are you

allowed to have overlap

One practitioner one anesthesia practitioner

Righ

10 No The only if nothing else it becomes

11 guality of care issue Because if an anesthesia practitioner

12 is giving anesthesia to one patient except in unusual

13 circumstances they stay with that patient until that

14 procedure is finisheo urtil tiat anesthesia is done for that

15 patient before they would move on to another patient

16 So youre not allowed to

17 Simcltaneousiy

18 RigYr Lb huh

19 No The only time you can do something like

20 that is an anesthesiologist an MID can supervise and go from

21 room to room up to four patients if they were CRNAs giving

22 anesthesia But then thats kind of different sort of

23 billing because theyre theyre doing medical supervision

24 bil ing Theyre not actually administering anesthesia to

25 those patients simultaneously
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So mean one anesthesiologist could

theoretically supervise four CPNAs doing different procedures

Righ But the anesthesiologist is not giving

the anesthesia

Riot Bun singLe CPNA can only be billing

one for one patiert an time

Abs lu ey One dt time

Oka\ How about is it proper in the industry to

bil_ for more houi than there are in the work day

10 Absolunely no mean theres only 24 hours in

11 day calender day period And Ive never in my rrmny

12 years of prdotie seen anybody work 24 hours day much less

13 more than 24 hews day

14 Nov in the in the industry guess within

15 the last deade ha5 there been ohcnge in how claims are

16 processed Is it is it paper system or has it is it

17 an electronic system how claims are subnitted to the insurers

18 to pay

19 To my nowledge ail olcims submissions now are

20 done eleotonioall\ from the providei whoever the provider

21 may be hether its an anesthesologist or

22 gastroenterologist or neurologist Its eleotrono

23 sobmissions And hen the claims are processed

24 electronically And then the pay the payment the

25 reimbursement is electronic as well
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Okay And in that in that system is there

or the insurers is there human being revealing those

clams that are suhnitted

No The only time human would review any

claIms is when those claims come in electronically ard they

hit up against the electronic processing system that sysem

has built in edits some insurers have some artificial

intelligence you know to review certain points on claim

But unless some of those things stop that claim for some

10 reason meaning there would be something wrong on the face

11 the claim then its just goinc to process right through the

12 system

13 So unless theres something that oets cauoh b7

14 the corrputer system the c1aim gets processed ard paio

15 Yes

16 In the in the industry if theres false

17 information on claim does the provider have to pay or can

18 they reject the claim

19 You mean the insurer

20 The insurer

21 The insurer can they its normal that the

22 claim would just be rejected and then fregnently some notice

2u is mailed to the provider that had originally filed the claim

24 saying you know we rejected this claim Or theres some

25 notfication It may not be letter It may be on the
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expanation of payment that goes with their next monthly

check yoL know on John Doe patient we rejeoteo this olaim

because And then the provider can re file it with the

correct information

In in preparation for your testimony this

eenioo dio we ask you to review patient recoros from July

tre 2Hth of 2007 and September the 21st of 2007

Yes reviewed approximately 140 medical

recoros

10 And in terms of your review and tie anesthesia

11 times on those two dates on both of those dates well Ill

12 tst t0ke the firs one On July the 25th of 2007 did you

13 see overl0pping anesthesia tines on those recoros

14 Yes did

15 And did you see billing for more hours th0ni

16 t-ere wds in the day

17 Yes

18 And on September the 21st of 2007 did you see

19 tre salle thino Dio you see overlapping anesthesia orms

20 irdlcatinq that the CPNA Wa5 apparently attending to more than

21 oe patient at the same time or at least thats what the

z2 aresthesia form indicated

23 Yes

24 Yeah And did you on that second date

25 September the 21st see billinc or anesthesia records for more
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hours than there was in the day

Yes

MS WECKERLY Ill pass the witness

THE COURT All right Ladies and gentlemen well

go ahead then and take our evening recess Well ieconvene

tomorrow morning at 915

During the recess you are reminded you are not to

discuss the case or dnything relating to the case wtr each

other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch or

10 listen to any reports of or commentaries on this case any

11 person or subject matter relating to the case Please oont

12 do any independent research by way of the Internet 01- aFy

13 other medium And please dont form or express an opinion on

14 tte tridl

15 Notepads in your chairs And follow ftc bai1lf

16 through the redr door

17 Jury recesses at 554 p.m

18 THE COURT Okay Well see you back here at

19 tomorrow

20 MR WRIGHT want to put on the record these hours

21 my client is unable to assist me Ive said this over ano

22 over throughout the trial Yesterday we ended at 6OC last

23 night he does not have the abilty he cannot assist me

24 do not have the time to work with him made the record at

25 the beginning We were going to have accommodations Now it
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has gone to whei.e its yesterday it was 930

THE COURT Well yesterday we had

MR WRIGHT till 600 last night

THE COURT we yesterday we ended at 530 with

tHe Hy
MR WRIGHT We were here till 600

THE COURT And Im putting it on the record And

tIer tnee as drgurnent later that took time Today we had

you report 1030 and think wound up starting later whict

10 is we went later tonight because we didnt have an early

11 stdrt today Other than yesterday we were endinc pretty much

12 rt c00 every day Some days even earlier than 500 So if

13 youre telling me that you need additional time you cant go

14 tls ate

15 MR WRIGHT Ive been telling

16 THE COURT even on late start late start

17 today then fine OKay But again we had later start for

18 tre lawyers and Dr Desai and everybody today which was

19 lO0 And then we oidnt actually know you had to sit

20 arcuno dnd everythino

21 MR WRIGHT Correct

22 THE COURT But dont think we got started wth the

23 jury because some of them were late We didnt get staited

24 witS the jury till think 1100 today Now know he still

25 has to sit around But its not to me as tirino as starting
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being in trial So okay get it Youre saying you

cant Take accommodations or whatever would just look

before you say Oh youve never been defense dtorrey Ill

say it Ive never been defense attorney Bu isnt some of

the discussing what transpired during the dcy isnt that

rraybe things that you can save for the weekend

MR WRIGHT No Because his memory isnt t-ere He

doesnt he doesnt remember and he cOxes up he the

witnesses who have testified Arid so when go over thu oay

10 then Im going to prepare for tomorrow for Dr Ncmcc Ario

11 when art supposed to do it at 1000 at night -0ve him sit

12 in ny office or brino him in early in the mornirau

13 asked this at the beginning put the cise law

14 ir asked for shortened sessions

15 THE COTJRT Okay Well weve been

16 MR WRIGHT and get

17 THE GOURI All right

18 MR WRIGHT longer sessions

19 THE GOURT No you didnt get longer sess ors

20 because we started at 1100

21 MR WRIGHT Longer than requested

22 THE GOURT We starteb at 1100 today ano you

23 krow

24 MR WRIGHT was here at 1015 sitting out front

25 THE GOURT Okay Well in any event Goinc
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forward mean think weve done everything to acconmodate

not just the Court but the State with providing advance

notce of things and doirg other things that theyre not

required to do So its not just the Court thats triec to

provice reasonable accommooations its the Stare Look

lot of toocy was just repetitive over and over again Nor

blcirdno anyone due to lot of things with the witness just

reaoino from depositions and tYings like that It took lot

of time but really was ro new information Its just the

10 some tninq over and over again

11 So dont know how long thats going to take

synthesize ona discuss with your client But you know he

13 was on oll day and sayno not lot lot of it was fightinc

14 back ano forth and other tYings But you know be tram

15 dont know that thats really something that needs to cone

16 over ano niscussed the ye_linc and the fighting and the

17 jok no and the you know otner things

Sc all riol-t wel again ditht feel like we

19 were dome so badly in mak no the accorimodations when we han

20 late start today But you say that we are and so well be

21 Tuneful of this goinc forward You know this would be movinc

22 lot faster if everybody oidnt ask the some questions over

23 ard over again get it with this last witness was sha_l

z4 say difficult But okay You know you need more

25 acconinodations and thats fine But you know like saId
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mean the State in terms of aiding with the accommodations

theyve been really doino lot here and know youie

talking to the Court

MR WRIGHT dont disagree

THE COURT rioht now But you know lot of

this wouldnt have to go as long if it wasnt epetltive So

tomorrow is what it is You know its Friday So youre

going to have two days to review prepare whatever

What are you asking me for right now tonight Part

of the reason we go long is for dli of this fighting beck and

forth and you constantly interrupting me and then me iaving to

chastise you for constantly interruptino me and back ano

forth If we would just engage in tell me what you wanD and

then Ill tell you what Im cuing to do hen maybe we could

cut these days shorter and you know whatever

So what are you askinc me for ioht now 604 p.m

on Thursday Mr Wright What are you asking me for before

tomorrow

-3

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

zl

22

23

24

25

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

is you know if you

NothIng further

at 915 when we come back

Nothng further Nothing further

Okay

Sorry took the time

No Im not saying that All Im saying

didnt cut me off all the time then
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maybe lot of this arg-uino could could go faster

Now in terms of tomrrow morning were probably not

going to start with the jury rioht away because wart to

make two calls or make at _ecst one call no juror employers

and want to do that in the piesence of The lawyers So

lawyers just you know oct here 915 or whatever but we

may not start imsediately with the jcry So if Dr Desais

few minutes later Lhan tTht trats you know fine But

want to at least get started by DO with the jury

10 All right then Thats It for nonight

11 Court recessed for the eveninc Ct 602 p.m
12

ii

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

/3

/4

25
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an expert on

THE COURT Well

MR STAUDAI-JER whatever hes asked to come in as

an expert for

MR WRIGHT dont rrean use of them

THE COURT Well overruled

MR WRIGHT Thats just fiaure of speech

THE COURT Thu that was the fuctual basis for

this claim

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 Is that correct

12 MR STAUDAHER Speculation then If he knows

13 THE COURT Well if ne knows

14 BY MR WRIGHT

15 Well you know ttdt dont you

16 Lets usk it uoain

17 Okay If if the nepatitis was spreao by

18 another mechanism like oirty scopes or imuroper use of

19 multi use saline or improper use of multi use lidocaine

20 someone wus just angry ard did something wrong if those were

21 the methods by which this outbreak occurred on two dates here

22 then there wouldnt be this lawsuit and cause of action

23 against the big manufacturers correct

24 MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

25 THE COURT Oh overruled Just mean its
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tfe answers obvious

THE WITNESS If thats what the cause was But

thats not what was founo in the investigation

BY MR WRIGHT

Did ask you what ws found in the

investigation You want to hear my last guestion What did

ask you

MR STAUDAHER Objection Argumentative

THE COURT Yeah tuats drgurnent mean

10 badgering

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 Would you

13 THE COURT Argumentative

14 BY MR WRIGHT

15 answer my question

16 If those were the causes that were founo there

17 wou not be sui against the manufacturer

18 Correct Are you an epidemiologist

19 No sir

20 Okay Now the verdict here in this case could

21 have an impact on that civil litigation

22 MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor

23 MS WECKERLY Your Honor

24 THE COURT Thats sustained

25 BY MR WRIGHT
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Could

THE COURT Well it calls fo

MR STAUOAHER Objection

THE COURT speculation and legal conclusor

and

EY MR WRIGHT

Well do you

THE COURT you know if we want him here as

as lawyer legal expert then lets ust let the State

10 you know ask him lega nuestions toc

11 EY MR WRIGHT

12 Were you

13 THE COURT Hes not rere as leual expert

14 MR WRIGHT Okay

15 THE COURT And whether wh0t legal impact it coulc

16 or may not could or could not h.ve is beyond his testimony

17 as medical expert Or

18 MR WRIGHT Okay

19 THE COURT as physician

20 MR WRIGHT Okay

21 THE COURT An anesthesiologist So

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 You had no conversations wirh Kellebrew or any

24 of the other plaintiffs lawyers you have worked for aut
25 your assessments in this case and why it would be in their
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benefit or you to help here correct

That is correct ive h0d thats correct

Okay You didnt discuss that subject Did you

discuss with any lawyers not the district attorney any

lawyers for which you worked as an expert youx testimony here

Thats correct

No said did you

No did rot

Okay Thats what wcis asking

10 Thats

11 Now want to talk to you about propofol

12 Youve used like 1000 times year right

Yes sir

Okay And mainly you use ic bear in mnd

15 dont know the terminology real well but in the clinic weve

16 learned that they used heplocks whdt we call here in the

17 courtroom and then they inject dose into the hep lock or

18 tte needle and syringe Theres that method or theres

19 another IV method Do you know whet Im distincuishing

20 between

21 There are several ways One is directly into

22 the hep lock Two you go ahead and you hook ar infusion bag

23 up in other words it can be saline with the injection ports

24 that lead to the hep lock and you can inject propof ol through

25 it Three you can hook up the constant infusion of propofol
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Those are the

Okay

So you can bolus two of them one throuch the

and one through an IV setup hooked to bao of

or two constant infusion with an infusior pump

dont get boluses and licucts Are you

talking about dose

dose

three

Okay

single dose

So you can dose or constant infusior

Thats correct

Okay And our main practice is wfich of the

do the one dont do is thouch

hep lock Number one thats the unsafest of the three And

the reason is is that because if you have unsce practices

thats the closest to patients bloodsteum so that the

transmission can occur into the needle or into The syrirge

thats one

Two if you get patient that gets pecuiar

reaction and you can get an anaphylactic reaction to the

emulsion you are not that close to being able ro gve

epinephrine to resuscitate your patient if you just have

hep lock as opposed to if you hook up an infusion bao you
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have constant source of beinc able to resuscitate your

patIent easier and put them on drugs to maintain their blood

pressure until that reaction goes away

Well you dont do hep locks with doses

dose but not oirectly into the hep locK

Okay You do mainly infusion

No You

Im asKing

There are two ways

10 Thats question

11 in which you have

12 Which oo you

ii an IV bag lets say with saline you hdve

14 te connection between that and the hep lock that you can go

15 aread and give Thats an infusion of fluid You car hook up

16 ar nfusion pump and give propofol that way or you can go

17 ahead dOd give dose bolus aliquot into that infusion but

18 it al ows you to be much further away from the source of the

19 contcmination It allows you to resus patient

zO got that

21 resuscitation

22 Which do you do

23 Idothe

24 the majority of your practice

25 do both bolus that goes into constant
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Cotit

infusion or do constant infusion of the

propofol into the port of that hookup to the saline bag

Okay What what do if you know cc ycc

krow what they normally co here as standard in axnbuiatcr

surgical centers for propofol Do you know in Las Vecds

THE COURT You mean here in Clark County

THE WITNESS do not know what they cc as stcncdrJ

of care in Los Angeles mean excuse me in Las Vecds

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 No said

12 In Las Veqas

13 didnt say standard of care just meant cc

14 you know what they do

15 dont know what they do

16 Okay

17 in terms of Las Vegas

18 Okay And so if guess in Caliccrra

19 hep locks just plain hep ock dose thats they dont fo

20 that in California because its dangerous

21 Im saying that

22 Is that correct

23 Im saying it is theres reason to h0ve

/4 constant

25 asked you if they do that in California
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dont know of anyone who does it

Okay You dont know of any ambulatory suroioal

center in California for any type of procedures where propofol

is civen for short procedure where they just use hep-lock

rd needle and syrince fol dose correct

California is big state

Is that correct

do not know how everybody practices in the

state of Caiifornia

10 Okay Whether they

11 Sol

12 we just have no knowledge whether they do or

ii dont in California correct sir

14 That is correct

15 Okay Have have you told your colleagues or

16 broadcast in California the dangers of using hep lock

17 have not

18 Okay Now propofol youre aware that they

19 were using they meaninc the clinic here in this case okay

20 wh0t call 20s and SOs okay

21 Yes sir

22 And tell me about using 50 for multiple

23 patIents when use proper safe injection practices think

24 the example given by Mr Staudaher was start with 50 okay

25 open it gloves alcohol on top whatever all the things you
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do to make for safe injection practice Okay Brand new

needle and syringe withdraw one another brand new needle

syrnge two three four five okay If it if that were

done and then those five needles and syringes were separately

used on two on one panient one on another patient wo on

third patient is there any way that could cause the

trdnsrnission of hepatitis

if youre asKing whether if they have they

kept cseptic technique under those circumstances there

10 woudnlt have been any transmission of hepatitis

11 Okay And that would be think you said

12 tteoretically correct

13 No said if they had

14 Okay

15 aseptic technique

16 Rigif

17 that

18 My example

19 there would have been no thats what you

20 were asking

21 Yes

22 there wou be no transmission

23 Okay

24 froma50ccvial

25 And thats true whether its multi dose vial
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or single dose vial that says 50 on it rorrect

Absolutely Its correct

Okay

If the aseptic technique is there

And youve ycuve indicated that also for

Mr Stcud0he that coulo take 20 propofol if wanted to

and could dr.w up syringe full of propofol inject patient

an tredtinq Patient needs another dose could use same

neeole same syringe empty the 20 propofol vial use same

10 neeole sane syringe inject the patient Arid that there is

11 no way th0ts ooing to cause transmission of anything any

12 blood borne panhocen correct

13 theres aseptic technique

14 Okay

15 That is correct

16 And hats true whether its 20 cc saline vial

17 or propof ol vial correct

18 That is correct

19 Is the does it make any difference weve

20 heard evidence in this case of injecting patient drawing up

21 cut of propofol vial call it first inection okay then

22 individual practitioner takes the same syringe takes off the

23 needle puts on new sterile needle throws away old needle

24 and goes back into propofol vial and re doses the patient

25 Whats the siquificance of that
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If he uses aseptic technique and he injects it

hack into the same patient theres no significance at all

There shouldnt be any transmission of any of any oisease

as long as he uses aseptic technique

Okuy And what does mean we have heard in

this courtroom eviderce that could use the same needle

and syringe to re dose the same patient Okay Do you have

whats the signifiance does it add some protection or

sometning by rhanginc the needle

10 It just means that if either when you do that

11 with the first with the first amount that you give that

12 that contaminates the neede and the syringe If you go back

13 and use either the needle or the syringe it contaminates the

14 vial If you inject the rest of the amount into that patient

15 that patient already if they were contaminated has the

16 disease and has the antibody to So nothing happens to

17 that patient

18 The problem occurs if you then go aheao and use it

19 aoain with larger vial and you use new needle or new

20 syrnge in that vial the next person gets contaminated

21 Ill get to that Im just trying to focus in

22 on why someone what any idea what the practitioner would

23 be thinking like the extra precaution

24 MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

25 THE COURT Yeah thats sustained
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BY MR WRIGHT

Well you te me when when youre there

are circumstances where you use the same syringe and change

the needle before adoing more to the syringe

Nutme

lu
nv me mats not my practice

believe

Well ust quick

10 Ive never said that That is not my practice

11 Well etl

12 My pctice

13 Toll me you wanted to draw up 60 ccs of

14 propof ci into CO cc svilnge to use on the pump Okay You

15 use triree 20 vial poporols And do you get one syringe put

16 00 hrcnd new needle go nto propofol vial draw up 20

17 toss the vial take off the needle put on brand new needle

18 go nto the next propofol vid drciw it up take it out take

19 off the needle throw it dway put on new needle draw up

20 the trlird correct

21 Thats coirect

22 thouoht you didnt do that

23 I\o What said was is that when go ahead

24 and finish what is in the syringe what draw it in the

25 syringe throw the neecie away throw the syringe away
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use new needle new syringe and new vial

Im talkinc about drawing up 60 syringe where

you need three vials of propofol to put into it to put onto

the pump Follow me You understand what Im talkinc about

correct

understand wnat youre talking about

Okay So when you draw up the first 20 youve

got one syringe 60 correct

Correct

10 Okay And you put new needle on it correct

11 pun new needle on it

12 First neecle You draw up you empty one 20

13 youve got 20 ccs into the syrinqe correct What do you then

14 do before drawing the rext 20 out of the second vial

15 Im wipinu off the rubber stopper with alcohol

16 arid Im withdrawing the propofol

17 With what

18 With the syrnge

19 With new needle

20 With new needle

21 Thats what said Youre using syrince

22 Im not sure were on the same page So you get out youre

23 on the same syringe you throw away the old needle you put on

24 new needle you draw again now you still need 20 more

25 you throw needle away and you put on new needle and you
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draw third time Now youve used three needles on one

syringe Correct sir

Yes

Okay And there must be some henef it that comes

from changing the needes th0t you peiceive Correct sir

It would

Correct

Its just Yaoit that have that thats the

way do it Obviouslt if Its aseotic theres not going to

10 he problem

11 Im not

12 And Theres no wait

13 Im not sayino theres problem Im just

14 delving into what the ra ionale coclo be of the practitioner

15 hec0use we have evidence in this case of CPNAs changing the

16 neenle on syringe they have Lsea as if that were reason

17 for it And then see you encaqe in the same behavior And

18 so understand you do out of habit But at some point in

19 your practice there mus have been some reason or benefit

20 that causes you to do that that makes you think its safer to

21 do that way

22 It is safer than what was done in the clinic

23 because they left remnans in the vial

24 Did did sir did ask you what they did

25 in the clinic Were you in the clinic
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No sir

Ever

No sir

So youre going to come in here and tell us what

theyre doing in the clinic

MR STAUDAHER Objection Argumentative Your

Honor

THE COURT Yeah thats argumentative

BY MR TIGHT

10 asked you and your prdctices That which you

11 know about You have some reason when you developed the habit

12 of changing the needle before re using the syringe There

13 you it you think somehow it makes safer correct

14 Its just the way that have done it What

15 do Is take all of the contents out of whatever vial use

16 People people youve been doing it iO

17 years We have CENAs invoved in this case that have been

18 doing it longer than you have And so guess people just

19 develop certain practices that they believe axe safe even

20 thougti they cant explain them and tHey ust go ahead with

21 them right sir

22 MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

23 He can testify to what he knows not what other people do and

24 why

25 THE COURT Well he can if you can answer
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THE WITNESS That is what do because its the

habit that Ive deveiopet that is ccnsistent with what the CDC

says Thats

BY WRIGHT

Its consistent with wct tne cDC says

Uhhuh

Where does the CDC say chanoe neeole ano use

tine same syringe

The CDC acain coesnt sy doesnt sa

10 exactly the way youre saying it

11 Doesnt say it the way youre sayino it either

12 do they

13 With all

14 CD
15 With all due respect the CDC does Oo it

16 dont reuse the syringe empty the con ents throw the

17 waste away

18 know What Im trying tc focus in on is that

19 extra safety and precaution that would cduse you out of

20 habit to change the neecle because thats the way you ci it

21 because some you dont think ts riskier chancing the

22 needle do you

23 It should not be rskier its just habit

24 have

25 And you think it adds some safety
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MR STAUDAHER Asked and answered Your Honor

THE COURT Well overruled Do you think it adds

some safety

THE WITNESS Its habit have dont thlnic it

cranges the safety with the way do things

BY MR WRIGHT

Isnt there something about once the neethes

been out it could have lIke touched someone or something

And seems read that in scmeones deposition

It could always happen

11 Do you remember any explanation you gave about

12 it Is the safest way to change the needle because once you

13 have gone in and withdrawn something that needle has been in

14 ttat vial its been out theres bacteria in the air

15 etcetera Do you recall is that ringing bell

16 Well first of all if its me use

17 needle less system which Is different than needle Ano

18 thats because it protects the healthcare nrovioer

19 Okay Well

20 But

21 Im sure was you was reading about that

22 drew up the 20 changed the needle drew it up changed the

23 needle drew it up chanced the needle drew it up changed

24 the needle Now youre te ling me that wasnt you

25 didnt say that wasnt Did say it
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wasnt dont believe so

ask the questions

And said that if thats what you saw there

Ill stand by it

Okay And did you expidin why it wds safe

It was never asked Thcts the way do It

Okay Now CDC what you say has put there in

perimeter on this needle changing thought DC was today

one vial one needle one syringe one pdthent throw

10 everything away except the patient Righu

11 And one patient Thats correct

12 Okay And thats CDC best piactices today

17 correct

14 Yes sir

15 Wheres re use the needle in there Re use the

16 syringe change the needle mean

17 Im not sure wnat youre saying acain Say that

18 acan

19 Well youre the one that said the CD you

20 were following CDC practices

21 MR STAUDAHER Actually Your Honoii Se sam he was

22 consistent with and would object to

23 MR WRIGHT Okay Consist

24 THE COURT That is true he said consistent

25 MR WRIGHT misstated it
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THE WITNESS So what are you asking now

BY MR WRIGHT

How does how do you make that consistent with

current CDC practices which say every single time needle is

usec tnrow it away every single time syringe throw it

away

Because that way you never use it on another

patent

Okay So thctd be aseptic right

10 That would be part of aseptic approach

11 Okay Well that would be clean what co you

12 cal it

ii Its safe injection practice

14 Safe injection practice

15 Which is part of aseptic practice

16 Okay AseptIcs bigger

17 That is correct

18 Okay

19 The injection is part of aseptic technique

20 Okay That would be safe injection practices

zl right

22 Thats correct

23 Okay And.. Safe injection practices have

24 have evolved over the last 10 years

25 Longer than that
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Longer than that Okay What weve hearo here

ir this courtroom is like the most forbidden mean the

totally off the charts re use needle and syiince multipe

patients Thats thats forbidden corieTh

Yes sir

Okay For as long as anyone can remember

Yes sir

Okay And there have been instances youre

aware of where dont mean you mean just from rational

10 pub icity of where at clinic in Oklahoma practitioner useo

11 tue seine needle same needle and syringe on 24 patients

12 correct

13 Thats correct

14 Okay And so that has has always been an

15 unsafe injection practice or for quite while anyway

16 Yes sir

17 Okay And today 2013 in your opinion it woulo

18 be an unsafe injection practice If dose the patient witf

19 20 re use needle and syringe same patient threw away needle

20 and syrinqe threw away propofol that would be an unsafe

21 injection practice in your opinion today is that rgft

22 Oidnt follow that one

23 Okay The it was it was the example

24 gave of simply you one 20 Okay Needle and syringe

25 draw it out inject the patient patient needs another dose
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Same needle and syringe or change the needle out of habit

Back into same propofol vial redose the patient Done with

tt patient Throw away propofol vial throw away needle anc

syrnge Is that safe injection practice

You said some Im sorry but you sam

sometning little consistent

Okay

Did you you meant that after you withdrew the

first 20 ccs from the first vial you threw away the vial yOu

10 have another new vial is that what you meant with

No Im talKing one vial

12 But youve emptied all the contents How are

Ii you going to go ahead

14 THE COURT What If its 50 milliliter vial

15 THE WITNESS The way he

16 BY MR TIOHT

17 What do you mean all the contents

18 The way he 50s different story Fe said

19 20 tnough

20 THE COURT Oh

21 THE WITNESS Thats what he said

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 give the patient dose of 10 Okay

24 0Th huh

z5 Now theres 10 left in the bottle go back in
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second time withdraw the other 10 Now the bottles

empty Okay Throw the bottle away Same neecle same

syringe Dose the patient Either or 10 ful amoant

Taken patients done Procedures over icil Yim out

Throw away the needle and syrirge Safe injecthnr practice

What their preferred method woulu be Is to take

the 20 cc syringe and empty all the contents cu and then

throw away vial needle and syrinue Thats tte preference

And the reason is is that because when you takc the first 10

10 cut until you need it you dont know that whcr youic going

11 to do with the remnants of that vial And as you go in with

12 20 ccs if you do it the way you said wihn aseptic technique

13 it would not be problem

14 Theyre worried about nd rightfully so that if you

15 have larger vial 50 ccs and you do that technique you

16 wiTh have remnants or leftover propof ol ano ycu i1 then go

17 ahead if the patient is infected you can infect cb\iousiy

18 the other 30 ccs that you havent used because youve used

19 2C And youll come along and use another needle and syringe

20 What theyre trying to do is to get practice That it is

21 fai safe for public safety

22 Okay Whos theyre

23 Thats the CDC

24 Okay

25 The Centers of Disease Control
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And so they they put out their best

practices

RighL

correct Okay And so my question was and

you you foilo COO practices best prdctices

Yes sit

correct So what scdd you you believed

by hypcthetic0i re use ceedle and syringe one bottle of

propof ci sdxne patient Throw away propofol and needle and

10 syrnqe you believe thans an unsafe inection practice

11 correct

12 It you use dseptic technique its safe

13 practice

14 Okay

15 If you use small vial of propofol it can be

16 safe practce

17 Okay

18 But when you start going ahead and putting

19 together thd you can have larger vial that you may have

20 people who have unsafe techniques it increases markedly the

21 potential transraission of blood borne disease like

22 hepctitis

23 Okay Well lets go to 50 then The but

24 what youre telling me if follow it correctly is as long

25 as Im using aseptic technique its safe injection practice
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Arid the only time something can happen is if make mistake

or use poor judgment

Thats thats why you dont do it that way

Because then safe injection practice becomes an unsafe

injection practice And if you dont develop habits that are

foo proof thats why these things continue to happen And

they do continue to happen Because people the weakest

link in all this is the human link Its the desire not to

waste drug Its the desire to go ahead and no things the

10 riLost efficient way Its the besire to have things that are

11 least costly Theres the desire to go ahead the cost of

12 performance to get people ttrouqh the system as quickly as

13 possible Mistaices occur If you dont adhere to certain

14 practice that is failsa the human element is what is the

15 weakest link And it and there are studies out there to

16 show that people are still practicing with unsafe injection

17 practices unfortunateiy

18 And the studes show laxge percentage even

19 today correct

20 wouldnt use the word large But its

21 significant if you have one person who does it thats

22 significant

23 Okay But its

24 But its large to me means over 50 percent

25 Thats not
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Okay

whar the .iterature says Its significantly

less than that But it is an appalling number still

And von and you dont think say its 28

percent okdy aoulo would believe its okay safe safe

injection prc ice to use same needle same syrinoe same

patient nd ttrow in away Okay People still 00 that

correct Desulte best practices

WAnt people ore colng predominamtly is either

10 reusing the syrinGes

11 Okay

12 or they are using

13 All -he time

14 the he meoication on multiple patients

15 tf at are sinole p0ient unt vials

16 Okay

17 Thats vhd the literature says

18 Okay

19 And so tha prescription for transmission

20 in the future of hepdttis acain

21 Rigir Thats prescription for mistake and

22 human error correct

23 Correct

24 Okay Were not dealing this isnt civil

25 case with mistake and humcin error Okay This is criminal
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case in which we deal with people and issues of whether they

are consciously engaging in reckless conduct knowing the

reasonably knowing the consequences of it Okay And when

those all those people out there are still doing that do

you think all those people

MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

BY MR WRIGHT

are

THE COURT Lets hear how he asks the question

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 conscious are conscious of the gravIty of

12 the risk they are enoaoirtg in

13 MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation

14 THE COURT Well

15 MR STAUDAHER Are are you aware of the what

16 they are thinking

17 MR WRIGHT he car answer it

18 THE COURT If be can answer

19 THE WITNESS dont know

20 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor

21 THE COURT Obviousy he doesnt

22 THE WITNESS oont know

23 THE COURT know what Individuals

24 MR WRIGHT Sorry

25 THE COURT are thinking But if he wants to
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comment statistically on what he tninks the number reflects

then he can comment like that But obviously he cart

comment on what individuals may may not be thinkinc If

like he said if he can maKe statistical assessment which

he said he rant so were ooic to move on

BY MR WRIGHT

Theres ovidenco in this case that the the

practice of multi using propo ci v_als by multi usinc

mean more than one patlert tKc 50 or 20 usinc it till its

10 empty was widespread throuocct te state of Nevada

11 MR STAUDAHER Obiection

12 BY MR WRIGHT

13 Does that

14 MR STAUDAHER Assxres facts no- in evidence Your

15 Honor

16 THE COURT ThaLs sustiueo Ask it different

17 way Mr Wright

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Theres tiere han been

20 THE COURT If there were evidence or..

21 MR WRIGHT No There han been testimony

22 THE COURT Well again ladies and gentlemen of the

23 jury youll recall what the evidence would be or was

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 Well let me put it this way Weve hac CRNA in
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here who testified but he hes practicing in California

where theyre using hep locks in these ASC5 these these

clinics He works at two of them in Santa Maria and somewhere

else And hes worked there for years And he was CPNA

here in Las Vegas went rhrougr the CDC thing And hes back

working in this clinic ano they are still multi using

propofol vials between patients Does that surprise you

It happens Unsafe practices happen

Okay And thats cn unsJe practice

10 Yes

11 Okay To take 50 fill it up with as my

12 first example aseptically or whatever you call it safe

13 injection practice 50 use it just as Mr Sagendorc does

14 youre saying thats an unsafe practice

15 If you use it on multiple patients it is not

16 safe practice Thats what you started this with

17 Okay Because

18 Because you coulo contdmindte the remnants of

19 the other 45 ccs if you

20 Youre changing the hypothetical said

21 There was no hypothetical

22 MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor

z3 THE WITNESS in your question

24 MR STAUDAHER That was the hypothetical

25 THE COURT All right
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MR WRIGHT No said if its started it off

with safe injection practices Safe injection practices

BY MR WRIGHT

Just use use safe use multiuse vial

salIne Okay Right Sc ne comes in muii use vials

Yes sir

Okay So use safe injection practices car

multi use that vial on all tne ptIeits richt

Yes sir

10 Okay If use 50 ropofol safe injectIon

11 practices can use it on miltiple natients correct

12 If you take cok the answer is no

13 Okay Distinguish between the two for me

14 The first one snys milti oose vial on the labor

15

16 Says on the what

17 The second one says single patient use vial

18 Okay

19 That is big diflerene

20 Okay

21 And its becduse of the con-ents that are in

22 there its because of retardants that are in there And

23 there is certain perioc of time when proofol because of

24 its proclivity to potentially be substiate for bacteria

25 growth can be problem Theres reason that it
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specifically says that on the vial

That it says what on the vial

Single patient use vial

Okay Isnt that

THE COURT But thats cn Im sorry Go afead

BY MR WRIGHT

Isnt that where so its its whats

written on the vial on tfe label tnat makes it unsafe

correct

10 Not necessarily

11 Okay Take my hypothetical again Saline 50

12 cc Okay With preservatves in it Draw it up multi use

13 Propofol draw it up use within one hour on five patients

14 tat in either any difference in tansimission of hepatitis

15 identical correct

16 If it is aseptic tecrinique you would get no

17 transmission of the virus

18 Okay

19 We have talked about that And we have also

20 talked about that the weakest link

21 undorstand that

22 is the human link

23 Andso

24 Weve also tlkeo about the fact

25 Were human
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were human

understand that

And errors continue to occur Ann thats why we

still have the spreao of hepatits in healthcare facilities

understard tuat Im Im trying to taxe

this incrementally to uncerstro wny the different why the

50 is still being used multi use aseptically despite saying

single use on it And 0nd what Im hearing is if am

aseptic and do things propeiry and Im good practitioner

10 the only reason cant is because whdt the manufacturer wrote

11 on the label under my hypotrietical of using it within an

12 hour correct sir

13 There are reasons that they have it on the

14 label

15 Go ahead

16 The reasons they h0ve it on the label is because

17 of theres certain half ifs which you have to no ahead and

18 have this given to patient there dre ceatain reasons baseo

19 upon the fact that propofo transmission of HCV has occurred

20 that there things in the lterature that suggest that

21 certanly large vial portends toward multi dosing in the

22 sense of going from one patient to the next patient to another

23 patient And it was based upon first the bacterial infection

24 which was in 1995 in the New England Journal of Medicine that

25 tle everybody went overboard with the bacterial infections
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and people didnt stress the problems with the viral

transmission

THE COURT think we all need break Im being

signaled by the jury

Ladies and gentlemen were going to go aheao and

take our afternoon reoess

During the recess you are reminded you are not to

discuss the case or anything relatng to the case with each

other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch or

10 listen to any reports of or conmentaries on this case person

11 or subject matter relating to the case Dont oo any kind of

12 research And please dort form or express an opinion on the

13 trial

14 Notepads in your chCirs Follow the bailiff through

15 tfe rear door

16 Jury recessed 317 p.m
17 THE COURT Doctor youre free obviously to take

18 breCk Theyre in the bacK sc the bailiff controls them Ten

19 minutes for the lawyers

20 have guestion for the State Do you have the

21 other expert waiting around Good

22 MR STAUDAHER Sitting out there

23 THE COURT Well well stay late just huh

24 THE CLERK said Oh good

25 THE COURT just wanted to make record of what
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had happened previously with this statement from Mr Chaff ee

pulled all the minutes There was motion in front or

Judoe Barker which Judge Barker initially denied and later

granted that it was privileged on Motion for

Reconsioeration But Juoge Barker did it anyway even thouoh

he said there should be some testimony or an affiovit from

Mr Weiner the criminal attorney

initially had one and said that couid was

not going to grant it without an affidavit from Mr Weiner

10 that te understood the privileqe to that you now why dio

11 he oisseminate it and what he understood They refused to

12 provide an affidavit So the next time came up hao

13 already been granted as privileged by Barker ano Judne Wess

14 And so just went along with the group and grarted it

15 And then Judge Weiss had it first and he found it to

16 be privileged and grantee their motion It was basically

17 moton to exclude so that it couldnt be used ir the civil

18 cases

19 So thats the history there ke saio it wan

20 distributed to Mr Labus How it got to the civil lawyers

21 redly dont know Weve made copies think that the

22 interest first of all Mr Weiner never provided affidavts

23 or testimony as far as know to any of us on the guestion of

24 privilege

25 Secondly to the extent it may even be privileged
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even though its been seen by many many people think the

defense is right to have the statement both for questioning of

Mr Lbus possibly the detective and certainly to look for

any inconsistencies in Mr Chaf fees testimony supercedes any

pricy or any privilege concerns that Mr Chaf fee micht have

hdd

So her they are We m0de copies copy for the

State and the lawyers

MR WRIGHT Thank you

10 Court recessed at 320 p.m until 342 p.m

Outside the presence of the jury

12 THE COURT So youre the email was from the

ii lawyer saying sent the witness home

14 MS WECKERLI didnt get that one Michael dd
15 MR STAUIDAHER It says told her

16 THE COURT Can you read

17 MR STAUDAHER can read the email

THE COURT Yeah

19 MR STAUDAHER It says Thanks for your e-mail

20 rien sent her told her that reinformed her that she

21 needed to be here at 130 ste said Thanks for your mai

22 Since we did not hear from you earlier Ms Kalka is on her

23 way bdck to Minnesota Please advise if you wish Corrine

24 Spaeth to report this afternoon to testify and we will contact

25 her
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So they it appears to me as though they seni- her

home because that wasnt our out of state witness desk And

when our out of state witness desk apparently was contdcted

they checked the hotel and shed already checkec out So

THE COURT So for the record hat was an mdl

from Constance Akridce

MR STALDAHER Yes

THE COURT All right

THE MARSHAL Rise for the jury

10 Jury reconvenes at 344 p.m
11 THE MARSHAL Thank you Everybody may be seateo

12 THE COURT All right Court is now b0c session

13 The record should reflect the State the defense nd coLnse

14 tte officers of the Court ladies and genrlemen of the jury

15 And Mr Wright you may resume your

16 cross examination

17 CROSS EXAMINATION Continueo

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Dr Friedman

20 Yes sir

21 The the SOs if basically car bc useo jr

22 proper injection practices are used car be useo

23 multi patient but its single use And as as urderstand

24 you its the big bottle induces the propensity to abuse

25 Well first of all dont believe saio you
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coud ever use it safely And its not for multi use

rrLltiple patients All said was is that from the

treoreticGl standpoint if you use aseptic technique you

cdnt transmit the hep vans Thats what said

Okay

But The never said that it was made for

Ididnt

use

10 Im sorry

11 Okay

12 didnt say you sThd it was made for that

Ii didnt mecn LO infer that

14 Well thats

15 thouoht we had established that could use

16 the 50 of propofol just lke 50 of saline tfat car use

17 it if use safe injection practices and use it within the

18 timeframe in which its rot going to go bad that that would

19 be safe to use

20 Only in the context of the theoretical aspect of

zl aseptic technique But agThn milti dose vial thats

z2 labeled that is different than single use vial or

23 sinole patient use vial

z4 Right

25 And we shoulu make no mistake of that
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Im naking no mistake The confusion arises

because its big bottle correct

Thats one of the reasons

Okay

If you draw ccs out okay or Wi ens

say they were 10 cc syringes And you take 10 syrince

it leaves 40 in the iO ccs It ieaves 10 if you go aHead nd

use tne 20 ccs You have more of propensity and is

contaminated because you go back in you have tie temptat on

10 for the healthcaxe provicer to go in many more times anc

11 transmit the blood borne virus if it gets into that vial

12 THE COURT If they go with cledn needles and

13 clean syringes and its wthin the expiration window so rhdt

14 bacteria isnt growing in It then Mr Wrights guestior -s

15 woud that be safe

16 THE WITNESS It it would be safe if it was used

17 that way but again

18 THE COURT Okay But what youre sayino

19 THE WITNESS we have gone into an

20 THE COURT is theres human temptanion an people

21 make mistakes and the botties stting there so somebooy

22 could use dirty needle or dirty syringe in that open

23 bottle

24 THE WITNESS That is correct

25 THE COURT Okay But then somebody could use
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dirty needle and dirty syrince in any other bottle

THE WITNESS They could But because it is larger

there is more of propersty for it to happen and infect

more

THE COURT Because it

THE WITNESS people

THE COURT because the more propofol you h0ve

te more patierts youre likely to use it on

THE WITNESS Thats one

10 THE flOURT Is that fair

11 THE WITNESS Thats one But it also sends the

12 rressaoe we have nothing in the armarnentariurn of anesthesUa

13 trat 50 ro medication vial And when you see that you

14 aton0tioily and this is what was written in the 1995

15 eoitorial in the New England Journul of Medicine you think

16 tYat that is multi dose vidl nd you use it as multi dose

17 via because it is large

18 THE COURT But that coesnt have anything to do witf

19 wether or not healthcare provIder would have to stick to

20 aseptlo teohnique does it

21 THE WITNESS No Were talking about two

22 independent hings here

23 THE COURT All right

24 THE WITNESS What were seeing is is that

25 THE COURT Im going to Im going to
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THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Im going to stop Im goino to let Mr

Wright take over

BY Mr WRIGHT

agree with you And thats why its wrtten

iF an editorial in 1995 it lulls the good provider to

beieve he can use it for multiple patients because its

big bottle And it comes with spike correct

And the spike when you read what is on the

10 spike it is for multi use because of additives and

11 diluents

12 Right And so person coulc believe he is

13 acting properly in using it multi-use correct

14 Mr STAUDAHER Objection Speculation person

15 him

16 THE COURT Well overruled because hes already

17 talked about human temptation and error and and thincs

18 So

19 BY Mr WRIGHT

20 Correct

21 THE COURT You can answer if you cum If you

z2 you cant

23 THE WITNESS Okay Ask ask again

24 BY Mr WRIGHT

25 Okay The think what were sayino
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its its big bottle Written on it on the label is

single use right

Yes sir

Okay Is it sinole use single patient use

It says slug_c patient

or ngie dose

It says siru_e patient use

Okay Sc ubet teans well get into that in

minute the difference between sngle dose sinule use and

10 single patient Okay But when get it when

11 practitioner he te orders thIs or whoever orders it do

12 you tnink 50 shoulo be used in an arnbulatoy an endoscopy

13 center

14 No shou never be used

15 What sYoulo be used there 20s at the most

16 The smaller It is te safer it is

17 Okay

18 And thnk theies plenty of testimonies from

19 the Teva people including tue the people who is the vice

20 president of you know consuirer affairs its all in there

21 What why wy if it leads to the if

22 it leads the CPNA to believe its multi use because they send

23 it to him with spike to use mu ti use why would the Baxter

24 salesman call up Jeff at the clinic and say Weve got SOs

25 you want some
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MR STAUIDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

THE COURT Yeah Its sustained

BY MR WRIGHT

You know what Oh Im sorry Its sustained

Shouldnt have been sold to the clinic correct

It shouldnt have been sold and it shouldnt

have been used

Okay

There is there is equal

10 Okay

11 responsibility for safety when it comes to

12 drugs That means that -he peopie at the clinic who are

13 responsible for orderino it ano using it and not havirg things

14 such ds policies and proceoures places and the ability to

15 go ahead and

16 Okay

17 do quality control

18 understand

19 etcetera..

20 understand you want to go broader just

21 want to taie it step by step Okay The 50 hows it

22 hows the labeling How about the pamphlet in there Whats

23 it tell you in the 50

24 It says single use

25 Wheres it the pamphlet Im talking about
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Thats what you asked

thouoht ttougt read your testimony

that the pamphlet was totaly in0deguate and it misleads the

person

This

Wasnt tha your testimony

It says situ use and it is at the end of the

entire pamphlet Youre cot thousands of words Okay The

rranufacturer when tiei cc atead and do that that should be

10 front and center

11 It wasnt was it

12 It was not front and center

13 It was burieo at the ends of thousands of words

14 at the end back there talknc 0bout bactelLial correct

15 It was

16 Isn th0t our tesLmony

17 Thats testinony along with the fact that on

18 the vial when you look at it and you aspirate it for

19 multi use

20 Whats tha mean

21 Okay You t0ke it out of the vial youre

22 looking at the words Sincle atient Use on the vial The

23 pamphlets dont come into usually the operating room area

24 They may not come into the inventory surgical center because

25 of the way in which its packaced It may be just the vial
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itself So its prudent that what you have on the vial is

accurately placed

Okay And you have --

And it is singlepatientuse vial

And you thought the lamel wasnt good enough

That was your testimony that it didnt put them on notice

correct sir

Do you wane me to expand on that why didnt

Was that your test mony

10 Yes Yes

11 Okay Is your testimony different whether its

12 civil trial for the manufacturer ct wheher its case

13 here

14 It makes no difference

15 Okay Then tell me why the label was bad the

16 parrphlet was bad and sending the spikes was ban Tell me

17 first the label it left off wf at

18 It didnt

19 And why was it confusing

20 It didnt fave anything in here about viral

21 transmission

22 Correct And the history of propofol had been

23 there had been bacterial problems correct

24 Initially it was And then there got to be

25 when they got the bacterial infections under control there
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was an increase in the viral transmissicn that was beinc

reported There was no change that as made on the labol

Thats what complain about

Right There were there were problems with

viral transmission that were being repoLteo in These obscure

journals which no one reads Yet nothiio cone to put the

prdctitioners

MR STAUOAHER Objection F.cts not in evidence

BY MR WRIGHT

10 on notice ccrrect sir

11 MR STAUDAHER Journals ncbody reads

12 THE COURT All rigut Thats sustained whether

13 arybody reads them

14 MR WRIGHT Okay

15 THE COURT or doesnt read them

16 BY MR WRIGHT

17 Lets talk about those journals thirk was

18 just parroting your testimony youve given orrect

19 Which testimony

20 The these obscure viral joulLnals dont give

21 notice to the anesthesiology

22 First of all rever said any youre

23 absolutely misquoting me never suid anythinc about any of

24 these journals being obscure

25 Okay tiought
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Youre saying that

thought you said you you dont even read

mean youve you had never read the whole label the whole

pamphlet of propofol correct when you were practicing

have not read the entire pamphlet

Okay

thats correct

Arid thoucht you said that the there was

problem in that the message isnt getting out to the

10 practitioners because its put in things like the MNWR

11 morbidity report or something that no one reads other than

12 like do you get it

13 do not get it

14 Okay Let me find your testimony If ths

15 sounds familiar okay

16 Question was have safe injection practices en
17 widely publicized Okay Let me strike that

18 Tell me if you agree with the following statement

19 MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor Is he is

20 he refreshing his memory or whats he doing

21 MR WRIGHT Im reading in something

MR STAUDAHER Reading what

23 THE COURT dont want to try to read Mr Wrights

z4 mind

MR WRIGHT In this deposition
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THE COURT So maybe Mr wright can tell us al what

hes doing

MR WRIGHT Page 116

THE COURT Is this an inconsistent statement Mr

wright

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT All rignt Go ahead

MR WRIGHT Im just lylng the

THE COURT And this is from his deposition taKen in

10 one of the civil cases

11 MR WRIGHT Yes

12 THE COURT And dd you direct counsel to what pdge

13 youre reading from

14 MR WRIGHT Yes was lust seutinc Je framework

15 THE COURT All right Thats fine

16 MR WRIGHT didnt want to mischaracterze the

17 question to him

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 The question to you was Tell me if yo agree

zO with the following statement Safe injection prdctices have

zl been well established as wel as widely publicizeo Do you

22 recall your answer

23 would like to see where youre tdking that

24 from want to see what deposition please

25 Does it make difference
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Yes sir

You testified differently in different cases

No cant remember the thousands of sheets or

trees that have been utilized

Oh Im sorry Did give you my index or the

testimcny

THE COURT Looked like is that the testimony

Looec like its

BY MR WRIGHT

10 Did give you the testimony Yeah thats it

11 There the

II Lh huh Thank you

ii didnt hand frim the full ranscript just

14 hnoed portion of it

15 MR STAUDAHER Isnt that page 117 as well the

16 Thl_ nswe ro his question Is it on this page and this

17 page

18 MR WRIGHT

19 117 there

zO 116 and 117 re there Can reac it

zI THE COURT To yourself

22 THE WITNESS Out loud So its taken in the context

z3 of whet is said here think its quite clear

24 BY MR WRIGHT

zS Okay
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THE COURT Well let Mr okay

THE WITNESS Or you can read it

BY MR WRIOHT

Eo you read it

if youll read

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS Okay Iil read

THE cOURT In minute Im going to ead it

THE WITNESS All right Here is

10 THE COURT If Mr Wright would like you to read it

11 he can ask you to read it If Mr Wright wants to read it ano

12 ask you if he read it correctly he can do that

13 So Mr Wrioht apparently you

14 MR WRIGHT Go ahead

15 THE COURT you fine with allowing the witness to

16 read his own deposition testimony

17 MR WRIGHT Yes

18 THE COURT All rght Go ahead Doctor

19 THE WITNESS Okay Tell me if you acree with the

20 fol owing statement Safe injection practices have beer

21 wel established as well as wioey publicized

22 disagree with that statement

23 And why do you disagree with that statement

24 The reason is that

25 THE COURT Can you go question/answer
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question/answer

THE WITNESS Okay Answer The answer that Im now

givng

THE COURT No no You ust need to read it

directly

THE WITNESS Question okay right

THE COURT Question ban blah blah

THE WITNESS understand understand

THE COURT Answer blah blah blah Question bah

10 blah blah

11 WRIGHT Start again

12 THE COURT Answer blah olah blab Question blah

ii blaY blah

14 THE WITNESS Question Tell me if you agree with

15 the following statement Safe injection practices have been

16 wel established as well as wioe_y publicized

Answer disagree with that sarement

18 Question Why do you disagree with that statement

19 Answer The reason is and have to qualify it

zO so glad you allow me to do it think that the CDC has

21 written lot about it think triat the ASA which is the

22 American Society of Anesthesiology

z3 BY MR WRIGHT

24 Youre not reading youre editorializing

25 Well dont know if they know what ASA means
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THE COURT Well sir Okay

THE WITNESS Okay Im sorry

THE COURT Okay First of all couple of ttings

again

THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT Mr Wriqht can follow on Mr St0udaher

gets an opportunity to follow up

THE WITNESS Okay apologize

THE COURT And dont believe hcv do this in the

10 state of California so ou may not be fctmuiiai with it Here

11 in the stcte of Nevada jurors are permiteo to dsk qestlons

12 So they write down questions And if they if you se terms

13 ard tuings like that they dont know or if you use term and

14 think maybe they dont know it or dont nw it Im goino

15 to sk you

16 THE WITNESS Thats fine

17 THE COURT And so

18 THE WITNESS Okay

19 THE COURT just read it vetbatim

20 THE WITNESS We dont do that in the was in

21 Cal1forni Okay

THE COURT know they do it in Arizona

23 THE WITNESS Yes

24 THE COURT they do It here Many states dont

25 allow juror questions Its relatively new phenomeron
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THE WITNESS think the CDC has written lot

atxut it think the ASA has written lot about it

think the AANA has written lot about it Part of the

problem is is that lot of the cases that occur were not

wLitten in anesthesia journals They were written in

infectious disease journals virology journals And so that

tre ANA and the anesthesiologist healthcare professionals It

wou orit be readily available to them except through their

soc ety are reading about it on the Internet or in the

10 newspaper when an outbreak like this occurs

11 But it is well known It has been here for snce at

12 leant the early 90s in terms of the bacterial infections that

Li ccnrred with propofol with the original Diprivan and then

14 trdnsrioned over into the viral transmission Ard think we

15 have not seen the fact that even though it is well known that

16 all Lie factors have not been pieced together to try to change

17 the practice of the practitioners So in other words it

18 isnt only just potentially getting information in the

19 aresthesi literature its going through exactly all the

20 things thct occux

21 Thats hat said

/2 BY MR WRIGHT

23 Okay read that tell me if Im wrong

24 read It understood when you dont agree with the statement

25 You were anked Do you agree with the statement Safe
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injection practices have been well established as well as

widely publicized You answered disagree with tci

statement Correct

Thats what said

Okay And then the part you disauree wltr Is

that It had not been widely publicized You aureed t0

was well established yet not widely publicized ano explanec

that its written in what my word obscure journcls and

the message doesnt get out there to the prdctitionels

10 that fair charac erization

11 thinK it is not fair

12 Okay

13 The way interpret it because sam dOd

14 digressed on it was the fact that it had been well pablicizec

15 in the ASA the CDC and the AnNA But that the or

16 transmissions of the virus were cn infectious dise0se or viril

17 journals which had been brought to the practitioners

18 attention through their own society journals

19 Keep reading 118 rrybe 119 Out louc

20 MR STAUDAHER Out loud obecu Your Houo

21 MR WRIGHT Out loud

z2 MR STAUDAI-JER Is there question pendinc

23 MR WRIGHT Richt

24 THE WITNESS Where would you like me to

25 MR WRIGHT Im going to impeach him
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THE COURT Is it all right

MR WRIGHT Yes Its inconsistent

THE COURT If its Im going to trust you

THE WITNESS Where you would like me to start sir

97 NA WRICHT

Well you read 116 117

Riqht

Ill read the question and you finish the

questcn and

10 Thats fine

11 then go question and answer Ill start it

12 -or you

ii Okay

14 All right Again the question was and then

15 Il w0p it up Safe injection practicest..

16 Have been wel estanlished as well as widely

17 pub icized You disagree with that statement

18 And said Wait okay lets now And the Mr

19 Sharpe says Do you have Mr Sharpe is the

20 Questioner

21 Do you have page number that you can

22 reference if youre readino on there

23 Mr 0ouric says Its general statement

24 Mr Sharpe Youre reading it off the report

/5 mean you dont want to show him the report
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Answer OKay Lets break it up in terms of two

thugs Start with the first porticn of what you saio

Mr Conric Safe injections practices have been well

estb ished first part

Answer They have neen well established Seconc

part question Second part As well as widely

pubicized Again the widely publicized is partly beccusu

the anesthesia had not been informed in lot of what they

usuly read Its been throuch treir own societies But

10 acan part of thar agair coes back to dupliciousness What

11 is the responsibility of the drug providers meaning the

12 manufacturers even and tie distributors Do they have

13 reason to go ahead and pub icize this in ways that they cam

14 You want me continue rgtt

15 cant remember Is it still the same copy

16 Okay

17 dont waft to teil you wrong

18 Thats all rght

19 think that the end of that sentence there

20 Okay Okay

21 once again tell me if Im wrong reao

22 that tbet you were explaining that although these problems

23 with injection practices and viral contamination were well

24 known they were not widely publicized to the people who need

25 the information from the manufacturers and/or in the stuff
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these individuals read is tnat fair characterization

My character ztion again is the same as what

Ive said before interpret this as it would have been nice

to have the actual pub ication of what hapoened with the case

in an anesthesia litertre rdther tnan in viral or

infectious disease What Lsudlly tappens is because its

vented through epidemloloqu oOO CDC they publish in their own

journals But there were oertlnly articles in the

anesthesiology anesthesi0 ann dna100sia in the American

10 Society of Anesthesias montoly journal that they seno out

11 and the Anesthesia Patiert So ety Foundation which comes

12 quarterly Theyve dl wrltter extensively about unsafe

13 practices and theyve ieferreo to these

14 Okay But the root remains its your testimony

15 that it was not widely pubicized correct sir

16 The informat on wds publicized The aotul

17 epidemiology and when happoned werent oublished in the

18 journal They were publisheo in epidemiology journals

19 Okay

20 But the inform0tion

21 Do you reao epldemio1ogy journals

22 have enough to read with just

23 Okay

24 reading anestresiology

And so its public
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And thats why

would you call an epidemiology journal an

obscure journal that anesthesiologists dont read

never used the word obscure But

said would

But con- read it

Do you know do all you anesthesiologists

gather around waitinu for the next epidemiology lournal to

come out

10

11 MR STADDAHER Objection Youx Honor

12 THE WITNESS No we cc not

13 BY MR WRIGHT

14 Okay And is that what youre meaning by it was

15 the information was not well publicized to the practitioner

16 who needs it and to be ecucatec isnt that part of the

17 problem

18 The the outoreaks were not put in the

19 anesthesia journal

20 Okay

21 That is correct But that they were well vettec

22 in anesthesia journals and through the American Society of

23 Anesthesia and the Anesthesia Patient Safety Founcation

24 Okay Are you you were also youre also

25 of the opinion that if Baxter had not sold SOs to the clinic
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here this would not have happened correct sir

That is that is true tha it well may

or may not We can oo bacK to what we said before

Well have you

We

previously testfleo

have testifeo rjat it is more of chance of

multiple patients being iniectea wit larger vial Ive

also said that you cdn snl with with unsafe injection

10 practices will get viral spro0o wltn 20 ccs

11 Did you

12 But -he realIty Is dqain and have said that

13 the propensity increases wtn the drger vial and more waste

14 and not throwing things away and leads to temptation

15 If suckem to tre terrotation or whatever that

16 woro is Succumb

17 THE COURT Succumb

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Succumb diont do fancy

zO THE COURT Glao you dlirlfied that

21 BY MR WRIGHT

22 If succumb to the temptation as long as use

23 safe practices theres not prob em correct

24 But we know that that does not occur in socety

25 Because human errnr correct
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Correct

Did you state that if Teva and Baxter had only

solo 20s no one nobocy would hdve got infected in spite of

the practice

We know my

Did you testIfy to ttat

We know that if they hdd 20 if they had

well actually is that what said 1an see it

THE COURT Yeah think tht was yes or no

10 yes or no question

11 THE WITNESS Oh wds

12 THE COURT Believe it or not think if we just

13 stick to the questions we mdy move through this more more

14 quickly

15 BY MR WRIGHT

16 Do you think you testified that way

17 Ask the question again

18 Did you state that if Teva and Baxter would have

19 only sold 20s nobody would have got infected in spite of the

20 practice

21 Certainly Mr WashIngton would not have gotten

22 infected

23 Okay Well this was your deposition in the

24 Martin and Hutchinson case same there

25 dont have all the data in front of me It is
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less likely that Martin would have gotten infecreo or Meana

would have gotten infected ant we could no on and on and on

Okay Now the does see if can phrase

tnis properly Is part of the problem on the evolution of

single use dnd how it car be used with piooofol is part of

the problem evolve arouno Its six noa shelf life and

bacterial infection do 3ou unoerstno vhdt Im scyino No

didnt come out right

No Im sorry oont

10 thinK the is is whats single use

11 mean

12 Single use as defined aodin sinole use hr

13 sinole patient use

14 Okay What does wh0ts sirgie dose vihr

15 You give one dose

16 Okay And is there confusIon with the evolution

17 of safe injection practices between single use vicl sing

18 patent file vial single use va sinole patient via

19 arid single dose vial

20 Not in my mind there isnt Because its just

21 aoain whct the literature and the COC says They are all

22 single patient use vial In other words you use that vial

23 tI-at you take that dose out of and you use it for one pat ent

24 Okay Well is that single dose or sinole

25 patient
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You can call it what --

It might take six doses out of one vial

single dose vial for one patient

Its single patient use vial no matter what

you call it

Even though call it singledose via
Whatever That is correct

Okay And you think thats been consistent from

2002 till today

10 It is from my standpoint Yes sir

11 Okay Are you familiar with Medicares

12 defInition that single use via for you that means single

13 patent right Medicare oefinition single use vial is

14 vid that has volume suitable for administation to ore or

15 more patients Familiar with that

16 Can see it please

17 Are you familiar witn it Have you ever heard

18 it

19 would like to see where youre findinc that

20 dont want to show you yen

21 THE COURT Well..

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 want an answer Are you familiar with that

24 definition from Medicare

25 THE COURT Thats yes or no question and
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THE WITNESS dont know

BY MR WRIGHT

You dont know Do ycu recall having previously

testified about it

Thats why want to see it

THE COURT Okdy neeo to he way this works

if you cant answer the question then you say tont know or

dont remember or cant arswer the guestior

THE WITNESS said doot know

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 Do you have

12 THE COURT OKay you dont kncw

13 THE WITNESS Without seeino

14 THE COURT Thats oct what you sdid

15 THE WITNESS cant rec0ll

16 THE COURT Okay

17 THE WITNESS ccnt recall without looKing

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Do you have ny recollection of previously

20 testifying about Medicare definition of sincle use vial as

21 vial that has volume suitable for bejianistration to one or

22 more patients

23 dont remember

24 Okay Do you want to see what do you want to

25 see your testimony
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Show me first of all where youre getting the

irformation from and then would like to see the testimony

would like to see both

Okay Exhibit Ni Ever seen that before

Yes sir

Where did you see it

see it right here

said have you seen it before

have seen it before Yes sir

10 And where did you see it before

11 It was in my possession

Did you testify about it

12 cant remember what testified But

14 cant either at tLe moment

is Would you liKe then what are you askino

16 Is that correct definition

17 Okay Lets take this in the context of what

18 this Okay This is provide this is provicer

19 ecucation California Medicare Part And it has to co with

20 billing by Medicare or MS for single use vial Is ic okay

zi if read this

z2 Sure

23 mean okay Single use vial Medicares

24 definition of single use vial is vial that has volume

25 suitaole for administration to one or more patients For
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example vial of medication contains enough for three

patents and all three patients are scheduled to come in for

administration on the same day likely for the same reasor

The manufacturer states that after opening the open vial is

g000 only for 24 hours or 20 12 hours ul which time any

remaining medication must be discarded Administerlno he

medlcGtion to all three patients within 12 hours of opening

the container fits the definition of single use
want you to listen to the next senterce Medcre

10 wil cover reasonable amounts of wasted drug from slnole use

11 vials Medicare is talking strictly about payment of certain

12 via_s triat you can use on more than one patient And we

13 talked about this several hours ago Let me refresh

14 everyones memory

15 The radio pharmaceuticals It was the orcolo drugs

16 for cancer it was for Botox And there are very rlQio

17 regulations to he able to do that You have to be

18 completely sterile environment not an operatino room with

19 certain air exchanges with gloves and the bunny suits in

20 sterile environment to be able to do this That is the only

21 exception

22 And Medicare did this because of guestions of how it

23 was billed This has nothing to do with safe practices

24 What what that says if can cet three doses

25 out of vial do you disagree with that readino if it
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But you have to put it into the context of the

act that Medicare will cover reasonable amounts of wasted

dauc from single use Theyre talking about how to go ahead

ard and bill this out if this is what you are usinc it for

Medire this is not anything to do with InjectIon

sJe safe injec ion practices It is

Doyou

absolutely nothing

Do you recall testifying that that directive is

10 perfect example of one arm of the government not Knowino

11 wrat the other aim is doing and that Medicare is talking

12 aoout sving money and what they propose is unsafe inject on

13 practIces

14 But They

15 Did you testify to that sir

16 Yes

17 Okay Why didnt you say that when asked you

18 tte guestion Why didnr you say that when asked you the

19 guesticri When you knew it

20 did not know it until we reviewed this

21 Well ou know you testified that Medicare

22 wants you becduse of saving money if you can get multi doses

23 cut of single use they want you to do that And your

24 explanation was one arm of the federal government doesnt know

25 what the other arm is doing and Medicare shouldnt corcern
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themselves with unsafe practices Thats your testimony

correct sir

Youre adding little more than what my

testimony was Okay

Okay Well now you remember it

I\o con- Shall you give it to me and wi1

reac it

cant find it

Because

10 MR STATJIDAHER Hold on mis object It

11 mischaracterizes his testimony Your Honor He says

12 doesnt recall sayino in that way

13 MR WRIGHT Well Ill find it then

14 THE COURT And also if the State has it handv the

15 State is also welcome to gve that to Mr Wright in tie

16 irterest

17 MR STAUDAHER mean have the transcript but

18 dont know if dont have the paper

19 THE COURT Okay Nc thats fine just iii the

20 interests of of movinc thincs alcng

21 MR SANTACROCE ts on pages 149 150 and tiJ of

22 his deposition on Michael Washington

23 MR WRIGHT Okay Thdrlk you

24 MR SANTACROCE And its the July 13 2009

25 deposition
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MR WRICHT Got

MR SANTACROCE July 13 2009 deposition on Michael

Washington

MR WRIGHT Paces again

MR SANTACROCE 49 150

MR WRIGHT Look at tht as computer savvy as am

yelw sticky It says California Medicare

El MR WRIGHT

Little tny writing

10 Where do you want me to start

11 It starts

12 With Mr Madoen

13 Mr Madden

14 Question Weve marked as Exhibit provider

15 ecucotion Medicare Part Califcrnia from

16 www.medice@hic.com Do you see that

17 Answer But this from California

18 Question Yes Which is where you practice Rght

19 Answer That is correct

20 Question Would ou look at the billing for crug

21 wastage example on the second pdqe under the heading

22 Single Use Vial MultIple Pdtients do you see that

23 Answer do

24 Question Where it beqins physician sciedules

25 tfree Medicare patients to receive 30 milligrams each.
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Yes answer Yes

Question Given that example reviewing that

example do you believe that strike that Let me just put

on the record It gives an example physician schedules

ttree Medicare patients to receive 30 milligrams each of Drug

on the same day ano wllhn the designated shelf life of the

proouct Currently Druc is available in 100 rnilliorarn size

ard has shelf life of ony 12 hours The physician

aoirLinisters 30 milligrams to each patient The remaining i0

10 milligrams are billeo to Medicare on account the account of

11 the last patient Do you see that

12 Uh huh Thats ttie answer The question Is it

13 your opinion that if pfysician administered propofol in

14 compliance with the example that just read to you it would

15 be violation of the standard of care

16 Answer Its absolutely below the standard of

17 its of care And ts interesting that you bring this up

18 because it tells you what happens when the billino portion

19 our government who is not responsible for patient safety are

20 getting drugs out in the comunity puts something like this

21 which tray be meant not or drug iike propofol but it could

22 be for chemotherapeutic agent it could be for you know

23 one of the tests radiopharmaceuticals that are used for

24 stress tests Things that have no knowledge in terms of how

25 they bill
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Okay

MR STALDAHER And or the record that was not

inconsistent with what bes testified to so Im

MR SANTACROThE Objection Thats argument Judge

MR STALDAHER That was what this was offered for

MR SANTACROCE Thats not objection thats

argument

THE COURT Well

MR STALDAHER Well thats what it was offered for

10 ThE COURT OKay Its up to the ladies and

11 gentlemen of the jury to determine whether or not its

12 inconsistent or cumsistert witY his urior testimony

13 Going forwdrd obviously be mindful that goinc to

14 use hIs oeposThions it reeds to either be inconsistent or

15 cover an ea where he has no current memory

16 BY MR WRIGHT

17 Ange 1n3 Question The recommendation set

18 forth in ExYibit Nc

19 Tha-s that document What did do with it

20 Its the one in your hand think

21 in your opnion conflict with the standard

22 set by the CDC U.S PHarmicopei and FDA is that right

23 Answer That is correct Thans correct right

24 Relative to the safety issue that is correct

25 Its
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So what you

its because one is billing and it has to

do with certain things that have explained about what you

can do the only time that you can do that Its consistent

with that

Right And if you wont to get paid youve got

to use it all correct Or you eat it under Medicare

correct sir

You are no cible to go aheod and bill propofol

10 as in multiple doses its singlepatient use vial

11 Okay Was that your accarate testimony in that

12 case but its one arm of the government not knowing what the

13 other is doing and their directive violates the standaro of

14 care is tha correct sir

15 It is two oifferent forms of government who have

16 two differenh thinos that they are responsible for One is

17 the billing arm and the other is tue safety arm And if you

18 understand the conext its totally consistent

19 So thats all thats totally consistent to

20 you despite you sayino heyre in contradiction correct

21 MR STALOAHER Objection

22 THE COURT Overruled

23 MR STAUDAHER Mscharacterizes his testimony

24 THE COURT Overruled

25 BY MR WRIGHT
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Correct Is tnat correct

There are cwo different crms that have said two

different things

Okay Let me 0sk you about

Are you fmilia itt February 2008 GDC release on injection

safety parient sdfetu threat syringe re use

oulc bve to see it

Look from here to tnee and tell me if you have

seen that Just redo to yc rself

10 MR STAU0AHER Couo could come up and see what

11 hes looking at Your Horor

12 THE COURT Cf orse
13 MR WRIGHT es
14 BY MR WRIGHT

15 said from there to there

16 just wcrueo to see where you took it from

17 Come out in notes

18 MR STALDAHER Are trese your notes or are these

19 what is this

20 MR WRIGHT Those re my notes quotino thinos

21 want to know if he has seer that

22 What are you lookng at

23 MR STAUDAHER Im just trying to find out what the

24 document is youre handirg him

25 MR WRIGHT Says
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MR STAUDAHER have right to look at whatever

hes handing the witness Your Honor

MR WRIGHT Okay Well what asked the witness to

dowas

THE COURT Okay Excuse rue Mr Staudahe has

right to look at whatever Mr Wright is showing tYe witness

ard suculd be given an opportunity while he stands there for

all of you to look at it together or what have you

MR STAUDAHER What hes doing to the document

10 THE COURT Okay Well the only thino relevant for

11 you to look at Mr Staudaher is that portion of the document

which Mr Wright is showing the witness If the witness has

13 had an opportunity to see any other portion of he document

14 then Mr Wright you are directed that you must show that

15 portion of the document to Mr Staudaher

16 MR STAUDAHER So were

17 THE COURT So basically if he viewec anything

18 other than that little folded up part up there then you have

19 to show the entire thing to Mr Staudahe

20 MR STAUDAHER just want to know what this Is that

21 were looking at Because its not paper thought it was

z2 paper he was showing me or some sort of article

23 MR WRIGHT It isnt

THE COURT For the record

25 MR WRIGHT Do you want me to tell you what it is
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MR STAUDAHER Well no What is this document

youre folding up

THE COURT What is the document

MR WRIGHT What is the dorumenc Im foldinc up

Its my legal memo on

MR STAUDAHER Well know bes sYmwing hm his

legal riemo

MR WRIGHT have quote

MR STAUDAHER To refresn his memo\

10 MR WRIGHT have quote in therr oLt of

11 journal

12 THE COURT Okay Show me whet you okay

13 MR WRIGHT Jeez

14 THE COURT So youre showino memo tY0t you wrote

15 to yourself or Ms Stanish that

16 MR WRIGHT Quotes

17 THE COURT quotes the CCC Okay So yoL want

18 him to read this quote which youre mcinaininc fere today is

19 an accurate quote from CDC source and hen youre goino to

20 say okay youve read quote Is that

21 MR WRIGHT Im goinc to ask him if hes familiar

22 with that if it identifies with the publicatior and where

23 it

24 THE COURT Okay

25 MR WRIGHT Thats how started with him
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THE COURT So before you can Okay Doctor Im

going to show you this part here want you to read it

quietly to yourself All right

The question is Are you familiar with that as being

quote from publication or the CDC

MR STAUDAHER May look at it also lour r-oror

THE COURT Cf course

THE WITNESS Im have not read this partcular

CDC release but am

10 El MR WRIGHT

11 Okay Well then

12 if thats if you want me stop there 11

stop there

14 Well dont dont

15 That was your question have seen this

16 COrrect That is my question

17 have not seen this before

18 Because cant if cant establish what It

19 is and youre not familiar with It then don cet to

20 question you about it

21 THE COURT He cant ask you about it

z2 BY MR WRIGHT

23 So didnt want you to go on explaininc

z4 Thank you very much

25 Ill take that
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Okay Thank you

think Im almost done sir

MR WRIGHT ThanK you

THE COURT All right Does anyone need break

before everybodys good

All right Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE Thank you

CROSS EXJ\NINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

10 Dr Friedman you testified that you were

11 empoyed by plaintiffs counsel the civil cases is That

12 correct Some of them

ii Yes sir

14 And can you tell me the cases than you were

15 emp oyed in of the specific let me rephrase th0t

16 dont want you to go throuqh whole bunch of tiem

17 only ant to tak about the relevant ones in this

18 case That might save us if you look on this chait bore

19 were you retained in for Kenneth Rubino

20 No sir

21 Laicobo Quanah

22 Yes sir

23 Rodolfo Meana

24 Yes sir

/5 Somnia Ariano
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No sir

Owendolyn Martin

Yes sir

And Nguyen Huynh

Yes sir

How about down here Stacy Hutchinson

Yes sir

Patty Aspinwll

I\o

10 Caxol Grueskin

11 Yes sir

12 So of these people on this list everybody

13 except Rubino Grueskin and it was one other one

14 Aspinwall

15 Okay And then for the infection on July 25th

16 2007 Michael Washington is that correct

17 Yes sir

18 And with regard to Michael Washinoton when were

19 you ret0ined by the plaintffs _aw firm on that case

20 Id Id have to go back and look at the

21 files would say..

22 Well if if help you out and tell you you

23 gave deposition in that case in July of 2009 would that

24 help you

25 was pegginq it that it was done couple of
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record your time are you recoring it the same regardless of

who the insurer happens to be

THE WIThESS Yes

THE COURT So you bill out your time the same and

then the billing people worry about is this Medicare is this

Blue Cross Blue Shield whet have you is that is that

correct

THE WITINESS Yes maam Thats correct

THE COURT Ckay

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 So the time thQt you record actually does not

12 change it is always the same

13 Thats correct

14 And so wher yoi no to these classes and they

15 tell you these things or instruct you on it as far as thats

16 concerned what is the purpose of that those kinds of

17 classes How do you stay in compliance

18 Well its just to make sure that if there are

19 any regulatory agency changes that everybody knows and

20 everybody does it the same way wtflin department But we

21 have new people that come ll the time We have people who

22 have been there 20 years Thcse people usually know that

23 unless there is change that this is the way weve been

24 doing it all the time But reoulatory changes occur all the

25 time but most of the time they dont occur very much when it
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comes to billing

So the times issue doesnt get changed very

riuch is tha correct

cant remember in all the years of practice

since 1982 in cneshesld th0t there has been any chance that

ttis nas Clwdys been the standard

Meanino the face to face time calculateu to put

down the time cs is

That1s correct

10 And were rakinc about to the minute kind of

11 tflng

12 To the minute

13 IHE COURI have guestion Do you do it the same

14 regardless of whether youre in hospital am outpatient or

15 an ambulatory well you saio you havent been in an

16 ambul0tory surgical center in roughly ten years is that true

17 THE WITNESS Thct is correct

18 THE COURT And then what about an outpatient center

19 when was the last time you billed in an outpatient center

20 THE WITNESS Within the last five years

21 THE COURT Okay So most of your recent work has

22 been in the hospital setning

23 THE WITNESS Yeah If you wamt to say do mostly

24 in the hospital setting than in the outpatient facility

25 THE COURT Is th0t because of the type of procedures
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youre doing

THE WITNESS Is because everything in my life has

been high risk patients

THE COURT Right

THE WITNESS Thats the way Ive been trained

THE COURT Okay Sc are you doing simple Im

just curious Are you doing simple procedures on high risk

patients or are you doing higher risk procedures on hich risk

patients meaning Im assuminc open heart surcery is more

10 risky than you know colonoscopy generally

11 THE WITNESS Thats correct But usually if Im

12 asked to do an outpatienr its high risk patient ir

13 procedure that usually is low risk or its VIP patient who

14 have done somehere because of all the years Ive been

15 there they want me to do th0t procedure And that turns out

16 to be in an outpatient facility

17 THE COURT Okay

18 MR STAUDAHER Two documents

19 THE COURT Do ou have follow up to that line of

20 questions

21 MR STAUDAHER Just for couple Ive probably get

22 three four minutes and thcts it Your Honor

23 THE COURT Thats fine

24 MR STALDAHER Im going to show you couple of

25 documents now Okay The first is Exhibit 82
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THE COURT Is ht aomitted Exhibit 82

MR STAUDAHER It admitted 82

BY MR STAUDAHER

And his is Ill represent to you from the

clinic And the par- thdt want you to can you see that

on your screen

Ican

Okay And if thats hard fo you to read

necd to ary true you just draw on the screen

10

11 MS STAKISH Excuse me May we see the exhibit

12 MR STALDAHER While counsel is looking at that one

13 Ill look at another one Your Honor And this is 86 by the

14 way

15 Im going to show you highlighted version of

16 MS STANISH Can we see that too Im sorry We

17 dont have them memorizec or copies Thank you

18 THE COURT Maybe we should go to lunch need

19 break actually not just to eat We were in session as

20 told you ladies and gentlemen dont want you to think that

21 when we have late starts you know were all reading gossip

22 magazines and eating donuts Were actually in session on

23 hearings on unrelateo you know matters We have hundreds of

24 cases and sometimes we have tc handle our other matters

25 So we obviously bed break but its been long
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morning for us and so were going to go ahead and take our

lunch bre0k now Laoies and gentlemen its now 1230 Well

be in recess for the lunch break until 150

During the luncI recess you are reminded you are not

to discuss the case or anything relating to the case wiTh each

other or with anyone ese You are not to read watch lster

to ny reports of or commentaries on this case any persor 01

subject cutter relating the care by any medium of

information Please do not do any independent research or any

10 subject connected with the trial and please do not form or

11 express an opinion on the case

12 know you all want letters for your employers

13 We get that to you today Some of you have qiven lerteis

14 from your employers to me Were not able well am

15 ionoring you but Im not in my head am aware of these

16 issues Im trying to address them so just be aware of th0t

17 am told that we should be concluding prior to

18 the 4th of July holicay know there were questions about

19 that if we went past the 4th of July holiday if you coulo

20 take Friday off told Kenny promise we wont be there

21 but if we are than will be majority vo of the jurors if

22 people wanted to take it off then Im fine with that

23 So those are to answer some of the issues that know

24 youve been talking to Kenny about Any other issue you need

25 brought up to me please hes always available to all of you
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So having said that notep0ds in your chairs and follow the

hai if through the rear door

Jurors recessed at 1231 p.m
THE cOURT Doctor we are going to excuse you for

the lunch bredk

dont know If you wdnt dim available to talk to you

folks

Sc youre free go to lunch whatever you want

to do Just be back

10 THE WITI\ISS Just be b0ck 150

11 THE COURT Yeah Be back before 150

12 THE WITNESS Okay

13 THE cOURT If anyone needs to use the facilities do

14 that My staff and need to take quick break then well

15 come back on the record to address what has come up with the

16 witness a5 well as the lab fee memorandum

17 Court recessed at 1233 p.m until 1239 p.m
18 Outside the presence of the jury

19 THE COURT All right Out of the presence of the

20 jury were on the tecoro

21 Mc Wright you indicated you wanted to go on the

22 record at the bench

23 MR WRIGHT Yep

24 THE COURT regarding the qualifications of the

25 expert
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MR WRIGHT Yep

THE COURT Go ahead

MR WRIGHT Yes move to strike his testimony

regarding billing heoause had he isnt listed as

billing expert All Ive re0d and

THE COURT had asked for this previously hut

never got it to my knowledge is oopy of the expert you

might have given to me or Ive seen it oopy of the

but may hcive given it baok copy of the expert disclosure

10 So as these issues come up can see what the disclosure was

11 and whether think it was

12 MR WRIGHT Well

13 THE COURT sufficient notice

14 MR WRIGHT Ill Ill read it

15 THE COURT Just read it

16 MR WRIGHT Ill read it to you

17 THE COURT Thats fine

18 MR WRIGHT Numbers Expert No 63 Dr Arnold

19 Friedman anesthesiologist is expected to provide testimony

20 including but not limited to his direct involvement review

21 of records and analysis of the victims in this case as well

22 as proper anesthesia procedures standands of care proper use

23 and administration of anesthetic agents anesthesiologist

24 supervision of certified registered nurse anesthetists proper

25 aseptic technique proper use an documentation of anesthesia
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records pre and post operative anesthetic care of patients

and ongoing procedures aid related topics

THE COURT Well he can dont know what the

States going to say but to me the anesthesia records can be

thIs is how write own my tIme dont write down 31

mrnutes fo every sing patient see write and which

he actudily has already estfied to think in response to

sometning may have asked trying to figure out if he had

knowledge to testify

10 think he can estITy this is how write down my

11 time wie it down according to the time spent with my

12 patient and rhats how wou make dn anesthesia record

13 think thats within the oisccsure

14 think you Know now ts
15 MR WRIGHT Hes an expert at that

16 THE OURT Well any doctor

17 MR WRIGHT From mad he insert can make my

18 argument

19 THE COURT Well

20 MR WRIGHT Hes at Cedars Sinai hes hes

21 brought in here as an expert All Ive read and Ive read

22 his depositions everythino In the case never has he said

23 word about billing Okay

24 THE COURT Which if youd

25 MR WRIGHT Or hs time
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THE COURT Okay Wait minute

MR WRIGHT Ano

THE COURT If you haant interrupted me Mr Wright

would have said think he can say how much time he puts on

the record havent seen anything about billing the time

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT If you flaont interrupted me

MR WRIGHT Im sorry Then my motion to strike is

granted

10 THE COURT Well dont know what he said about

11 billing so far mean because you you objected on the

12 foundation and Mr Staudaher tried to lay foundation So

13 what is there to strike

14 MR WRIGHT All of his testimony about his insurance

15 companies the word Medicad Medicare Med he

16 THE COURT dont remember him getting there

17 MR WRIGHT He tie testified to all that

18 THE COURT What did be say

19 MR WRIGHT want to have it played back then

20 Because he testified

21 THE COURT Well no you tell me you remember

22 MR WRIGHT He

23 MR SANTACROCE He testified as to base units he

24 testified to additional units of 15 minute increments he

25 testified that this was CMS standards start and stop time
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MR WRIGHT Start time stop time CMS Medicaid

anesthesia billing every 15 minutes

THE COURT Well

MR WRIGHT base unit different with Medicaid

MedIcare how private nsurers 00 they follow state by

state do it altfougY you ocnt no thats my voir dire

that he knows nothinc You take quy whos an

anesthesiologist and hIs expertise is in California in his

hospital he chdnged he cppears dt an annual refresher

10 course And so then he researches online so he can come in

11 here as billing expert He i-as no expertise in billing

12 His records anesthesIa records we have no idea what they

13 look like and theyre If theyre anything like the records

14 that dre used here in 1\ev0da Cr anything else

15 THE COURT Well that to ire is cross mean

16 think the just looK the issue is basis of knowleoge and

17 or expertise and sufficIency of tne disclosure On

18 sufficiency of the disclosure he certfinly can testify wIthin

19 that disclosure as to how he records his time because thats

20 part of the record So dont have problem with that

21 Now you can point out on ctcss as youve already

22 done on your voir dire ohat tfis guy hasnt been in an

23 ambulatory surgical center in decade And hes only its

24 half decade since hes been in an outpatient clinic So

25 hes only been doing this In hospital setting pretty much
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So mean thats crass

But you know the disclosure was what he does in his

record So the time he puts in his record Im fine with

that That was in the disclosure Now Im concerned about

the billing from him to go from tnat disclosure to billing

MR SANTACROCE And when approached the bench

MR STASDAHER Well and in the disclosure

MR SANTACROCE asked for an offer of proof as

to what he was going to be allowed to testify to as ar expert

10 And Mr Staudaher said Well we gave you the disclosure

11 Theres nothing in the disclosure about the

12 MR STAUIDAHER You also said

13 MR WRIGHT Theres not word

14 MR STAUDAHER You also said it was going to

15 MR WRIGHT about billing

16 MR SANTACROCE And rot word about

17 MR STALDARER be exactly

18 MALE SPEAKER One at time

19 MR SANTACROCE Not word about billing in the

20 disclosure And then he takes him on this long path of what

21 billing procedures are or providers and base units and

22 addItional units and how anesthesiology is different in

23 billing because they get five base units because some

24 procedures are slower ano some are longer and they shouldnt

25 be penalized mean tlats absolutely beyond what he was
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qualified to be an expert in

Im joinino Mr wrights motion to strike that

portion of his tesimony

MR STAHDAHER The disclosure said proper

documentation and use anesthesi0 records Those records

have no other puopose on the time issue than to use for

billing purncses His limited knowledge is all that hes

testified to His expeidence in how that is important why he

goes and and takes these classes so that he can be in

10 corr liance when hes idling cut those records and submitting

11 them for billing purposes

12 THE 0OULT Okay He can testify what he puts in the

13 record you know if he rries to be accurate why he tries to

14 be accurate In tents of how its all billed think thats

15 beyond the disclosure But ne cac certainly think within

16 the disclosure say this is tow record the time this is why

17 its important for it to be mean there are other reasons

18 they record the time franKly

19 Medical solpracuice issues you know they neec to

20 show that they were in attendance with the patient they

21 didnt walk out of the room while this surgeons there

22 Because as weve learnec and m0ny of us knew before you

23 know theyre responsible to make sure the guys breathing

24 So mean theres other reasons they accurately

25 record the time that have nothing to do with billing Now
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thats

theres

medical

document

carriers

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

25

of course probably primary area But Im sume

other reasons relating to claims later claims and

negligence and things like that So they have to

for number of reasons Some of which maybe their

even care about

mean theyre oont know But think you

know certainly the way he records it why hes you know

accurate what he does to see what time it is anything like

that think is fine think beyond that you know you

krow what do you you know he can say Is this the only

record you subeit to your billing department regarding

corrpensation

MR STAUDAHER The oily thing Im going

THE COURT Yes Ckny

MR STAUDAHER Im not asking him any further

questions if Ive asked it

THE COURT How the gal bills it gal or guy

shouldnt be sexist bil it out from there think is

beyond the disclosure

MR STAUDAHER mean tten he clearly within his

knowledge with those anesthesia records that the time is is

15 minute increments Thats wilt he does mean thats

not without thats not outside the scope of what were

talking about The reason to keep record time is to actually

document the time for billing purposes Thats what he told
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testified to

MR WRIGHT if the ourt cdnt recall his testimony

want it played back We went ntc question after question

read them off Mr Staudaher If the guys out in the

recovery room and then question Is dsked Is it proper No

urder CMS you cant If its face to face No you cant

under CMS He even sHd under the law you cant Thats

quote Under the law you cant And if if they come in

and ask you quesifon can yc No

10 Anesthesias different than other things unoer the

11 law if you call your doctor he can bill for it If someone

12 comes in and asks me questlcr recovery room cant hill

13 for it Thats the law He testified for 15 minutes on this

14 want it stricken Tha haci othino to do with time 15

15 minutes how fill out my record

16 He acknowledges he is not an expert He has no

17 expertise he has no billing He cad to go do some research

18 to come in and answer the questions that obviously Mr

19 Staudaher told him Heres what going to ask you about

20 want to go into billing and whether you can do these things

21 With no notice to us

22 Ive fully expected to hear this witness testify

23 about aseptic practices and multi nse of vials and everything

24 else Because thats what thats what the discovery is on

25 him And theres nothino about billing
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THE COURT In any of his

MR STAUDAHER When we were up at the bench we said

specifically that before we started questioning that witness

boat we were going to ask him about start and stop times and

things like that

THE COURT said start and stop times are fine

MR STAUDAHER Yeah and thats what

THE COURT Thats fine Thats nart of the record

MR STAUDAHER So how do you define in

10 THE COURT And thats something he does as doctor

11 Im fine with that The and think thats encompassed in

12 ironically civil expert disclosures are much more

13 comprehensive than criminal expert disclosures which makes no

14 sense to me But think that thats sufficient under you

15 know as an expert disclosure for him to talk about the time

16 because it says records and what theyre used for

17 You know you can ask him if you want you know Is

18 this what you turn over Do you turn over any other records

19 to your billing department to bill your time Beyond that

20 think you need billing person not this guy Its not

21 disclosed

22 MR WRICHT want his testimony all Im

23 talking about on the billing Can you bill for time spent with

24 patient What about liability is liability larger tian the

25 time Yes Under CMS or CMI whatever hes talking about
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THE COURT Well tneyre talking abou malpractice

liability Im assuming

MR WRIGHT But he hes not billing expert

Judcre He went into you cannot overlap hilling

a000roing to the billings guides by CVS you car be treatinc

three patients or five patents at tne same time That has

nothing to do with his records and whdt oct notile of

THE COURT Sure it does mean

MR WRIGHT That tht tne ldw says he cant do

10 that

11 THE COURT Well okay Heres The thino mean

12 he can say can instruct them th0t this witness is not here

li as legal expert Any test mony gove regaroing the law is

14 to be disregarded

15 MR WRIGHT Ano billinu

16 THE COURT But he can say as physicidn if

17 somebody comes in ano asks question he doesnt bill for

18 that time or or theyre not ailowed to do that Because

19 its what he fills out

20 MR WRIGHT Why Why is he not allowed to on that

21 THE COURT Well he doesnt do That or whatever

22 MR WRIGHT Well why that relevant what he does

23 in hospital pracThce at Cedars Sinai

24 THE COURT Well how else are you going to oet into

25 it mean
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MR WRIGHT They can call an expert

THE COURT thcits all any

MR WRIGHT on billing Judge

THE COURT said they had to that he cant talk

about billing and how ts done He can say what kino of

record he makes

MR STAUDAHER And and why he makes the record

mean thats thats the he has knowledce of that

thats the thats the

10 THE COURT Yeah but

11 MR STAUDAHER documentation

12 MR WRIGHT Hearsay

13 THE COURT okay

14 MR STAUDAHER and use of the item

15 THE COURT Looking up CMS today or yesterday snt

16 why he makes the record Because if if he knew why he made

17 the record he wouldnt have to look up the CMS prior to

18 conLng in to testify mean if its something thats

19 part of your general basis of knowledge hey the billing gal

20 told me to do it this way or Hey my senior partner did it

21 this way or Ive always done it this way or learned in med

22 school to do it this way then whys he looking up the CMS

23 mean so Im comfortable you know saying he cant

z4 make hes not heres legal expert

25 MR STAUDAHER We have no problem with that
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MR WRIGHT And

MR SANTACROCE Or bil log

MR WRIGHT And

MR STAUDAHER No No and

MR WRIGHT wdnt to strike his testimony

Thats my motion Hes he was called as on expert He

himself sas hes not an expert

THE COURT Well hes given

MR WRIGHT Therefore the informa on he provided

10 that he learned in classes once year and that he looked up

11 is hearsay It doesnt come in through nonexpeFt He Is

12 not an expert Its hearsay

13 MR STAUDAHER It is how he fills out

14 MR WRIGHT Its inaomlssible

15 MR STAUDAHER How he Im sorry

16 MR WRIGHT And and dont care how he writes

17 down his time has nothing to do with all he tesrified about

18 CMS out in recovery if the patients jus litle carther

19 away in an ASC setting Hes Fever even been in settino or

20 billed in the HACHA setting

21 MR STAUDAHER It is cerly within his knowledoe

22 that he cannot deal with two patients the same time

23 Thats what hes testifying to

24 THE COURT Well thats what said Hes fine

/5 MR STAUDAHER ann It has to
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THE COURT to record to testify how he records

his time That as physician he cant deal with two patients

at one time To me thats physician stuff The gal in the

bil ing department cant say its unethical or its not good

procedure to run out into the recovery room when youve got

patent on the bed Thats medical testimony Thats

prysician And Im fine with him doing that

That would be inappropriate testimony for billing

gal some gal in billing is going to say Oh yeah the doctor

10 has to stay with the patient and he cant mean come on

11 Ti-at is medical testimony and you need medical doctor to say

12 it That is not billing testimony So Im fine with him

Ii saying that about he doesnt write down the time his duty is

1.4 to the patient in in the procedure room Thats medical

15 stuff If they tried to put it onto billing person youd

16 be standing here saying Well thats medical standaro of

17 care

18 MR WRIGHT Well would not

19 THE COURT test well Id be wonderino why you

zO werent saying it then

21 MR WRIGHT Saying saying cannot bill if have

12 tiree people under my care in in in prenatal unit

z3 THE COURT No he said they werent really under his

z4 care

25 MR WRIGHT if Save four babies can bill far
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all four of them tried the d0mn case Dont

understand there are different rules of piooedures on wi en you

he had word for it It wasnt started with about

when you can do it Anesthesias different Its not like

other ttings Because there are procedures where you can bill

co whatever the hell the word is coterminously at the same

time And and am responsible for more thar one

And hes given legal opinion th0t ou cannot do

t5at because anesthesias different And that isnt rued cal

10 That is billing move to strike it

11 THE COURT okay

12 MR WRIGHT His billing testimon\ And if then he

13 wants to say and and an instruction that Yaw he fil

14 out his records and then its the coriea4 time his start

15 time stop time dont care about What care is he gave

16 lecture to the jury turned looked to them and said And

17 furthermore if Im in the recovery room he cave tram eight

18 you have to have them written down in your questIons to ask

19 him And they they made hypotheticals that call or legal

20 conclusions And he gave them And hes not qualified

21 THE COURT Well why didnt we get contemporaneous

22 objection Objection calls for legal not oonclLsion

23 MR WRIGHT Because Im moving to strike Because

24 thought he was an expert And thats why took him on voir

25 dire Because Im thinking whats going on here
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THE COURT Well why werent you looking at your

expert disclosure saying Wait minute this stuff wasnt

disclosed to me whats he doing Objection Exceeds the

scope of his expert disclosure Then would have hauled

everynody up here and said Gee let me read this OY you

krow what it says

MR WRIGHT thought

THE COURT nothing about billing

MR WRIGHT thought

10 THE COURT dont know why nor Objection exceeds

11 the scope of the expert disclosure

12 MR WRIGHT My fault

13 THE COURT Objection beyond the disclosed area of

14 testimony dont know thats not that hard to me as

15 opposed to now trying to remember what exactly he said and we

16 want to do an instruction and not cut out the stuff that he

17 can sy and cut out only the stuff he wasnt supposed to say

18 dont know to me contemporaneous obection objection

19 they havent laid foundation as to this type of testimony

20 Like said to me the obvious Objertion exceeds the scope

zl of the expert disclosure Then can read it can say

22 Gee Mr Staudaher dont see anything in here about

23 billing Youre blindsiding the defense Why didnt you do

24 that instead of now sitting here trying to write some kind or

25 instruction to admonish the jury
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR

THE

MR

THE

WRIGHT How

COURT to make the State look had

WRIGHT How tough Is it to strike

COURT You know mean this could have been

rectified

MR WRIGHT The motion was to tike

THE COURT and we could have s0ved you know 20

minutes of testimony

MR WRIGHT The motion is to stike if wasnt to

ii struct

THE COURT Strike what

MR WRIGHT His testimony regardino billing only

THE COURT Well then theyre ocino to

MR WRIGHT Billing practices nd wha the law Is on

it And took him on voir dire and said Im Going to want

to address this And he said Youll get the ppoitunrcy

Okay Ill wait And then its Wait ycu should have been

we should have been doing it sooner

THE COURT Well no You took him on voir tire and

then Mr Staudaher

MR WRIGHT Right And then and then

THE COURT tried to lay foundation ano then

MR WRIGHT Well richt

THE COURT said lets go to lunch mean

MR WRIGHT Okay So
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THE COURT So thats my memory of what

MR WRIGHT My motion is to strike

THE COURT Mr Staudaher

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor hes an anesthesiolooist

You just said yourself that he thats his methcine side of

things whether he can treat multiple patients at once

whether he is able to do any of those things has nothing to do

with billings per se Although thats the ultimate result

that he is able to either not bill or bill The anesthesia

10 record was disclosed How that record is used was disclosed

11 That record is used for the purposes of billing and it has

12 very specific parameters by which it comes into existence and

ii how its used and whether or not you can start new one when

14 youve got one going on another patient oi you can start

15 three when youve got one going on patient All of tLat

16 believe is subsumed within in the notice

17 We disclosed up at the bench we were going to be

18 talking about start and stop times Thats why its inortant

19 to even talk about start and stop times Because if you have

20 stop time then you have stop time If it if its

21 squishy and it goes on forever you have no end time And

22 thats whct the issue here is in this case That if theres

23 no end time then you can bill for or five six patients

24 That was we talked about that at the bench before his

25 testimony started
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THE COURT All right

MR STAUDAHER There was no issue

THE COURT Heres what

MR WRIGHT Let me can tell you our our

next billing expert coming on Let me tell you the notice

they gave us Joaen Syler expected to provIde testimony

incuding but not limited to medcal record 0uditlng codIng

compliance documentation standards audiino for

documentation to support charges hilled to lnsurane company

10 codng healrhcare financing guidelines dnd coulations

11 provider insurance negotiation This was the billlno expert

12 This was the notice the next witness comino up You tell me

13 thats the notice under Mr Friedman

14 THE COURT already said Mr Wright why co you

15 keep fighting with me and screaming and yellino ard carrying

16 on

17 MR WRIGHT talk loud

18 THE COURT about stuff that Ive already aoreed

19 with you First of all its waste of rime ano second of

20 all its stressful for everyone concerned Ano thlro of all

21 in my view its completely unnecessary So oort know why

22 when Ive said it wasnt an adequate disclosure for billing

23 why you have to keep saying its not an adequate yeah

24 agree Its not an adequate disclosure for billing

25 In my view it is an adequate disclosure for how time
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is recorded mean records what other records are we

talking about Theres you know the record on cross you

can point out is this the type of record you use Youve

never practiced in Nevada youve only practiced in

CaLfornia You know you havent been in an ambulatory

center in 10 years mean that you can you know brino up

or cross that hes not really competent am wil irg to

nive an instruction to the jury that they are not to corslder

the ldst witnesss testimony this witnesss testimony

10 regarding any legal conclusions As to what is legally

11 perrcLLssible as he was not you know hes not legal expert

12 Im also willino to say that they canr consider his

13 testimony as to what he looked up on CMS or what was tolo to

14 him in the annual billino classes or whatever Beyono that

15 Im not willing to do anything else will tell Mr

16 Staudaher that he cant talk about how then his tme is

17 billed out because he wasnt disclosed to do that He can

18 only talk about how his time is recorded you can ask him you

19 know how do you do it oo you synchronize your watches what

20 do you you know when when do you start recoroing your

21 time what about if you interview the patient oo you record

z2 that blah blah blah That think is permissible All

23 right Thats what Im willing to do

24 MR WRIGHT Thats what Id like

25 THE COURT State anything else on the proposed
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instruction to the jury

MR STAUDAI-TER No thats fine Your Honor

THE COURT From this point forward Mx Wricht

wou like contemporaneous objection Objection exceeds

the scope of the disclosure Objection you know thins

thats pretty easy exceeds the scope of -his winesss

krowledge you know if you dont want to all Yim Qn expert

Exceeds you know the parcmeters of his knoalecoe or

expertise or whatever Then we can maybe oct

10 contemporcxieous ruling and save us all bunch of tIme

11 MR WRIGHT Yes Your Honor

12 THE COURT Mr intacroce youre starding

13 MR SANTACROCE Im ready to go to lurch

14 THE COURT Yeah You and you know who would

15 have thought that..

16 MR SANTACROCE Like minds you and

17 THE COURT All right Oh before cc to lunch

18 Im sorry Mr Santacroce As badly c5 my hedd is acrirg

19 want to bring up another issue This whole disclosure ThIng

20 Basically according to this you know Im ro that

21 uncomfortable with releasing it to the ldwyers here because

22 the defense in some of these endoscopy cases hac already

23 gotten it The insurance defense dont remember was Teva

24 all of them But they had it So its been disseminated

25 The important stuff in here when first read it
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thougnt Oh no this is all contrary But when you get to

the end of it in my view its even worse about Dr Desai when

he testified to The important thing is it doesnt mention

that It was disclosed to Mr Mitchell It does mention that

it WaS cisciosed to Mr Labus who received this So dont

ktcw wh0t was turned over frorr the what the Health District

had aout this not but it says that it was civen to Mr

Labus Hov it got from him to the civil lawyers do not

know And thas not clear from the motions or anything

10 Also few things that are different is he says he

11 was called several times by Geraldine and Lisa Falzone

12 encourdcling her to call the CDC or the Clark County Health

13 DistrIct Ano then he says he spoke to Geraldine four or five

14 times atO Mdggie Murphy three or four times He also says

15 tris Is just Im telling you what remember as being

16 inconsistent with his testimony he began overcompensating

17 for tne loss of self esteem after tis wife wifes death by

18 verbaizino his sexual liaisons to staff in both the

19 procedures rooms and in the common area and that he no longer

20 was team player based on his depression and depression is

21 my word

22 So other than that think that its pretty much

23 the allegations consistent with what he testified to and

24 sometimes even like worse than what actually came out So

25 Im going to re re look at the briefing on the civil stuff
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But think the gist of it was that the privilece beloncs to

the client not to the attorney So if the attorney makes an

unauthorized disclosure that doesnt mean that the client

cant still assert privilege that he didnt intend any

disclosure to be made

think in this ccse since it you know may fdVe

impacted the Health Districts investigation think thor the

defense is right to be appriseo of witness statements cnd

things like hat supercedes any privilege right that Mr

10 Chaff ee hts particularly since Ive seen it Mr Labus hds

11 seen it according to this the civil ldwyers have all seen it

12 So its not like theres some secret document that people

13 havent seen

14 So hats it

15 MR WRIGHT So we get it

16 THE COURT Well Im just going to look over the

17 briefng again

18 MR WRIGHT Okay

19 THE COURT But thats my initial impression

20 Because like said theres no big secret here and thlnx

21 since the civil lawyers have all seen it dont see why the

22 criminal defense lawyers and the DA5 cant see it when the

23 Health Districts gotten it maybe Metros gotten it dont

24 know

25 MR WRIGHT Okay
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THE COJRT Somehow it got distributed Im really

curous how it got distributed from --

MS WEnKERLI He says his lawyer his first lawyer

sent

THE OOJRT Is that who gave it to Labus

MS WECKERLY think he gave it to other lawyers

THE CORT Other lawyers in the civil case Because

what wcund up fappening it looks like is his criminal lawyer

is different than whos Ms Johnson whos ultimately

10 representing him civilly And thats who starts asserting the

11 prilege as unherstand it So

12 MR WRIGHT More to put nn the record Your Honor

13 On Shlbonles Balducci that this redacted

14 document

15 THE OOURT Oorrect Rignt

16 MR WRIGHT Margaret and Mi. Santacroce attested

17 they hadnt reao read it didnt realize this was

18 the sara This when went up there and stood ano read

19 the whole thing

20 THE 000111 Right

21 MR WRIGHT Im not going to use what was blackeo

22 out But just wanted to tell you did read it and thats

23 what was talking about when said you know this is where

24 she got all this stuff So

25 THE 000111 Okay But it wasnt from the lawyer
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MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

about it youve now

it wasnt the lawyer

anything like that

MR WRIGHT Correct

THE COURT correct Okay

MR WRIGHT Yes

Court recesses at 109 p.m until 200 p.m

Gutside the presence of the jury

THE COURT Theyll be in in minute

MS WECKERLY Can can you please read the

instruction youre going to

KARR REPORTING INC

Correct was focused on this

Right Then

But did read that

You read the memo

Because

from the lawyer

Richt

but

oidnt know

Okay Well thats fine

Okay

You cant unrace

But wort talk about it

You cnt unrace your memory dont talk

got redacted copy and suffice it to say

coachIng her about her testimony or
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24
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THE COURT was just going to say something like

Ladies and gentlemen 3ob must disregard any legal opinions

offered by this witness as ie is not on expert in legal

matters Addiflonally you must disregard any testimony as to

what this winess redd or the CR5 Web page or what he was tola

at the annual billinc classes

MR WRICI-IT it possible to add that you Odfl

consider the bcdQnce of us testmony or you know so its

not they

10 THE OOURT Rqtt Okay You

11 MS WECKEPWY You car

12 THE COURT are free to consider the remainder of

13 his testimony and may cive it the weight to which you deem

14 entitled

15 MS WEOKERLY Yes please

16 THE COURT Thas fine kind of ad libbeo that

17 so hope remember

18 MS WECKERLY It sounds right think Ive heard

19 that somewhere

20 MR \4RICHT Who Is that Is that your daughter

21 THE COURT Bring tnem In

22 THE MARSHAL Ladles and gentlemen rise for the

23 presence of the jury

24 Jury reconvenes at 201 p.m
25 MR STAUDAHER Do you wish me to get the witness
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Your Honor

THE COURT Im sorry

MR STAUDARER Do you wish me to get the witness

THE COURT Sure

THE MARSHAL Everybody may be seated

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

Ladies and gentlemen before we continue with the

testimony of the last witness have an admonishment to

give you

10 Ladies and gentlemen you must disregard any legal

11 conclusions given by the last witness as this witness is not

12 an expert in legal matters

13 Come on back up

14 You must also disregard any testimony regardino any

15 information the witness saw on the CMS Web page or what he was

16 told at the annual billirg meetings You are however free

17 to consider the remainder of his testimony and give it the

18 weight to which you deem it entitled

19 All right Sir you are of ourse still under

20 oath

21 And Mr Staudaher you may resume your guestioning of

22 the witness

23 MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

24 DIRECT EXAMINATION Continued

25 BY MR STAUDAHER
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Just couple of items Showing you what has

been admitted as States 82 And the highlighted portions of

this are mine just so you kncw But want to go through

this with you little hit Ill reuresent to you that this

came from the clinic

In readino the hiohlichted nurtion can you no that

or would you like me to br no the dccumenr up to you ann make

it easier

Could have tne oocunent

10 Just take your time nd Are

11 you done Now that passage there delineating some of the

12 things weve talked dbou in conparison with your experience

13 and practice in anesthesia ncw you calculate your times you

14 know and the like is this the the formula or is tfis how

15 you do it essentially

16 Yes sir

17 To your knowledge is this the way youve always

18 done it

19 Yes sir

20 Im going to shcw you States 86 and aqain the

21 highlights are mine on this this particular document

22 MR WRIGHT What was that previous exhibit Mr

23 MR STAUIDAHER Previous previous one was 82

24 MR WRIGHT Thank you

25 MR STAUDAHER And this one is 86
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Now also as you can see the title this is

Castroenterology Center of Nevada Instructions to

Post Anesthesia Charces It appears as though this is the way

that it this is what the document shows is how it was done

at east at this center

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object to leading

THE COURT Overruled Its kind of foundation

BI MR STAUDAHER

10 With regard to where its listed here where its

11 talking about to figure units for time calculate how many

12 bo-minute increments there are portion should be rourded

13 off to the next 32 minutes that would be it gives an

14 example of that being three units do you see that 32 minutes

15 would be three units

16 Yes sir

17 Now if this was the if the practice of the

18 clinic was based on that woulo that comport with the

19 15 minute billing that youre talking about if the insurance

20 carriers accepted that for example

21 MR SANTACROCE coing to object

22 THE COURT Sustained

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 Would it be three units of anesthesia as

25 depicted here in this record
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MR SANTACROCE Objection Foundation

THE COURT dont understand dont understand

the question

BY MR STAUDAHER

In the this is Im Im epresentng to

you that this came from the clinc Its entitled its

titied at the clinic do you see tat

Yes sir

And where its talking cibou the fiouring of

10 15 minute increments and what 32 minutes would be would that

11 based on this comport

12 THE COURT Is that how you did it Is that your

13 question

14 MR STAUDAHER Im thats one of them But Ill

15 we can ask that one first

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Is this how you would do it

18 No sir

19 Okay How would you do it

20 Well again it was it srictly is the time

21 In other words the beginning and end time

22 THE COURT So you Im sorry to interrupt So you

23 didnt compute the units You would just say started the

24 patient at 1000 finished the patient at say

25 hypothetically 1037 and youd write on your chart you
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know 1000 1037 is that

THE WITNESS Thats correct

THE COURT fair Okay

BY MR STAUDAHER

In doing your work would you regardless of

procedure would you just put down time mean like

set time like that

MR SANTACROCE Objection Vaque ambiguous

THE COURT 00 you understand the question

10 THE WITNESS Would you repeat it again

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 In doing your normal anesthetic times and Im

ii talking about for procedures like endoscopies or or

anything like that when you when you put down your time

15 is It the actual time or is it just some arbitrary number that

16 you just put down

17 Its the actual time

18 MR STAUDAHER pass the witness Your Honor

19 THE COURT All right Cross who would like to go

20 first Mr Wright

21 MR WRIGHT Yeah

22 CROSS EXNINATION

23 BY MR WRIGHT

24 By the way my name is Richard Wright didnt

25 irtroduce myself previously represent Dr Desai
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Lets talk about your practice dnd experience in

Calforni0 Have you ever practiced in Nevada

No sir

Okay And after Air Force your spocalization

you end up dont end up dont mean derootorid_ly

you ldnd at Cedars Sinai in California and youve beer there

about ever since

Yes sir

Okay And youre an anesthesioiocst and

10 specialize in what area

11 Well most of the drea has been if

12 cardiovascular anesthesia It has been in nitica1 care

13 medicine But it also means taking patients vhc rave

14 cardiovascular problems and doing anything on them That can

15 be abdominal surgery it can be hip it can be endoscopy it

16 can be catheterization Its just taking subset of

17 highrisk patient through any surgery or proreoures at Ceoars

18 Okay And so the vast majority of your

19 anesthesia practice is what and dont use dii the correct

20 medical terminology high risk difficul procedures at

21 no patients

22 Not all of them before as said

23 because Ive been there while and Ive deveiopec

24 reputation have lot of VIP patients who taKe through

25 what most people would say is just ordinary surcery who are
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not high risk

Okay

but they want to 1have safe anesthetic

Okay

THE COURT So if Barbdra Streisand calls you thats

you wcuo that

THE WITNESS wouldnt say no

THE COURT Okay

mi MR WRIGHT

10 Do anything with Micnael Jackson

11 do not corporate compliance

12 THE COURT He doesnt want to touch that

13 THE WITNESS does not allow me to oiscuss any of

14 these natuxes with tfe patents

15 BY MR WRIGHT

16 5r we oonr have yes or no

17 THE COURT He isnt allowed to answer that guestion

18 MR WRIGHT

19 The guess the endo center what we

20 caY the Gasroenterology Center here in Las Vegas thats the

21 subject of this criminal case it was Dr Desai was the

22 majority owner of

23 THE COURT Oh keep your voice up

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 guess guess tte gastro center here in Las
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Vegas that Dr Desai was majority owner of in the Endoscopy

Clinic of Southern Nevada woulo would fall within the

ambulatory surgical center category of your classifications

Yes sir

Okay And have you ever practiceo anesthesa if

an ambulatory surgicdl center

No sir

Okay And you have in what you call outpatent

clinics correct

10 Yes sir

11 Okay And and whens the last time you did

12 endoscopic procedure like in an outpatient clinic

13 Within to years

14 Okay Now you have familiarity with this case

15 correct

16 Yes sir

17 Okay How how did you end up being here as

18 witness

19 How assume dont know this for sure but

20 was involved in the trial with plaintiffs against Teva and

21 aoalnst Baxter amd got cot phone call from one of the

22 lawyers whose patients represented and she told me that

23 would get call from the district attorneys office

24 Okay And who who is that first of all

25 Teva Baxter who are they
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They are the generic manufacturer and the

distributor and Baxter -s the distributor of propofol the

generic brand

Okay And you represented not

represented You were irvolvec In the civil litigation on

behalf of plaintiffs in civii litigation arisinc out of these

circumstances ci this cdse

Yes sir

Okay And who was who was the lawyer who

10 contacted you

11 It was Nia Kellebrew

12 Okay Arc old did she you had been let

13 me back up on that

14 You 1ad beer retaIned as an expert for how many of

15 these cases

16 Well cart cant tell you the total

17 percentage because it had settled out did represent the

18 ny of the plaintffs that were from the Bernstein law firm

19 and from the Gillock Law Firm which was Ms Kellebrew

20 Okay And by represent you mean as an expert

21 witness

22 Yes sir

23 Okay And did you have to get some some type

24 of waivers or something to be able to go to work for the

25 district attorneys office
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doing it pro bono

have no as said dont know

Okay So when when Ms Kellebrew called you

she asked you to help out the oistrict attorneys office

No She said you will be getting call from

the district attorneys office about this case

Okay And dd you say for what

Well said tndt and she ust said that ths is

for the trial for Dr Desal And thats all discusseo with

her That was it

Okay Well are those other law firms paying

you

point to

MR STAUDAHER Your honor Im going to object this

THE COURT Overruled

THE WITNESS No

BY MR WRIGHT

the district

the payment

No sir

Okay presume you are you being paid by

attorney office

To be quite honest with you never discussed

at all so have no knowledge of that

Okay Well tue flow many cases so youre

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

z2

23

24

25

Okay Well the mean you you charge

lot correct
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have in the previous cases yes

Okay And ike how much do you charge

Well it depends what it is that do The

usual and customary for ma_practHce case which is what Im

usulily involved with is 5400 an Ticur

Okay

And uhuts to renew tie case Then it tepends

whether go out of town or oct

What did whct cc you charge ir these Ill

10 call them the endoscopy Las Vecas cases

11 Well thats wuat charge charge $400 an

12 hour

13 Okay And anc you said Thats your standard

14 and customary rate

15 Yes sir

16 Okay Do you ttiis fcr living

17 No sir

18 Okay mean beino nO expert witness

19 No sir

20 Okay So cbs is like your first occasion on

21 these cases

22 No sir

23 Okay Second

24 No sir

25 Fifth
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No sir

Tenth

No

Twenty

No sir

Higher

Yes

This is hobby

No sir

10 THE COURT What percentage of your income would you

11 attribute to expert fees whether its file review or

12 deposition or testifying at trial or doing maipnnctice

13 affdavit or whatever

14 THE WITNESS Less than percen

15 THE COURT Of your total income

16 THE WITNESS Yes

17 THE COURT Okay And Im assuming thats annual

18 THE WITNESS Thats annual Yes mcam

19 THE COURT Okay

20 BY MR WRIGHT

21 Less than percent of annual income How much

22 did you mcice off the Las Vegas endoscopy cases

23 The total amount of that cant tell you

24 exactly but Ill give you an approximation at least $50000

25 Total in au of them
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Yes sir

Okay So $50000 is percent of wh0t Boy

youre rich

No think the judge said when oou allocate

triis over 30year period this was ths vas he ff5

amount of money by far

didnt hear her say anytning about cllocating

it over 30 year period

She said annual

10 THE COURT Perhaps it was poorly phrdseo cuestion

11 THE WITNESS She sam annual So obviousy the one

12 year got that amount of money was not neiceot of try

13 salary But if you oo ahead and add 30 years of cooc ohs

14 it was less than percect when you allocate it

15 BY MR WRIGHT

16 Okay

17 over 30 year period

18 And you youve testified in mary cses

19 THE COURT We cant hear

20 BY MR WRIGHT

21 Youve testified in many cases Many

22 No

23 Notmini MINI
24 No

25 Many cases No
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No

Okay You examine tte cases do depositions

ard then they normally settle

That is correct

Okay So rhe cases actually goino to liKe

civl ticl are rarity

That is correct

Now the the theory the lawyers who dlrecteo

you tue district attorneys of fce the theory of their

10 civl

11 MR STAUDAHER Objection Directed him

IL MS WECKERLY Can we approach

THE COURT All rigtt

MR WRIGHT The Il rephrase it

is THE COURT mean think thats sustained Thats

16 tue lwver who contacted you and told you you would be

17 cont0cted by someone from the DAs office

18 MR WRIGHT Correct Well it

19 BY MR WRIGHT

zO Fair to sa it appears some lawyers had

21 conversation with the district attorneys office about

z2 MR STAUDAHER Objection Hearsay Your Honor

z3 THE COURT Well that would be speculation mean

24 unless

25 BY MR WRIGHT
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Well does Nina Kellebrew of the Bernsteiu

Law Firm

MR STAUDAHER Objection Thats not her law rm
THE COURT Thats correct

MR WRIGHT Okay Wrong

THE COURT Its its Gillock Kellebrew thnK

MR WRIGHT Okay

BY MR WRIGHT

What firm is it misstated it

10 What is your question Repeat your

11 What law firm is

12 THE COURT Is Ms Kellebrew with

13 BY MR WRIGHT

14 Kellebrew with

15 GillocK

16 GillocK Gerold Gillock Law Firm

17 Thats correct

18 Ms Kellebrew just called you and said expect

19 cal from the district attorneys office

20 Thats correct

21 Okay Did that lead you to believe there had

22 been some discussions that took pldce

23 MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 with the district attorneys office
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Ihaveno

MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

THE COURT Well were you then contacted by someone

from th dis-rict attorneys cff ice

THE WITNESS Eventially did get an mail from

Yr Staudcner

THE COURT Mr Staudaher How long after the

conversction with Ms Kellebrew did you receive that mall

THE T4ImESS Probauly within week

10 THE COURT Okay Anc and you spoke

11 telepcnically with Ms Kellebrew

12 ThE TJ\7IThE55 She called me yes

13 THE COURT OKa3 Go on Mr Wright

14 WY MR WRIGHT

15 Did did you talk to Ms Kellebrew after you

16 cot tne cl from the district attorneys office

17 THE COURT maii

18 THE WITNESS No

19 BY MR WRIGHT

20 Okay Now the cases of the Rawlings Law Firm

21 you were expert in their cases

22 Im not familiar with the Rawlings Law Firm

23 Or like Keep cant keep it

24 THE COURT Edwaro ano Bernstein think was the

25 firm Did you deal with
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MR WRIGHT Gillock Gillock

THE COURT Oh

MR WRIGHT God Jerry Giliocks law firm

BY MR WRIGHT

Wee you an expert in their cases

In the in if were talking about the

propofcl trial es
Okay Which who was the plaintiff in thdt

Tho well the one the only jury tricj that

10 had was the Michael Washington case

11 Okay Michael Washington And that was hard

12 tfats the Gillock Law Firm

13 No That was the Bernstein

14 Okay Gillock Law Firm had some of the

15 plaintiffs arising out of this right

16 Thats correct

17 You were an expert for them

18 Thats correct

19 Those cases settled as result of trials

20 Well they eventuaily settled yes

21 Okay Arid the the ferry by which those cases

22 were going forward was what

23 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor at this point legal

24 conclusion and relevance to this

25 THE COURT Well if he if he knows or he can talk
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about what he was assigned or asked to do as an expert

MR STALOAHER But that has nothing to do with the

theory that they had

THE COURT Well

MR STAUDAHER It as to do with what he was asked

to review

THE COURT as it relates to his testimony if he

knows

THE WITLESS Ck0y Would you please rephrase the

10 question

11 BY MR VQRIC-HT

12 What were The oefendants being sued for

13 Product iablity

14 Ecised upon wh0t

15 The way in which they had large vials and how it

16 might have led to the transmission of the virus how they had

17 mini spike that might LGve led to using the drug on multiple

18 patIents and the fdct tYdt large vial is in an area such

19 as an ambulatory care certer thdt does endoscopy which has

20 short procedures 50 cc viTh shoald not be in that area

21 Okay Well get bck to all that But is

22 predicate basis for the lawsuit

23 MR STAUDAHER Objection Legal conclusion Your

24 Honor

25 THE COURT Well overruled Again he can you
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know dont give us any lecal conclusions or speculate or

opine as to legal you know decisions that may have been made

by the lawyers As it pertains to what you were asked to do

as an expert or your understanding of the quess interface

between the claims made against the mdnufacturer medical

claims that you were consu ted on or opined on you can

certanly testify as to that Okay dont know if that

makes sense to you

So Mr Wrioht wtflin that sort of parameter he

10 you can ask him the questions

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 factual preThoate or before the

13 manufacturers could be sued in the manner in which they were

14 sueo for product liability it was necessary that there be

15 determination that the hepatitis of Mr Washington han been

16 transmitted by propofol use correct

17 For inappropriate for unsafe iniection

18 practices of propofol ti ats correct

19 Okay So that that was necessary basis

20 meaning if if the hepatitis transmission had been caused

21 by some other mechanism like dirty scopes whatever the

22 alternatives were then you couldnt sue the manufacturers

23 right

24 MR STAUDAHER Objection He doesnt hes not

25 the one suing the manufacturer Hes asked if hed come as
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But Im just saying weve heard what the issue is

ell have the people bring in what they relied upon to make

those assessments

THE COURT If its not their memory

MS WECKERLY Right Right Sure Ano then there

sfculdrit be problem

MR STAUDAHER The Court is ordering those

witnesses in case theres some issue with them trying to find

tem if they have to go up to corporate counsel or whatever

ft at the Courts ordering them to produce that stuff

THE COURT Yeah whatever theyre going to need to

rely on to discuss the how much they paid out Anci mean

you know the one where they were all lumped tonether its

really not much of an issue because youve got ten people

there for your theft

MS WECKERLY Right

THE COURT Its more the ones where theyre

separated But even so you got to get it over the 250 youve

pled and so yeah You know if they cant do it if they

need to rely on something to do it then

MS WECKERLY Well inform them

THE COURT whatever it is they need to rely on

they need to bring

MS WECKERLY Okay Well do that but they wont

be tomorrow
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THE COURT And thats --

MR SANTACROCE Can you lust remind me who

tomorrow is

THE COURT Can see counsel well its just us

Of the record

Court recessed for the evening at 536 p.m
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA THURSDAY JUNE 13 2013 1056 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT The jurors some of them have little mini

vacations so they wantec to know if they had to work on

the 5th But you know were hoping to be done before that

so it wont even be an issue Well be done before the 5th

Yeah mean if theyre deliberating dont care

when they deliberate because you know if they want to be on

10 vacation on the 5th and come back sure If they you know

11 dont really care mean you know were pretty flexible

12 with that

13 All right Apparently there is lawyer here who

14 wishes to be heard on something So sir can you state your

15 name and your bar number for the record

16 MR BALDUCCI Yeah Christian Balducci My bar

17 number is 12688

18 THE COURT All rght And you represent whom

19 MR BALDUCCI represent HealthCare Partners of

20 Nevada

21 THE COURT All right Thats one of the insurers in

22 this case is that correct

23 MR BALDUCCI Yes Your Honor

24 THE COURT And my understanding is pursuant to

25 court order based on some testimony that came out yesterday
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with different insurer Ms Weckerly or Mr Staudaher

MS WECKEPJIY Well its the same insurer as

THE COURT Oh its the same insurer Okay We

asked that some documents be produced that apparently the

witness had viewed prior to tier testimony is that correct

what you asked

No aucible response

THE COURT And we needed her to produce those

documents Basically we told Yer when she got back from her

10 vacation to produce them to the State so that they could

11 produce them to the defense So is there concern or..

12 MR BALDUCCI actual have two issues Your

13 Honor

14 THE COURT All rght

15 MR BALDUCCI If you dont mind if address those

16 THE COURT Go ahead

17 MR BALDUCCI Im sure Im not the first attorney to

18 actually miss something in this trial so

19 THE COURT Well so far its been the plaintiffs

20 lawyers

21 MR BALDUCCI May approach or..

22 THE COURT You may You can just stand in the well

23 of the courtroom or stand at the podium wherever youre

24 comfortable

25 MR BALDUCCI The podium please
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THE COURT Thats fine

MR BALDUCCI Its come to my understanding that

yesterday during testimony Patty Shibona the director of

operations for HealthCare Partners of Nevada guess there

were some notes or something of that sort that she had with

her

THE COURT Right Basic1ly she had said Can

refer to my note Ill tell you exactly what happened You

know essentially she said Can refer to my notes or

10 something and she had yellow folder with her and she opened

11 it up and she started reading something And said For the

12 record what is it that youre reading And then the lawyers

13 said can we just see what shes looking at and said fine

14 And basically the long and short of it is she had

15 made some notes She had reviewed some documents She had

16 written some things down and she had reviewed some things

17 over the Internet in order to prepare for her testimony and

18 to you know guess record some did not look at

19 whatever it was she was looking dt So thats essentially

20 what happened

21 MR BALDUCCI And that exactly that last part is my

22 concern One of the things she had with her was its actually

23 an email from me to her

24 THE COURT Okay dont believe the lawyers read

25 the email is that true Ms Stanish
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MS STANISH Thats correct Your Honor wcs

only only focused on her handwritten notes didrt

even know it was from lawyer

THE COURT The handwritten notes concerned ficures

and things she had referred to know one was the CMS rules

off the Internet that specifically And dont remember tte

other two things she had referred to

MS STANISH Some numerical figures

THE COURT Yeah They were figures that she fec

10 needed to calculate how much the difference in the aneshese

11 charges would have been Mr Santacroce believe you aso

12 approdched Were you able to read that email

13 MR SANTACROCE saw it was an email and she had

14 handwritten notes on it but dont didnt read the

15 content of it

16 THE COURT Okay Well Im fine then if you know

17 she doesntt have to produce the email Were fine with that

18 MR BALDUCCI Okay

19 THE COURT All she has to do is produce the

20 documents that we said which would be you know the contract

21 with the gastro center or the you know endo center tYe

22 policy what the chart was for in terms of reirnbursemern rates

23 and how that was calculated

24 Was there anything else we needed from her

25 MS STANISH The redacted
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MR WRIGHT cot question

MS STANISH email with the notes would be fine

THE COURT Yeah Just she can cross out you know

in black marker the email just so that we have her

handwritten nouns hct had tnose figures on it because she di

refer to those in her testimony

MR BALDUCCI Certdinly and actually do have

copy of edacted version here

THE OURI Okay

10 MR WRICHT Ive got question

11 THE COTJRT Mr Wright

12 MR WRIGHT ant to be sure your email to her was

13 simply leqal advice and you diont tell her any information

14 facts that she

15 MR BALDUCCI It was an attorney client privilege

16 conversation

17 MR WRIGHT No My question is did you

18 THE COURT But you didnt say testify to this or

19 testify to tha4 or

20 MR BALDUCCI No

zl MR TJpJGHT DiG you cive her any factual

22 information

23 MR BALDUCCI No

24 THE COURT Like the figures numbers anything like

25 that
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MR BALDUCCI No

THE COURT Okay Thats fine You said you have

reJcted version

MR BALDUOOI Yes Would you like to

THE COURT Sure

MR BALDUOCJI review it Your Honor

THE OOURT Oan you

MR BALDUCCI If may approach please

THE OOURT Sure of course

10 MR BALDUCCI Thank you

11 THE COURT Do you want to just leave that then Is

12 this my copy

MR BALDUCCI Yes certainly

14 THE COURT Okay

15 MR BALDUCCI Arid the other page behind it the two

16 pages one would be the its on loose leaf paper

17 THE COURT Right And thats her own handwritten

18 MR BALDUCCI The other

19 THE COURT notes All right What well do then

20 is this will be courts exhibit Ill also make copies for

21 all of the attorneys meaning the bailiff will make copies for

22 all of the attorneys And is that all satisfactory with you

23 MR BALDUCCI As for that yes but

z4 THE COURT Whats the other issue

25 MR BALDUCCI The other issue was the contract or
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tfe agreement HealthCare Partners of Nevada today is

different

THE COURT Okay We only care about what was in

place at the time the allegedly fraudulent charces were made

MR BALDUCCI And thats the exact issue th0t were

looking into Its our understanding at The moment trough

were looking at it further that the Endoscopy Centers

contrdct was not with HealthCare Partners of Nevaca at that

time Were not entirely sure yet Were still lookinc

10 into it We think it may have been with an entity called

11 Pippa which is now bankrupt So dont know

12 wiat

13 THE COURT But she must have had someThing to fgure

14 out well how much are we goirg to pay here because

15 obvously there was some contract or you folks wouldnt have

16 been paying out on these claims as understanc

17 MR BALDUCCI What HealthCare Partners of Nevada

18 did and of course the that we need specific

19 time frame because thats really going to help us Its our

20 understanding the way it worked was we simply process on

21 behalf of PacifiCare So whatever the start times or end

22 times of these things they were product of PacifiCare We

23 were guess you could say kind of in the middle

24 THE COURT Heres what would ask then If you

25 tel me if you come back and you say we dont have the
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aoreement what need from you is whatever gmiioelines forms

polcies your company used at that time to calculate

reimbursement Is that thats essentially what were

looking for mean

MR WRIGHT Ann we want to know where it is mean

if PacifiCare has it or whatever

THE COURT Yeah mean there may have been

another contract but your company had to have had something

sorre documents so that they would know how theyre calculating

10 these cflarges Thats really what were lookine for arid what

11 the agreement was

12 So there had to have been some guidelines Whether

13 tlney had the full contract or not you know it has to oo from

14 to so that knows what its supposed to be doing

15 Whether that was memorandum or some other kino of directive

16 from you know PacifiCare or whatever whatever that was we

17 neeo it

18 MR BALDUCCI So guess the thing thats most that

19 everyone is looking for is just that says how things get paid

20 out is really

21 THE COURT Well whatever documents you have

22 heres basically what we want Whatever documents they have

23 relevant to any agreements with the gastro center or the endo

24 center at the time frame in question amy charts or schedules

25 or anything like that that were utilized to pay claims and
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reimbursements Is that fair Defense

MR BALDUCCI Yes under yes

THE COURT Defense is that does that encorrass

what we want

MS STANISH The Courts indulgence

Pause in proceedings

MR WRIGHT Right We need the cmtract mean

we need what youre asking for but if they dont have it

then theyll say PacifiCare has it

10 THE COURT Yeah If they dont have it need to

11 tell us who does But what Im saying Mr Wrioht is

12 wLatever they have then they have to have somehinq They

13 dont have the contract then dye us wha you fave

14 essentially

15 And you know if you can make representation as to

16 who according to your understanding would have the contract

17 weo appreciate that as well

18 MR BALDUCCI Certainly Your Honor

19 THE COURT Okay

20 MR BALDUCCI All right That really covers it all

21 for me Sorry appreciate the time Thank you

22 THE COURT No no problem at all This came up at

23 the last minute when she started looking at her notes

24 MR BALDUCCI Yeah

25 THE COURT And then you know its like okay
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whered this stuff come from How long will it take you to

find all that or have your company find all that

MR BA1JDUCCI little while

THE COURT All right Heres what youre instructed

to do Coordinate with whatever representative of the State

is qong to handle this whether thats Detective Whitely or

crc of the lawyers or one of their investigators or whatever

Okay

MR BALDUCCI Okdy Great Spoke irh him in the

10 past its been good reldtionship so there wont be an

11 issue

THE COURT Okay Good Thank you

ii MR BALDUCCI Thank you Your Honor

14 THE COURT All right Kenny bring them in

15 MS WECKERLY Your Honor do you want us to try to

16 like get Scott Mitchell up here sometime today

17 THE COURT Between all the other stuff

18 MS WECKERLY We can take care of lot of it

19 tlrougn

20 THE COURT Yeah mean he can maybe get rioht to

21 the heart of the matter

22 MS WECKERLY Yeah Ill send an email to try to

23 track him down

24 Pause in proceeding

25 Jurors reconvene at 1109 a.m
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THE COURT Court is now back in session The recorc

should reflect the presence of the State the defendarts ano

tfeir counsel the officers of the court and the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury And Mr Staudaher please call your

next witness

MR STALDAHER The State calls Arnold Friedm0r to

the stand Your Honor

ARNOLD FRIEDMAN STATES WITNESS SWORE

THE CLERK Please state and spell your first no

10 last name

11 THE WITNESS Arnold Friedman

12 Friedman
13 THE COURT Thank you Mr Staudaher

14 MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honur

15 DIRECT EXAMINATION

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Dr Friedman what do you do for living

18 Im an anesthesiologist

19 And how long have you done that

20 Since 1982

21 Cam you give us little background about where

22 your training and experience have got you to the point where

z3 you are today

24 Yes sir started initially after finishng

25 at BS degree at Indiana University from there ended up
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getting accepted tc medical scool at the University cf

Lou sville After that did year cf internship at Cook

County Hospital in Chicago Illinois Went into the U.S Air

Force was flight surgeon for two years at Webb Air Force

B0se From there worked in the emergency room in San

Frcrcisco at one of the Kaiser facilities

Then started my training at the VA hospital in

Sepulveda California From there went to Cemars Sinai

Vedcal Center was ciief medical resident started

10 cardiology fellowship when they asked me to open up the frst

11 rredcl intensive care unit at the hospital when it opened

lz ir 976

ii After that for four years cross trained ii to

14 aresthesi0 at UCLA and spent six months at Massachusetts

15 General Hospital And from there then went into anesthesia

16 for open heart surgery and transplants became the director of

17 the service And after approximately 20 25 years then

18 moved into the cardiac catheterization lab and

19 electrcphysiology lab as we were developing new heart valves

20 without opening peoples chests and Ive done that for six

21 years

22 Im about ready to become the new director of the

23 procedure or the pre anesthesia assessment

24 clinic in the new facility at Cedars Sinai Medical Center

25 Is it safe to say that youre familiar with
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anesthesia and anesthesia practice

Yes it is

With regard to that

THE COURT Oh and sir we need you to speak up

Some of the jurors cant hear you See that bl0cK box there

THE WITNESS Yes maam

THE COURT Thats the microphone

THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT Thats better Thank you

10 And Mr Staudaher you need to keep your voice up as

11 well

12 MR STAUDAHER will try Your Hcncr

13 BY MR STAUDAHER

14 Go through want to go Lrougf couple of

15 things with you regardino anesthesia Can you nell us what

16 kind of things you do as an anesthesiciogist

17 Well first and foremost wher first meet the

18 patient we obviously assess them for their medical problems

19 and do risk stratification We talk to them We try to

20 allay any of their anxieties answer any of their guestions

21 We start an intravenous under some kind of local anesThetic

22 like Lidocaine which is similar to Novocaine that you would

23 go to dentist for when you are having proceoure

24 Then we bring them into the operating room or into

25 procedure area where we would go ahead and give them meoicine
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tf rough an intravenous line and they would usually you go

to sleep And during that period of time that you get

sedated you have no memory or awareness of whats going on

and the medicine that we use allays any of the pain that

cccurs

Afterwards we wake patients up Obviously between

ttat we tdce care of any of the problems that occur that coulo

produce an adverse event cnd we wake patients up take care

cf them either in the recovery room or the intensive care

10 afterwards

11 So are there different types of anesthetics that

i2 get used in different settings meaning hospital outpatient

13 clinic whatever

14 Yes sir In the operating room we tenc to do

15 general anesthetic or regional anesthetic general

16 anesthetic usually requires breathing tube an endotracheal

17 tube thats put down into the tracheobronchial tree Or we

18 can go ahead and do regional anesthesia

19 Lets say if you were coming for hip replacement or

20 knee replacement and for that we would go ahead ano put

zl some medicine either into the spInal canal or the area around

22 the spinal canal in order to go atead and numb the nerves

23 where the surgeon would be operating on In the orthopedic

24 example that gave you that would be lets say the lower

25 extremities We would also give you little something just
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to drift of to sleep That would be twiligdr sleep

If we do something in the procedural areas wiich

would include the amhulatory surgical centers most of the

times what we do is that we would use an just individual

drugs for sedation and minimal anicunt of pain Because

lot of those procedures oont require an incision so were

not as concerned usually withi extreme pdin aS we woulc be in

the general anesthetics in the operating room

So lets not want to move away from general

10 anesthetics and go to somethinc short of -hat Is there

11 Ive beard the terms deep sedatIon conscious sedation

12 things like that Can you define those terms for us

13 Well theres planes of anesthesia If you want

14 to cover everything its usually monitored anesthesia care

15 and monitored anesthesia care means takino you Through the

16 simplest thing where patient might be totally awake for

17 certain reasons to the fact that tiey would be unoer oeep

18 sedation which would be general anesthetic Arid between

19 that we have different gradations of sedaThon

20 It depends strictly on what how sick the patient

21 is and what their body will tolerate in terms of orugs It

22 depends upon obviously what kird of procedure you have An

23 open heart procedure which is obviously going to be higher

24 risk with lot of other diseases that patient has and

25 theyre going to have an incision usually in the sternum
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thats going to require deep sedation that whioh includes no

awareness and no pain

As opposed to lets say if we talked about an

ambulatory surgical center the sedation is going to be much

lighter Mid usually its just required as sedation that

wou be mild sedation so the patient isnt aware of whats

going on but it doesnt neoessariiy require muoh in the way

of whdt we call analgesics or pain medicine

Now in the setting that you just mentioned an

10 ambulatory care setting at that level of sedation is that

11 something where the patient is awake or asleep

12 Most of the times the patients are awake

13 theyre asleep It depends what procedure were doinc Jf

14 were doing lets say something in the CI lab they would be

15 asleep They would not be cognizant of what was goinc on

16 around them and they would be moderately sedated

17 If we were talking about something where were

18 looking at abnormal rhythms which is an electrophysiology

19 lab that we if we make patients too deep then we can wipe

20 out the ability to go ahead and find what the rhythm

21 disturbance is arid get rid of it by burning it Theres other

22 things like putting pacemakers in which is somewhere in

23 between

24 So sometimes what we would do is we would do local

25 anesthetic where the incision is and then just do moderate
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sedation so patient doesnt have any anxiety theyre

asleep and usually they dont know what is goinc on so they

have no awareness of the procedure

Are you familiar with the drug propofol

Yes sir

In the settings and the situations youve talked

about when would you use or not use that drug

Well its used for two things One is that it

can be used as what we call an induction agent which means

10 you have an intravenous line in and general anesthetic

11 higher risk patient and you want to get Them to sleep quickly

12 so that we can then go ahead and put the breathino tube in

13 We would give certain dose of -he piopofol and

14 that would be called bolus to get them to sleep so we could

15 then go ahead and give them the other things that we need to

16 in order to put the breathing tube in As opposed to lets

17 say an ambulatory surgical center we would either give

18 bolus meaning one drug aliquot in other words dose to get

19 the patient to sleep and then we would re bolus them

20 intermittently if we needed to

21 We could also give an infusion which is constant

22 amount of drug as opposed to bolus that we just give at one

23 setting

24 Now you mentioned now patient settings Youve

25 also mentioned high risk or not high risk patients Can you
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tell us the types of patients that typically go to an

ambulatory care center

Well they tend to be not as sick as the

patients that are in the operating room

MR SANTACROCE Your Honor can we approach

THE COURT Of course

Of record bench conference

THE COURT Mr Staudaher please proceed with your

questioning

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 Have you woriced in ambulatory care centers

12 before

13 Yes sir

14 Have you worked in hospital settings before

15 Yes sir

16 Arid you worked in this electrophysiology lab

17 that ycu talked about

18 Yes sir

19 So is it fair to say youve wcrkeo in different

20 settings giving anesthetic over the time period of your

21 career

22 Thats correct

23 Now you said your career has lasted in

24 anesthesia for how long

25 Since 1982
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So 30plus years that right

Thats correct

Were in situation during that time where

were in situation You were situation during that

time if you will tell us was that pretty much continuous

work In anesthesia or did you take break and go to Hawaii

for years or..

It was all in anesthesia

In the various settings thj weve talked about

10 Yes sir

11 Now with regard to that want ro go back to

12 the outpatient setting You mentioned and wart to talk

13 about the types of patients that would go to an outpatient

14 setting can you tell us that

15 The type of patients tend to be not as sick as

16 the ones that we would do as inpatlents in other woros

17 people who were morbidly obese people who had sleep apnea

18 people who had coronary artery dIsease people who had poor

19 heart function or they were in heart failure people who had

20 cardiac valvular diseases

21 So again patients who tended to have lot of

22 stability and very little what we call co morbidity or other

23 medical problems

24 Is that what co morbidity is

25 That is correct
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So healthier population

healthier population

Now with regard to those facilities and

were not going to be really talking today much about the

hospital facilities Were talking about outpatient leve1

ttose types of patients But before ge- there want to

ask you one other question in general about anesthesia

Depending if youre doing the same type of

aresttiesi general anesthetic deep sedation conscious

10 sedation whatever it is does it really vary depending on the

11 setting or is it the same type of thing regardless of the

12 setting

13 Well again because of the fact that in the

14 ambulatory care center the patients tend not to be as sick and

15 the procedures axe not like what we do in the operating room

16 where there is higher risk to the patient like open heart

17 suroery like lang surgery like abeominal surgery the we

18 dont need the same degree of anesthetic or monitoring as we

19 would in an operating room setting

20 Now with regard to your do you use some sort

21 of record during any procedure that you do to document what

22 has happened to the patient and what youve done to the

23 patient

24 Yes We have an anesthesia record that we fill

25 out during the operating room area But before that when
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were assessing the patient we go ahead and we have

documentation in terms of the preoperative wokup as well as

what the assessment is and the fact that we have ciscussed

risks what some of the alternatives might be if patients want

to know

And then we have at the end of the case after we put

patient into either the recovery room or intu the intensive

care unit we would write our postoperative note which we

wou_d then go ahead and put down tne patients are stable

10 their blood pressure their heart rate all their vital signs

11 And we would do other exams cardiac lung exams

12 neurologically whether they were mentating okay and they were

13 moving all their extremities

14 The assessment that you jus- mentioned how

15 important is that in doing any anesthetic proceoure

16 Its very irrportant because without an

17 assessment that is appropriate you may have patients who are

18 sent to you who need further workup in order to no ahead and

19 minimize their risk So what youre really doing is 3oure

20 doing initially risk assessment and then youre tr7ing to

21 optimize the patient for the pen procedure whether its in

22 the operating room or in an ambulatory care center

23 So describe for us what you do in typical

24 assessment and does it vary depending on what setting you

25 might be in say an outpatient setting to an operatioc in
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hospital

Well most of the times it doesnt vary at all

because its fairly standard You do regular history find

out why the patient is there what is the primary reason they

are there for what is the sorcery or procedue that is going

to be done if theres particular side which side is it

going to be done so that wrong site surgery doesnt occur

You then go ahead and find out what are the other

medcl problems that they have that might put them at risk

10 and whether thcyve been adeguately treated or whether hey

11 need to be delayed and worked up further Like lets say

12 patient with heart problem who may have chest pain or

13 angnc that patient may have to be worked up to find out if

14 we need to go ahead and an something else to treat them before

15 we can go ahead and do the procedure or the operation

16 After that we do physical examination including

17 the fact that we are very interested in the airway because we

18 are intimately involved in taking care of that which means

19 putting the breathing tube down when youre doing general

20 anestaetic But even when youre doing sedation people can

21 lose their airways So you have to find out whether these are

22 normal or abnormal

23 You have to find out what kind of drugs theyre on

24 what kind of surgeries theyve previously had whether theyve

25 had an anesthetic untoward event or whether theyve hao any
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untoward event during surgery You have an know whether the

patients have allergies because you are giving drugs and

you almost everything requires an antibiotic and you want

to make sure that they dont have any kind of acverse event

there

After that you have to take look nd see whdt Kind

cf _abs that they have You have to fino out wrethe theres

anything that is abnormal and query the patient hout that

We want to make sure wheher the drugs that the pcitlents are

10 taking what they have been given the morning of the procedure

11 or the operation

12 And then we want to go ahead and put down what

13 discuss with them what specifically is ooinq to be dore to

14 them both from an anesthesia standpoint and at least fino out

15 if they have an understanding of what the surgery is and then

16 we ta about risks

17 It seems like quite bit of stuff

18 It is Ano in 15 minutes which is what you

19 usually have you have to get you have to collect all the

20 data of of an electronic information system and you have to

21 hope that your patient is good historian

22 So you have this window of time that you

23 actually spend with the patient before you go back and co

24 anything with them

25 Yes sir
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Now when you go through an assessment you

mentioned whale variety of things mean if understand

you correctly the assessment is essentially you have to do it

regardless of whether its shorter procedure in an

ambulatory care facility or longer procedure in hospital

is th0t fair

Thats correct Its just the fact that because

tIe ptients will be sicker in the operating room area it will

take little bit longer because they will have more problems

10 than person in an ambulatory care center So statistically

11 even though you go through the same thing it just is going to

12 be shorter in an ambulatory care center

13 When we say shorter do you truncate it to

14 degree where you just walk out and say hi to the patient and

15 youre done and you walk away

16 No Its matter of going through and askng

17 the same things Its just the fact that most of the answers

18 will be no rather than yes in terms of the disease states that

19 they have or whether they have chest pain whether theyve

20 had heart attack whether they have shortness of breath

21 So when you go through lot of noes pretty quickly

22 it doesnt take long And lot of the time since you

23 already have the medicines that theyre taking in front of

24 you you already have little bit of an idea from that And

25 also the surgeon or the interventionist is recruired to have
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history and physical on the chart already before you even get

there and that gives you an idea that you can co throuch

things little bit quicker

Do you review that before you talk to the

patent

Yes sir

In the setting and Im going to move to the

outpatient type ambulatory care sort of situation In those

settings the type of anesthetic and were anc the

10 procedures that Im going to ask you abou primarily would be

11 like colonoscopy endoscopy things like that that type of

12 procedure What would be the anesthetics thdT would

13 typically be used with those

14 Well for those youre usudlly talking about two

15 different types of anesthetic on averaqe One would be the

16 use of propofol period The other would be rarcotic and

17 what we call something to allay anxiety which is

18 benzodiazepine We call it Versed or midazolarri

19 The narcotic which would be short acting would be

20 something like fentanyl which is like morphine but its

21 hundred times more potent and its quick acting and its

22 shorter time period so that the patients can go home earlIer

23 So those are tte two sort of options you have

24 Well you have more options but those are the

25 two main options The other option is that if you find that
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you have problem with an airway you might have to go to

some other form Like person who has sleep apnea who is

overweight that kind of patient you can lose an airway

very quickly You may have to convert them to some other form

of an anesthetic

And that would be something as opposed to putting

breathing tube down which is the ultimate in general

anesthesia we have something that is called laryngeal mask

airway What it is is that we put something that goes down

10 and it ends just above what we call the larynx It doesnt go

11 down into the tracheobronchial tree

12 But by sliding it so that it slides alonc the tonque

13 and it stops we can give general anesthetic And that can

14 be very very effective more so with colonoscopy than an

15 esophageal gastroscopy because youre sharing an airway

16 there That becomes little bit different

17 Okay So but in the typical procedure of

18 colonoscopy or upper endoscopy do you typically have to put

19 tube down somebodys throat

20 No

zl So the anesthetic thdt you would use in those

22 situations would be what if you had your choice

23 There have been studies to show that propofol is

24 much preferred to the narcotics and benzodiazepines by

25 patients You get much more complete sedation You get
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less awareness that occurs with it Arid because of the fact

that the side effects are much less dnd it wears off very

quickly in terms of getting out of your system your ability

to no home is much quicker

The problem is is that tue ncxcotics can affect the

brain center and affect your ability to breathe well You car

get nausea and vomiting LO much nigher degree with

narcotic than you could with propofcl The benzociazepirie

like Versed the problem is especally you cet olcer you

10 can have patient have delirium just from small amount

11 especially if theyre older or if they have entral nervous

12 system problems

13 So propofol you scid you were familiar wth it

14 Very much so

15 Have you used it muchi in your practice

16 use it almost evey day

17 Is this over the tme period that its been in

18 existence essentially

19 Yes

20 Now before propofol was around wi at dia you

21 typically use

22 Well you would initiclly what we would have

23 to do is we would use the other alternative agents At

24 tI-at before propofol we certainly had the fentanyl or we

25 had morphine some kind of narcotic and we had some form of
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benzodiazepine which could have been Versed or midazolam It

could have been Ativan

Theyre all related to the drug that people were

taking orally which was Valium which we could give Each one

of them have different footprint But you would have to

give much higher dose and it would stay in your body much

longer

With regard to propof 01 you said every day

can does that equate with mean cdn you give us

10 general estimate in year how many times you use that crug

11 Well again told you that it can be used

12 either for complete sedation or just to get the patient to

13 sleep would say on an civerage probably do thousand

14 cases year where propof 01 is involved in some fashion

15 So youve done lot of them

16 Alot

17 Now with regard to an in and out patiect sort

18 of setting with procedure like colonoscopy or so forth

19 thats relatively short in duration did you mention that you

20 cou just use propofol alone as tne anesthetic agent

21 Yes

22 In the situations where that would be the case

23 how would you use it in your experience

24 Well in my experience we would usually give

25 bolus meaning we would give certain amount of drug based
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usually on body weight and the patient would go ahead and

approximately within 30 to 45 seconds the patient would drift

off to sleep Most of the time their airway they would

spontaneously breathe once we had little distribution of the

drug and you could go ahead lets say ir olonoscopy or

wnat we call an EGD the esophagog0stroscooy the patierts

couid go 0head axid tolerate that

There axe only usually two discomfoitino thirgs on

average with those problems With the colonoscopy the problem

10 is is thct in order to get good visudlization theres lot

11 of air to go ahead and inflate the bowel so you can an ahead

12 and take look and see if theres any lesions or not That

13 distension can be very discomforting Thats for

14 colonoscopy

15 For the esophagogastroscopy its just the initial

16 insertion because of the fact that you have to get past the

17 airway you would gag So you need to go ahead and actual

18 need initially to get little bt more sedation to put the

19 esophagogastroscopy in as opposed to the colonoscopy Whereas

20 the colonoscopy in other words once thats oown for an

21 esophagogastroscopy theres not lot of discomfort so you

22 just want to go ahead and have sedation so the patient isnt

23 aware of whats going on

24 As opposed to with colonoscopy as you get further

25 into the procedure you get more dilatation of your bowel so
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theres more discomfort So you may actually need little

bit more at the end of the case and you may have to

sLpplement that in the postoperative arena meaning the

recovery room

So would it be unusual to have to give some

aouticnal medication propofol near the end of colonoscopy

case bemause of those issues

It could It strictly depends on how quick the

enooscopist is in other words the gastroenterologist If it

10 is somebody and we see bell shaped curve in terms of how

11 lone it tdces gastroenterologist to do the procedure just

12 like it would any surgeon Sometimes its short and sometimes

13 it can be very long

14 And what factors play into that

15 Well again again some people are more facile

16 doing things than others are The other thing is that all the

17 sudoen they may see that there are problems that occur They

18 cay see polyps where theyre going to have to biopsy They

19 may have problem where the patient isnt cleaned well

20 enough Then it becomes very very difficult for them to do

21 that

22 Sometimes there may be certain angulations that dont

23 allow you to get to the places that you want to It oepends

24 on the pathology that they find So part of it is the

25 operator themselves and part of it is either the preparation
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or the disease state that the patient has

So in those types of procedure prooeoures

rather what is your role

Our role is well we first of all monitors

after we go through the assessment we brino them in They go

into position We want to make sure that the intraverous line

is working well and we put monitors on fo scfekeepno Those

monitors include oontinuous eleotrocrdiogictm which

determines what the rhythm is and whether its rormal whether

10 its fast whether its slow

11 We go ahead and put blood pressure ouf on cird we

12 have baseline blood pressure And then we woulo cet another

13 blood pressure oertainly after the propofol because the

14 patIents cxe sedated and that tends to cause the blooo

15 pressure to go down We want to make sure the paient is

16 breathing adeguately so we have monitor where we oan

17 aotually see oarbon dioxide thats being exhaleo from the

18 lungs and we know the patient is not obstruoted

19 We have monitor on the finger that is called

20 pulse oximeter that measures the oxygen that you have ir your

21 body so patient doesnt get to dangerously low level of

22 oxygenation And so these are the primary monitors that we

23 use

24 Now as far as deoisions on that type of oare

25 iroluding either withholding or giving additional medioation
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arestk-ietic who makes those decisions in that situation

Well at our hospital where we have

anesthesiologists its the anesthesiologist that makes that

decision There may he times when the surgeon or the

cperatcr in this case it would be the gcistroenrerologist

wnere he might need little bit more sedation because of the

rct that something painful is going to happen or when

pctents have the ability to move and theyre not paralyzed

from neuromuscular blockers that we do so patient doesnt

10 move like in an open heart surgery we might have to give

11 more

12 And patients vary It isnt only their body weioht

ii Part of it is genetically determined in terms of how senstive

14 tfeyre going to be to the medicine and that is something we

15 dont kncw until we take care of the patient ano see how they

16 respond to the anesthetic

17 When youre doing procedure and youre

18 assessing those things as you go mean are you makinc

19 aojustments to how much medication you give

20 Yes

21 Who makes the decision on how much medication to

22 give

23 The anesthesiologist or in this case it would

24 be the nurse anesthetist would because that is their scope of

25 practice
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So with reoard to the surgeon thougf or the

operator would they ever enter into the realm with you and

start dictating to you how things should be done or not done

It would be very very rare that hat would

happen

Is there an issue of sort pei son ir the

room that has to take care of the safety of the pat ert

mean where do you fall into that

We are responsible for the safety of the

10 patent because the suroeon usually is operating room

11 operating and so thats his focus to do whateuer he can and

12 take care of that We are responsible for everything else in

13 terms of the patients safety

14 If you had situation where surgeon tod you

15 not to give anymore medication and you felt than it was

16 appropriate to do so what would you do

17 would do what would be in the best interest of

18 the patient which is my determination

19 Now as far as the well let me ask you

20 different area Are you fdmiliar with aseptic uechnioue and

21 safe injection practices things like tha
22 Yes

23 Is that something that youve beer familiar with

24 throughout your career

25 Yes
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Has that changed at all or you during your

career

Very little except for the fact that we are

see-ing more and more write ups in the medical literature about

ft is problem occurring in the medical profession

And youre talking about the problem youre here

to testify about today

Yes

Now with regard to well walk us through

10 What is considered aseptic technique and safe injection

11 practice in the setting of an ambulatory care facility

12 colonoscopy upper endoscopy that kind of thine

13 Aseptic technique means thdt it is technique

14 in which you want to make sure that there is no microbes that

15 essentially are involved in transmitting to the patient That

16 microbe coil be bacteria it can te virus And how what

17 are tnose technimues That includes any of the handlinc or

18 storage of any of the drugs It could be the irtravenous

19 bags It can be the equipment meaning the injection

20 equipment

21 Its also the fact that we wear masks we glove that

22 we wash our hands for period of time that we go aheac and

23 we use alcohol to make sure that nothing enters the system

z4 that shouldnt be entering the system and be contaminated

25 Aseptic technique in some ways includes part of safe injection
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practices which is much more specific area

Aseptic technique also Includes rhe fact that when

you come for surgery obviously we have to go ahead and put

something thats going to kill organisms on your body We put

drapes around So its the maintenance of an ervironmert that

literally has no bacteria or no virus thd can no dheao dnd

invade the patient

The other aspect is safe injartion pctices and

those are those practices that allow you -o give safe

10 injection of drug or solution of without dnd that can

11 be both to the patient and the healthcare proviner like

12 havng needle that is uncapped and sticking yourself being

13 the healthcare provider to the fact of the trarsmissiorL of

14 either bacteria or viruses because of the fact that you

15 havent used appropriate techniques to prevent hct from

16 happening

17 Can you describe what safe injection practices

18 actually are

19 Its safe injection practices can be anywhere

20 from the fact that you dont go ahead and put lets say

zl alcohol over rubber stopper when you go ahead and you

z2 aspirate It can be the fact that when you inject arug and

23 the port that you inject it in the intravenous you dont go

24 ahead and use alcohol It can be the fact that you take

25 syrnge lets say from vial of medication and you dont
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you dont wear gloves

It can be the fact that when you take syrirge full

of and you give it to the patient and then you go ahead

aid you go back into that vial and reuse the syringe that can

be problem You can go cheac and never get rid of the

srnge and even use it on the next patient

You can go aheac and because of the fact that you

have none second time into the vial with the same syringe

you can go ahead and actually get contamination that cars then

10 be transmitted to whatever ttie remaining contents are in the

11 via If you then go ahead even if you go ahead and use

12 new needle and new syringe and you dont waste any of that

13 medc0tion and you use it on the next patient you now have

14 contaminated vial and then you can go ahead anc nive that

15 problem meaning virus or bacteria to the second pat ent

16 So in other worcs the thing that you oont want to

17 do that when you have something where it is single use

18 via or single patient use vial you never want to use on

19 more than one patient

20 Now in reality does that happen mean do

21 sinole use containers of medication get used on multiple

22 patients

23 There is single single use vial can only

24 be used on multiple patients under only one circumstance

25 according to the CDC and the U.S Pharmacopeia who makes all
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the suggestions of what is safe injection practice

And that is situation where you have to by law you

have to do it in sterile area outside of the operatinc room

Ti- ere has to be certain number of air exchanoes You have

to be gloved You have to wear masks so chat you rer gonc

to go ahead and contaminate what it is youre about to oo

Arid tiese substarices are very specific

They would be like what we call radiatior or

radlopharmaceutical drugs that are used in radiation Whether

10 its primarily lets say for stress tests for your heart where

11 were using radiopharrnaceuticals it is very expensive It

12 has certain expiration dcte And so what you might 30

13 ti-at you might take it in this area and you might take three

14 aliguots so that three studies can be done if theres

15 amount in

16 There are certain drugs that we use far oncolocy

17 cancer that are very very expensive And the way it whch

18 you did it may allow you to go ahead and divide it into three

19 arecs But again it has to be under certain areas not it the

20 operating room

21 Theyre done in pharmacy under very strict codes

22 where you have to have certain amount of air turnovers and you

23 are checked by the joint commission to make sure that you

24 are and the standards of lets say the state that you

25 abide by that Those are the only things that you can 00 it
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There axe certain biologicals Botox being one of

them the past where that was another thing where because

of the cost of the drug and how much was given by either the

plastc suxgeon or dermatologist which allowed under the

crcunstances told you to divide it into certain different

svr noes But that is the only time that is allowed that you

can taKe single use vial and use it on more than one

patent

Now we know that thats the way its supposed

10 to be done correct

11 That is the way its supposed to be done

i2 In reality do some practitioners use single

13 use vial or single patient use vial on multiple patients in

14 some settings mean in reality does that happen

15 In reality the answer is yes

16 Now in situation where you do what you

17 describe you take the vial of medication and you draw it up

18 irto say three separate aliquots or is that what is an

19 aliquot

20 An aliquot is certain dose So in other

21 woros lets say we just had something for ease lets say

22 we have something where there is 20 milliliters of drug and we

23 want to give milliliters to one drug and its

z4 obviously certain concentration milliliters to another

25 patient and 10 milliliters to another that is an aliquot
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And the dose like in propofol is it would be 1C

rnil igrams per ml milliliter or 10 milligrams per cc So if

it was giving 10 ml to one patient that would be 100

roil igrams And that would be what we would use possibly to

get the patient to sleep We might use the milliliters or

SC mIlligrams as touch up or we might go aheao and oive it

to smdll person It depends

In this case we also have 50 cc of 50 millIliters

meaning large vials so we have much more medicine to go

10 around So we had larger number of ability to no ahead and

11 do multiple draws for multiple patients

12 So if you oid that though if you had va ann

13 you extracted from the vial with clean syringe sterile

14 hadnt been used on another patient you did les say SO cc

15 bottle and you had 10 cc syringes mean you could draw five

16 different syringes full correct

17 That is correct

18 And then if you kept those separate and sterile

19 and not used by any other patient theoretically coulo you use

20 those aseptically on subsequent patients

21 You could do it theoretically The problem

22 comes in is because as you alluded to before there is

23 significant number of unsafe practices that axe occurring So

24 what you end up doing is is that you start getting vials that

25 are partially mixed and matched where people go in they take
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out Theres confusion and so they have the ability to go

afeGd and infect second patient who the first patient was

already infected

So that whats happened is is that the nature

ronzations meaning the CDC the Centers for Disease

Contrcl the FDA the Food and Drug Administration the

American Society of Anesthesioloqy the American Association

or Nurse Anesthetists all believe in one easy standard

appro0cn and that is you have one vial you have one syringe

10 you hcve one needle for one patient

11 So the ideal thing would be to take whatever the vial

12 sze Is and empty all of it into one syringe throw away the

via At the end of the case if you have any left in the

14 syrnge that has to be wasted you throw away the syrince and

15 you throw away the needle cind you start all over with the

16 second case That is the only way you can be assured of safe

17 injection practices

18 Cettino back to reality though with certain

19 practitioners if you did as described and you endec up with

20 these five syringes that had not been used on patients before

21 theoretically if understand you you could use those on

22 five patients know its not the guideline and whats

23 recommended but you could use those if you were very

24 careful safely on five successive patients

25 Theoretically yes
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Now same situation where or different

situation rather where youve got vial of meoication and

you dont pre draw but you just as you need it draw wih

clean syringe clean needle and so forth you are able to draw

out 10 cc at time for this patient

Then you were careful The next patiert rolls ir

new syringe new needle same medication You craw lle same

10 cc out and use it for the next patient and so on Si
its gone you could do that theoretically

10 Okay Thats if lets go over this ciOafl

11 You only use the 10 cc syringe on the first patiert

12 Yes Never re enter the vial Never re ener

13 the vial

14 Arid then thats it And then you oo to toe

15 second patient arid you put new syringe and reed or is

16 that correct

17 Correct

18 Theoretically that is correct

19 Now if you didnt qnite do it that way where

20 you took that syringe ann you took your medication out of it

21 and you gave it to patient and lets say you even chanoed

22 the needle and you put brand new needle but its the same

23 syr-Hge that actually came in contact with the patient go

24 back into that vial of medication could you then use that

25 vial of medication on next on the next patient
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Absolutely not

Arid why not What would be the problem

The reason is is that because they have shown

that even thouoh you may think that you may not he you may

not h0ve flood on your srlnge the closer first of all you

are to patients bloodstream the higher probability that

you wll end up with blood on the needle and in the syringe

tte cser you ae to the port where youre givino your

ieo_cction to the bloodstream

10 Arid if you have patient like we have here who coulo

11 have hepatitis which is blood borne virus certain

12 percent of cases that syringe now will be contaminated Even

13 if you throw away the needle and you then put new neeoie on

14 ard you go into that vial the second time that then will

15 contamincte The contents in the vial

16 What about if you went into that vial of

17 medIcation with syringe maybe even change out the needle

18 and Im talking about one that you used on patient ano you

19 did something with the plunger where you were either holoing

20 the plunger from moving or you were putting negative pressure

21 on it or something of that nature would that be okay

22 No

23 Why not

24 Because the same thing can happen You still

25 have come in contact with potentially patient who has
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blood borne virus that will then still regardless of wYat yoJ

do with the syringe and the plunger the still comes in

contact with the syringe

So lets move to different area want to

ask you about anesthesia billing and the like The sheet thuc

you put together the anesthesia record whats the purpose

that

Well its multiple things You oo ahead arid

you put patients height and weight You put their

10 allergies on You put tiat you have identified the patient

11 that youve looked over their chart and the patient is ready

12 to oo You put down any of the monitors youre going to put

13 or them Usually its circled or its check marked

14 It has place where we can use all the vital sicns

15 usually meaning the blooo pressure what the heart rate is

16 what the oxygen level is that were monitoring their

17 end tidal carbon dioxide so that we know that theyre

18 breathing We can put an drterial line in the artery so that

19 we can have more exact idea of what the blood pressure Is

20 We have an area where you can see where the

21 inhlational agents have been civen whether its general

22 anesthetic or whether its drug like propofol or its

23 something else where we paralyzed patient so that they dont

24 move so the surgeon doesnt have problem with moving

25 tarcet
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It also shows the fact of how much fluid we give

them Its place where we can go ahead and show where the

blood products are if the patient bleeds because they have

probleri with coagulation So it gives us really all the

information in very short wirdow and ics obviously time

lapse

fime time lapse

time lapse So in other words we have

sometriing where we can record literally every five minutes

10 Now with electronic systems you can even do it more than

11 that if you wish

12 So you keep track of all those parameters that

13 you talked dbout Are those called vital signs

14 Th0t is correct

15 Is that somethinc that you track as the

16 patents under anesthesia

17 Yes sir

18 Ano whats the purpose of even doing that Why

19 is that important

20 Because you obviously need to have some

21 documentation of not only what it is thats going on with the

22 patent but what it is that you did to prevent adverse events

23 from occurring You need the oocumentation Thats

24 standard in medicine We can also use it to go ahead and

25 accumulate research data But the primary reason is to go
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ahead and have something that spells out what occurs to the

patient daring time that potentially is risky

Is that important for maybe future practitioners

who may want to review how somebody did

It can do it can well you can see what

that practitioner has done so that if theres something bad

that happened you can stay away from that What are those

things Like an allergic reaction like somethino that you

put on face to go aheac and protect the eyes that they have

10 an cdverse event difficult airway Theres lot of things

11 that it gives you in terms of that kind of an information

12 Is that document considered part of the medical

13 record

14 Yes sir

15 Is it important that you as the person who

16 and assume didnt ask you that but are you the one that

17 would fill that information out

18 Yes

19 mean as the anesthesia person during the

20 procedure

21 Thats rorrect

22 Is it important that the information that you

23 put in there be accurate

24 Yes

25 Is there any wiggle room on that at all meaning
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caud you fabricate vital signs or anything like that

No

Would you ever do that

Nc

Woild that ever be acceptable in any situation

ttat vcuve ever come in contact with

It would not be acceptable It would be below

the standcrd of care

New with recard to you mentioned time that

10 this records time is that right

11 Yes

12 Wh do you even why are you even concerned

13 aut time on procedure

14 Well mean since you have different data

15 points obviously you go on in terms of the procedure so you

16 need that in ordei to go ahead and say when you gave certain

17 medicines when you reversed them If patients blood

18 pressere went down you have to know what time that happened

19 what you did Thas no only for this patient but anybody

20 else who may take care of that patient

21 It could even be for afterwards in terms of the

22 postoperative care whether they go to the recovery room or

23 whether you go to an intensive care unit It gives you an

24 idea It gives you footplate of that real time what goes an

25 to what goes on with patient
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Does the time have anything to do with your

reimbursement

Yes

Is that importdnt for you to get paid for what

you do is document that time

Yes

Now is that big secret

No

As far as the anesthesia time can you toil us

10 define for us how anesthesa time is cciculated

11 The anesthesa time starts from the minute you

12 see patient and you remaIn in attendance to that patient

13 until you turn them over to another healthcaie provider That

14 can be another physician lots sy in an intensive care unit

15 In the recovery room youre usually handing it over to

16 postoperative nurse

17 When you finish telling her about the patient you

18 give the information as to the hstcry the physical exam

19 what went on what to look for postoperatively what weve

20 given lets say in the number of transfused units what drugs

21 if its continuous drip Alter that and we are finished

22 being at the bedside with that pctient our anesthesia time

23 ends

24 You said personal attendance Is that do you

25 have to actually be physically wth the patient
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You have to be physically with the patient You

oannot go ahead and be doing something else arid billing at the

same time Thats oonourrenoy In other words you can only

bill when you are riohf there with the patient

No with reord to that what about if youre

in prooedure room youve dore an anesthetio prooedure on

patient The patien has eft the room Maybe youve even

gone out arid passeo he patient off to the nurse like you

desoribed When you core baok into the room

10 You leave that patient You oome baok into the room

11 and you actually are engaged or the anesthetio prooedure of

12 another patient Youre just few feet away if anybody needs

13 to call you to ask queston Can you sillbill for that

14 patient

15 No

16 Would you ever be able to bill for that patient

17 in that scenario

18 No

19 No lets say yoL finish your procedure and they

20 call you over to do somethIng with that patient airway issue

21 or whatever could you then bill for that time

22 Yes

23 I-low would that work

24 Well it works where lets say an emergency

25 comes up and you are no longer in attendance with another
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patient The nuise calls you because the blood pressure is

down there are problems having trouble breathinc You can

then go ahead and you can take care of that problem but you

have to document in the record that you spent time with the

patient in attendance

And so you put the tecinnlng and you put the end in

terms of the time and you put what happened why you were

needed and what you oid Arid if you then have to go ahead ann

turn the care over to another provider healthcare provider

10 like another physician another specialist you document all

11 that But you can only its that time that you spend with

12 the patient can you bill

13 Your liability may be larger than that time

14 window though

15 And thats not infrequent with surgeons and

16 anesthesiologists What can happen is is that we might be

17 finished with the first case Our anesthesia record stops

18 because we no longer are wth them weve turned it over to

19 another healthcare provicer We start the next case and then

20 all of the sudden you know 30 minutes later theres

21 something thats going wrong with the patient that we just

22 finshed

23 You then have to tell the nurse to do or You

24 have to tell her to try to fine if you need another physician

25 it might be respiratory therapist But you have to go ahead
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and take care of them but you are nct allowed to bill That

is not if you take look at CMS which is the Center for

Medicare 0nd Medicaib Servces they do not allow you to bill

for doing that

Now along tuoce lInes jus so were clear

youre in room ano any the orocedure hasnt started

on new patient and you oont go out and do any personal

attendance but somebody just comes in and asks you

estion Youve already raneased tne first patient to the

10 care provider gone in and youre preparing to do another

11 patient even though youre being dsked question about that

12 patient youre no longer personal attendance

13 And you carnot hil It would be the same thing

14 like if you go ahead and you cd your private physician and

15 you just want some information about medication you know

16 hes not going to go ahead and blI you for that But for

17 anesthesia its different Its tne sense that we have to be

18 there taking care of patent fare to face without not taking

19 care of another patient for us to be able to bill

20 There is no exception that we can be taking care of

21 two patients simultaneously arc bill them both for extra time

22 in other words thats what concurrency is So if we et

23 me just be very specifc Lets say we finisheo case and we

24 turn it over to the nurse in the recovery room at 1200

25 oclock We bill for whenever we started to that 1200
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ocock We cannot then

Were seeing our next patient We cant we cant

hill We obviously cant see thdt patient until it at

least minute later which we can then start billing for the

next patient We cannot bill patient number one anything

more We are now dealinc with patient number two

Could you ever overlap

Never Not accordng to the billino the

bil ing guide by the CMS

10 Now and do mean does are there other

11 guides that deal with how anesthesia time is calculated or is

12 this pretty much across the board

13 Well think most of the other providers

14 because of the fact that its the federal government ann

15 theyre the biggest payer they usually set the guidelines for

16 what is acceptable and what isnt acceptable And the

17 providers the other private health insurance providers follow

18 the rules and regulations

19 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor Id object to him

20 testifying as to what other providers do unless theres

21 foundation as to how he has this knowledge

22 THE COURT All right

23 MR STAUDAI-IER Fair enough Les not talk about

24 other providers Lets just talk about your experience and

25 your familiarity with the actual regulations
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BY MR STAUDAHER

As far as the -- mean have you ever in your

experience ever seen situation where it was acceptable to

overlap billing

No And we re xey careful aboun that with our

anesthesic deoartment ano Group

So you oould

We never

Im sorry

10 We never have this occur

11 So you could never have five patients in the

12 recovery room even thouch youre still liable for those

13 patients that you would be cctnually able to hill for when

14 youre in attendance of say cifferent patient

15 That is correct

16 Now with reqard to nilling time how is billinc

17 time essentially determined

18 In anesthesia its different than any other

19 specialty For the procedure you get base unit Ard lets

20 say the procedures that were taking about today

21 colonoscopies the esophagogastroscopies were talking about

22 five units for the procedure Anesthesia gets an

23 additional for every 15 minutes they get one additional

24 unit

25 And the reason is is that because you have slow
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endoscopists You have slow surgeons and you have fast

erdoscopists and fast surgeons so your time is still with the

patient Arid the belief is that you should not be pena1ized

if you work with slow surgeon or slow endoscopist So for

every 15 minutes you get an odoitional unit

Once you get past 15 minute mark it depenos on

wrat the insurer is as to what it is that you can then bill

for that last allotment of time over 15 minutes So in other

words 15 minutes its the 16th minute whdt happens If

10 its 30 minutes what happens when you go 31 minutes And

11 its different between Mediccire Its different between

12 Medcaid Its different with dfferent insuiers private

13 insurers and it differs from state to state

14 Now the part thats different is what mean

15 is the 15 minute increment pretty much the same those are the

16 windows

17 The 15 minute is the same The five in other

18 words for one unit The five units for the procedure is the

19 same What is different is that each one of them does

20 something little different in terms of how they reimburse

21 you

22 Let me just go back little Each unit translates

23 into dollar amount that is paid by the insurer and thats

24 how you then get

25 MR WRIGHT foundation as to this or knowledge
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ofit

THE COURT All rgnt How is -hat youre

familiar with the

MR WRIGHT can take him on voir dire moment

VOIR DIRE EXAWINATION

BY MR WRIGHT

Do you do the oiling fcr your practice

When we first started we

Do you do the oilYng fcr your practice

10 Just minute

11 presently

12 Presently no

13 Okay Whers the cst time you did billing for

14 an AEC practice where anesthesia ws beino done

15 Me personally

16 Yes

17 havent because we have billing service

18 Okay And you have billing department where

19 you are

20 We have billinc service as pact of the

21 corporate entity that is with our department iii other words

22 we have billing service

23 Okay What is our department

24 The department of anesthesiology at Cedars Sinai

25 Medical Center
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10

11

12

ii

j4

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

25

Okay So is that hcspital Im layman

Okay Cedars Sinai Medical Center is

hospital yes

Okay So you do you do an anesthesia

practIce in hospital right

Not just in hospital We do anesthesia

Not we You

Oh me

You

do it just in the hospital that is correct

So whens the last time you ever even did

ambulctory surgical center gastroenterologv you performed the

anesthesia in it

Several years ago

How many

Well my practice Is little

How many

Okay cant tell you when the last one was

but it would be more than ten years ago

More than ten years cigo is The last time youve

ever done procedure for gas colonoscopy or upper

endo

No

in outpatient clinic

Outin
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In an outpatient clinic correct

No Wait wait

Correct

Wait

Yes or no

Thats

Ii the outpatient

Okay

No

More

Even

are asking

Did you bill it

Excuse me

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going to ask that he

be allcwed to answer his guestion

THE WITNESS Just

THE COURT Sir Sir sir Both of you

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Please if Mr Wright asks you yes or

no question then answer it yes or no Mr Staudaher wil_

have an opportunity as Im sure you know

THE WITNESS do

THE COURT to come back over and ask you to

clarify your answers If it is question and you cannot

KARR REPOPTINfl INC

it can youre asking me yes or no

okay Outpatient the answer yes

You did one

Ive done more than one

than ten years ago correct

more recent than that Okay Because you

10

11

12

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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arswer it aS yes or no question then say cannot answer

that as yes or no question Then Mr Wright will determine

wtether or not he wants to ask you different question or

rephrase his question

Okdy If you dont understdnd Mr Wrights question

then say you know dont unQerstand the question or if you

dont know Then just simp say dont know as opposet to

offering an explanation If you dont feel that honestly you

can say yes or no then the appropriate response in my view is

10 cannot answer that as staTed And then Mr Wricht as

11 said has the option does he want to ask you different

12 question does he want to try to rephrase his question or

13 whatever

14 So Mr Wright state your question

15 Can you try to no that Doctor

16 THE WITNESS can But Your Honor let me just

17 exp am one little

18 THE COURT No no

19 THE WITNESS No

20 THE COURT No The way it works is you can only

21 provide answers to questions Now if Mr Stauoaher thinks

22 that your answer was inconpiete in some way its

23 Mr Staudahers duty to come back over the testimony and ask

24 you for clarification or explanation okay

25 THE WITNESS Okay
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THE COURT So Mr Wright go ahead

MR WRIGHT The last time you performed your

services providing anestfesia

THE COURT Mr Wright

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT You need to keep your voice up

MR WRIGHT Okay The last time

THE COURT The only person that can always be heard

in this room is apparently me

10 MR WRIGHT The last time

11 THE COURT and Mr Santacroce Somethinc we have

12 in common

13 BY MR WRIGHT

14 The last time you performed an outpatert

15 surgery center colonoscopy or endoscopy by you performinc it

16 mean you gave the anesthesia services okay whenever it

17 was whether it was more than ten years ago or recently Qid

18 you do the billing on it

19 No sir

20 Okay Arid in are you billing expert

21 No sir

22 In order to have this information that youre

23 telaing the jury here when you have nothing to do with your

24 own billing for your services what did you do research it

25 and read up on it
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No sir

Okay You knew all that youre testifying to

CMS the documents all of tdat you had already known

correct And you did no research correct sir

Yes sir okay You asked two things

Rephr0se the question again

Okay Did you do dny research

Yes

because youre not an expert you needed to read

10 uponit

11 No

12 correct

13 am not an expert but

14 Okay

15 Im not hilling agent

16 MR WRIGHT No further questions Oan we approach

17 the bench

18 THE COURT Well actually was about ready to take

19 cr break

20 MR WRIGHT Okay

21 THE COURT Well do approach the bench regard no

22 scheduling issues

23 Of record bench conference

24 THE COURT Im going to go few more minutes before

25 we take oar lunch break Unfortunately we wont finish with
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tf is witness at any reasonable time for the lunch break So

Mr Staudahers got few more questions and then well be

takng lunch break around 1230 or so

DIRECT EXAMINATION Continued

BY MR STAUDAHER

When defense counsel was asking you some

guesticns you wanted to expound on some of those things Cal

you tell us some of the Lhngs youre talking what you

wanteo to say in relation to those questions

10 Well he was asking me two sepaxate things in

11 terms of when did anesthesia or an endoscopic proceonre anc

12 he was talking about the bIlling But what was confusing me

13 is thct amd maybe misunderstood it he said three different

14 things One was an ambulatory surgical center one is an

15 outpatient facility and one is an inpatient facility And

16 you can do endoscopy in any of the three areas

17 Okay So no on

18 And have done those more as an inpatient and

19 in an cutpatient facility because at our facility we do all

20 three do not do them in the standalone ambulatory suroical

21 center that is at distance from our campus So thats what

22 the confusion was

23 THE COURT Can you tell us in case its not clear

24 the difference between an ambulatory surgical center and an

25 outpatient facility think we all know what an inpatient
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faclity

THE WITNESS Right

THE COURT thats in the hospital

THE WITNESS Usucily an outpatient facility is

attacteo to parent hospital or medical center whereds

stcrdalone unit is stardalone unit They dont do anything

else except whatever that procedure is and that is usualy

somebody that it tends to be more people in private

prdct cc

10 Its usually surgcal centers where the surgeor or

11 tre encloscopist or whoever is doing that frequently owns the

12 raciltv per se and has his or her people there doinc

13 procedures and doing anesthesia if they need and its just

14 different setting

15 THE COURT Okay So an outpatient would be somebody

16 wYos not admitted to the hospital but the facility is right

17 next to the hospital

18 THE WITNESS That is correct Your Honor

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 So youve clone work in youve clone endoscopy

21 work in all three facilities but most recently in the

22 inpatient and outpatient facilities right

z3 That is correct

24 And although you dont do the actual physical

25 submission of the bill itself to anesthesia do you provide
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the information by which that bill is generated

We not only provide the information is that

becciuse of this corporate compliance issue that weve talked

about at least once year our billing service comes and

gives us talk of about what we can do and what we cant do

so that we remain in compliance to what it is that they do

which is the billing

And that frequently is the times that were talkng

about and thats one of the reasons why Im very well awcire

10 of that And the reason looked it up was just to

11 substanticite that this is exactly what CMS says But is
12 what we do from our billing agents to make sure that we that

13 the group stays within the letter of the law

14 So you usec that as just to make sure wiat you

15 were being told was accurate

16 Yes

17 Okay So you go through this compliance thing

18 every year

19 Every year its required

20 And is that part of so you submit the right

21 tfings to the billing people so that then they can send it off

22 to the insurance company

23 Thats correct

24 So as part of that you said that this class

25 that you go to where they talk to you about this and provide
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this information to you do issues like weve discussed come

up

Yes sir

Okay And as far a5 your knowledue do the

different cdniers have nifferent within the 15 minute

increment do rhey have cifferent issues of what portion of

that they will nay for tre wnole incremenr for example

Yes sir

Is that whdt we were talking about

10 Yes sir

11 And what Im specifically asking is is there

12 difference between goino over one minute into the next

13 increment fo some insurers versus going over eight or ten

14 minutes into the nex Increment for some insurers

15 Yes sir

16 And as part of the classes or the information

17 that you net from your bil_ing people so rhat you can coaply

18 do you have Those kinds of discussions

19 Yes sir

20 Did you then use that information to look into

21 your rese0xch to confirm that what they were telling you was

22 actually accurate

23 Yes sir

24 MR STAUDAHER At least on that issue Your Honor

25 THE COURT Let me ask you this Do you when you
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